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12 p.m.

Camp Randall Stadium
Processional
University School of Music Band
Professor Michael Leckrone, M.M.

The audience is requested to rise as the procession of officials enters.

National Anthem

Presiding Officer
Chancellor Rebecca M. Blank, Ph.D.

Introduction of the Official Party
Nicholas Checker, Senior Class Secretary

Welcome from UW System Board of Regents
Regent Timothy Higgins, J.D.

Introduction of Keynote Speaker
Sarah Neibart, Senior Class Treasurer

Charge to the Graduates
Jon Huntsman, Jr.

Recognition of Honorary Degree Recipients
Honorary Degrees were awarded on Friday, May 16.

Conferral of Master’s Degrees
Master of Accountancy
Master of Arts
Master of Business Administration
Corporate Executive Master of Business Administration
Master of Engineering
Master of International Public Affairs
Master of Music
Master of Professional French Studies
Master of Public Affairs
Master of Science
Master of Social Work
Dean Martin T. Cadwallader, Ph.D.

Remarks on Behalf of the Alumni Association
Jay Sekelsky, Chair
Wisconsin Alumni Association Board of Directors

Remarks on Behalf of the Graduates
Joseph Meeker, Senior Class President
Andrew Bulovsky, Senior Class Vice President

Musical Interlude
University School of Music Band

Recognition of Honors Graduates

Conferral of Baccalaureate Degrees

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Agricultural Business Management
Bachelor of Science–Agricultural Sciences
Bachelor of Science–Biological Systems Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Dietetics
Bachelor of Science–International Agriculture and Natural Resources
Bachelor of Science–Landscape Architecture
Bachelor of Science–Natural Resources
Bachelor of Science–Natural Sciences
Dean Kathryn VandenBosch, Ph.D.

School of Business
Bachelor of Business Administration
Dean François Ortalo-Magné, Ph.D.

School of Education
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Science–Art
Bachelor of Science–Art Education
Bachelor of Science–Athletic Training
Bachelor of Science–Dance
Bachelor of Science–Education
Bachelor of Science–Kinesiology
Bachelor of Science–Rehabilitation Psychology
Dean Julie K. Underwood, J.D., Ph.D.

continued
College of Engineering
Bachelor of Naval Science
Bachelor of Science–Biomedical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Chemical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Civil Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Computer Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Electrical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Mechanics
Bachelor of Science–Engineering Physics
Bachelor of Science–Geological Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Industrial Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Materials Science and Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Mechanical Engineering
Bachelor of Science–Nuclear Engineering
  Dean Ian M. Robertson, Ph.D.

School of Human Ecology
Bachelor of Science–Community and Nonprofit Leadership
Bachelor of Science–Consumer Affairs
Bachelor of Science–Family, Consumer and Community Education
Bachelor of Science–Human Development and Family Studies
Bachelor of Science–Human Ecology
Bachelor of Science–Interior Design
Bachelor of Science–Personal Finance
Bachelor of Science–Retailing
Bachelor of Science–Textile and Apparel Design
  Dean Soyeon Shim, Ph.D.

College of Letters & Science
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Arts–Journalism
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science–Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Physics
Bachelor of Science–Chemistry
Bachelor of Science–Journalism
Bachelor of Social Work
  Dean John Karl Scholz, Ph.D.

School of Nursing
Bachelor of Science–Nursing
  Dean Katharyn A. May, Ph.D.

School of Pharmacy
Bachelor of Science–Pharmacology and Toxicology
  Dean Jeanette C. Roberts, M.P.H., Ph.D.

Closing Remarks
Chancellor Blank

Varsity
Varsity! Varsity! U rah rah! Wisconsin
Praise to thee we sing.
Praise to thee our Alma Mater.
U rah rah! Wisconsin!

Recessional
Please remain seated until officials have left the stage.
Marsbals will release graduates by row for formal portraits.

Please note: Professional photographers will be taking individual photographs of candidates following the ceremony. Marsbals in red robes will release students by row to proceed to photo stations. Parents and friends should not try to gain access to the candidate seating area (field) to take photographs before, during or after the ceremony.

#uwgrad
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Jon Huntsman, Jr.

The senior class officers of the Class of 2014 have selected Jon M. Huntsman, Jr., former governor of Utah and U.S. ambassador to both Singapore and China, to address degree candidates during spring commencement exercises.

Huntsman began his career in public service as a staff assistant to President Ronald Reagan. He has since served four U.S. presidents in critical roles around the world, including ambassador to Singapore, deputy assistant secretary of commerce for Asia, U.S. trade ambassador and most recently U.S. ambassador to China. He ran as a candidate for the Republican presidential nomination until leaving the race in January 2012.

Twice elected as Utah’s governor, Huntsman brought about strong economic reforms, tripled the state’s rainy day fund and helped bring unemployment rates to historic lows. Recognized by peers for his service, Huntsman was elected chair of the Western Governors’ Association, serving 19 states throughout the region.

Huntsman’s business leadership is also well known from his time at the helm of Huntsman Corporation, the multibillion-dollar chemical company founded by his father. The hands-on experience he gained over three decades helped make Huntsman Corporation a strong family business with deep philanthropic connections.

Huntsman has served as a visiting fellow at Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government as well as a distinguished lecturer at Duke University’s Sanford School of Public Policy. A graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, he has also received seven honorary doctoral degrees.

He currently serves on the boards of Ford Motor Company, Caterpillar Corporation, Huntsman Corporation, the U.S. Naval Academy Foundation and the University of Pennsylvania. In addition, he serves as a distinguished fellow at the Brookings Institution, a trustee of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, a trustee of the Reagan Presidential Foundation, chair of the Huntsman Cancer Foundation and chair of the board of the Atlantic Council of the United States.

“The University of Wisconsin–Madison is one of the premier institutions of higher education in the world,” says Huntsman. “Those in the graduating class of 2014 will make contributions to bettering our lives in ways that today we can’t even imagine. I consider it a great honor to be a small part of sending them off to conquer the opportunities ahead.”
Rebecca M. Blank became chancellor of the University of Wisconsin–Madison in July 2013.

Blank's experience blends a knowledge of economics with a history of leading through innovation, and a background as an educator and researcher. In taking the position, Blank spoke of two distinct agendas for UW–Madison: providing the next generation with the skills necessary to succeed in the world’s changing economy, and maintaining this university’s position as a leader in innovation and research.

Leading Wisconsin’s flagship university represents a return to academia for Blank. From 2009 to 2013, she served in top positions at the U.S. Department of Commerce. She started as under secretary for economic affairs, and then was named deputy secretary and acting secretary of the agency, managing nearly 45,000 employees and a $10 billion budget. During her time at Commerce, Blank not only led a large and complex organization, but also worked to promote economic development with an emphasis on connecting research and innovation with job creation and economic growth. Before joining the Department, she was a fellow at the Brookings Institution, a nonprofit public policy research think tank in Washington, D.C.

Blank brings strong academic credentials to the position of chancellor. She served as dean and professor of public policy and economics in the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan from 1999 to 2008. In her role as dean, she launched such innovations as interdisciplinary graduate programs and an undergraduate public policy major. Earlier in her career, she was a member of the faculty at Northwestern University and Princeton University, as well as an assistant visiting professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. She also spent two years, from 1997 to 1999, as a member of the President’s Council of Economic Advisers. Blank was on the UW–Madison campus in fall 1985 as a visiting fellow in the Department of Economics and the Institute for Research on Poverty, and has attended many conferences and events here.

Blank was born in Missouri and later moved to Minnesota. She earned an undergraduate degree in economics from the University of Minnesota, and a doctoral degree in economics from MIT.
Rocco Landesman, a 1969 UW–Madison graduate with a bachelor’s degree in English, has brought multiple award-winning plays and musicals to the stage, including works by contemporary playwrights August Wilson, Marsha Norman and Tony Kushner. His work as a producer and advocate for new work redirected the American theater at a vital time for the history of commercial and regional theater.

Landesman served as chair of the National Endowment for the Arts from August 2009 through December 2012. During his tenure, he pursued three major initiatives: Art Works, which sought outcome-focused reinvigoration of the agency’s granting program; Our Town, which posited art projects as drivers of community revitalization; and ArtPlace, an effort involving collaboration between 13 national and regional foundations and six of the nation’s largest banks to increase funding for the arts. He also worked with other federal agencies to build relationships, including bringing music therapy to the Walter Reed National Military Medical Center.

Landesman became the President of Jujamcyn Theaters, which owns and operates five Broadway theaters, in 1987, and purchased the company in 2005.

Landesman was born and raised in St. Louis, Missouri, and pursued his undergraduate education at Colby College before attending UW–Madison. He earned a doctorate in dramatic literature at the Yale School of Drama. At the completion of his coursework, he stayed at the school for four years, working as an assistant professor.

Landesman has been active on numerous boards, including the Municipal Arts Society, an advocacy organization concerned with New York City’s public spaces and preservation; the Times Square Alliance, which has radically changed the heart of the city by improving its safety, sanitation and aesthetic; The Actor’s Fund; and the Educational Foundation of America. Over the years, he has also returned to the Yale School of Drama and Yale Rep to teach.
HONORARY DEGREE

Thomas Lyon

Thomas Lyon began his career at Midwest Breeders Cooperative in 1967, and helped expand the business beyond its regional base. Through several mergers, the company evolved into a nationwide cooperative known as 21st Century Genetics, which quickly became an international force in the cattle breeding industry.

In 1991, Lyon initiated the formation and served as the president of the first U.S. agricultural holding cooperative, Cooperative Resources International, an organization with more than 1,250 employees, 50,000 farmer-members and more than $100 million in revenue. The Shawano, Wisconsin-based cooperative includes Genex Cooperative (cattle breeding services), AgSource Cooperative Services (milk recording and data management services) and the Central Livestock Association (cattle marketing services).

Lyon is a 1962 graduate of Iowa State University with a bachelor’s degree in dairy science. He was a member of the UW System Board of Regents for seven years, including a term as the board’s president from 1990 to 1992. He presided over the hiring of two of the most influential women in the history of higher education in Wisconsin, former UW–Madison Chancellor Donna Shalala and former UW System President Katharine Lyall.

Lyon also served on the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences Board of Visitors and on the UW-Extension Board of Visitors. He is a past board member of American Farmland Trust; member of the Wisconsin Stewardship Task Force; and served as cochair of the Future of Farming and Rural Life in Wisconsin study. He was inducted into the Cooperative Hall of Fame in 2006. In 2013, Lyon received the Rod Nilsestuen Award for Working Lands Preservation for his efforts to protect farmland in Wisconsin and nationally.
David Maraniss is an associate editor at the *Washington Post* and a three-time Pulitzer Prize finalist. He won the Pulitzer for national reporting in 1993 for his newspaper coverage of then-presidential candidate Bill Clinton. He was also part of the *Post* team that won a 2008 Pulitzer Prize for the newspaper’s coverage of the Virginia Tech shootings.

Maraniss grew up in Madison and attended UW–Madison, though he left the university in 1975 to work for the *Times* in Trenton, New Jersey before receiving his undergraduate degree. He joined the *Post* two years later.

Maraniss has authored 10 books, including biographies of Presidents Barack Obama, *Barack Obama: The Story*, and Bill Clinton, *First in His Class*. *When Pride Still Mattered: A Life of Vince Lombardi*, his biography of the famed Green Bay Packers coach, is considered one of the best sports biographies ever published. His book *They Marched into Sunlight* movingly juxtaposes two very different events that happened on Oct. 17 and 18, 1967: a brutal battle involving a U.S. Army battalion in Vietnam, and an antiwar demonstration on the UW–Madison campus that turned violent.

Maraniss has won several other notable awards for achievements in journalism, including the George Polk Award, the Dirksen Prize for Congressional Reporting, the ASNE Laventhol Prize for Deadline Writing, the Hancock Prize for Financial Writing, the Anthony Lukas Book Prize, the Frankfort Book Prize, the Eagleton Book Prize, the Ambassador Book Prize and Latino Book Prize.

Maraniss maintains a residence in Madison. He has been active in the community, serving as a trustee of the Wisconsin Union, a supporter of the Wisconsin Book Festival, and the honorary chair of the campaign to raise funds to renovate the Madison Central Library.
University of Wisconsin System Regent Tim Higgins, of Appleton, Wisconsin, is the owner and principal of ChiRho Services, a consulting firm that works with health care providers to improve patient outcomes, increase patient satisfaction and reduce total cost of care by promoting understanding and fostering communication among stakeholders.

A community activist dedicated to meeting the needs of the Fox Valley, Higgins serves as a member of the Board of IndUS of Fox Valley, an Indo-American friendship organization organized in 1999 by members of the Fox Valley India Association. He has served on the boards of directors of the Family Service Association of the Fox Valley, United Way Fox Cities, Fox Cities Chamber of Commerce, Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region and the Local Emergency Assistance Valley Evangelical Network (LEAVEN).

Higgins earned an undergraduate degree in economics from UW–Madison in 1977 and later earned a law degree from IIT–Chicago Kent College of Law. He has served two terms on the Wisconsin Alumni Association national board and earned the Alumni Advocate of the Year Award in 2005.
Wisconsin Alumni Association board chair Jay Sekelsky serves as executive director and chief investment officer for Madison Investment Advisors, Incorporated, an asset management company with clients that include individuals as well as hospitals, foundations, endowments, religious organizations, corporations, municipalities, unions, financial institutions and insurance companies. Sekelsky is a member of the executive committee and the board of directors and serves as lead portfolio manager for several equity portfolio strategies. He was a Morningstar Domestic-Stock Manager of the Year Finalist in 2006.

In addition to the Wisconsin Alumni Association, Sekelsky serves on several nonprofit boards, including the University of Wisconsin Foundation board of directors, vice chair of the board of trustees for the United Way of Dane County Foundation, and Wisconsin School of Business–Hawk Equity Portfolio Advisory Board for the Applied Securities Analysis Program. Sekelsky earned an undergraduate degree in accounting in 1981 and an MBA in finance in 1987, both from the UW–Madison.
Senior Class Officers

On behalf of the class officers, congratulations on your commencement!

Senior class officers are elected through Associated Students of Madison (ASM) spring elections prior to beginning their service in the fall of their senior year.

The officers partner with the Chancellor’s Office, the Division of Student Life, the Wisconsin Alumni Association (WAA) and the UW Foundation. The senior class officers help to plan spring and winter commencement as well as senior social events and senior week events in cooperation with WAA.

Your future got started at the UW–Madison, and the UW–Madison's future starts with you.

Visit uwseniors.com to learn more and get involved with the Class of 2014 Gift. On, Wisconsin!

Joseph Meeker, president

Meeker, of Waunakee, Wisconsin, graduates with majors in economics and philosophy. He plans to attend law school. A member of the MadHatters, Madison’s premier all-male a cappella group, Meeker served as its business manager for two years. He is a campus tour guide with Campus and Visitor Relations and a member of the Wisconsin Alumni Student Board. Previously, he served as a house fellow in Barnard Hall and was a member of the UW Mock Trial team.

Nicholas Checker, secretary

Checker, of Oak Creek, Wisconsin, graduates with majors in history and political science, as well as honors in the liberal arts. He plans to work in Washington, D.C. on foreign policy issues before pursuing a graduate degree in international relations or diplomatic history. Throughout his collegiate years, Checker has been involved in student government, including serving as chief justice of ASM’s student judiciary. He spent two summers interning in Uganda on a financial literacy campaign and with the State Department.

Andrew Bulovsky, vice president

Bulovsky, of Lodi, Wisconsin, graduates with majors in political science and communication arts. Selected as a Marshall Scholar, he will pursue a graduate degree in political science at the London School of Economics this fall. Bulovsky has been heavily involved for three years in ASM and served this past year as its chair. He has interned with the British House of Commons in London and the American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research in Washington, D.C. He is the current vice president for public relations of the Wisconsin Union.

Sarah Neibart, treasurer

Neibart, of Morristown, New Jersey, graduates with majors in political science and Middle Eastern studies. On campus, Neibart has worked in ASM, the Greek system and many other student organizations to further student involvement and the Wisconsin Idea among students, faculty and staff. She has interned at the Republican National Committee and the U.S. House of Representatives, as well as in the office of Governor Scott Walker. She studied abroad in Egypt during the spring of 2013. Neibart has accepted a position with the Heritage Foundation, a Washington, D.C. think tank, which will begin following graduation.
The University of Wisconsin–Madison has a rich tradition of national and international leadership in teaching, research and public service. We regularly rank near the top in research dollars and are rated among the strongest in the world in international reputation. Our 400,000 alumni include both the largest contingent of Peace Corps volunteers and the fourth highest number of corporate CEOs. And, as any visitor can readily attest, our beautiful lakeshore campus is considered to be among the nation’s most picturesque.

This university has existed for as long as Wisconsin has been a state, tracing its roots to a clause in the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin decreeing that the young state should have a prominent public university. In 1848, legislators passed a bill that formally created the University of Wisconsin. Its first class, with 17 students, met in Madison on February 5, 1849.

From these humble beginnings, the university has grown into a large, diverse community with more than 43,000 students representing every county in Wisconsin, 48 states and 131 other countries.

Across campus, the words “sifting and winnowing” often appear when describing UW–Madison’s intellectual life. They date back to an 1894 Board of Regents statement on academic freedom:

“Whatsoever may be the limitations which trammel inquiry elsewhere, we believe that the great state University of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual and fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found.”

Inspired by this spirit, scholarly inquiry has fed a steady stream of discoveries. From vitamins, agricultural techniques and wildlife ecology to stem cells, biofuels and economic well-being, the university continues to foster ideas and research that change lives.

UW–Madison is the oldest and largest campus in the University of Wisconsin System. Its mission is to provide “a learning environment in which faculty, staff and students can discover, examine critically, preserve and transmit the knowledge, wisdom and values that will help ensure the survival of this and future generations and improve the quality of life for all.”

The university strives to achieve these ends through the continual advancement of its teaching, research and public service programs. Throughout its history, the university has sought to bring the power of learning into students’ daily lives through innovations such as residential learning communities and service learning courses.

We are motivated by the “Wisconsin Idea” — articulated a century ago as the principle that the university’s influence should benefit everyone in the state. Today, this principle has expanded to a global scale. The Wisconsin Idea continues to permeate everything we do, helping to forge close partnerships between faculty, staff and students, and people, communities and industries around the world.
Return to Camp Randall

The University of Wisconsin–Madison’s spring commencement exercises look significantly different in 2014, thanks to a partnership between Chancellor Rebecca Blank and the officers of this year’s senior class.

Camp Randall Stadium is among several venues that have hosted commencement exercises in the past. Since the early 1990s, however, the university has hosted four ceremonies at the Kohl Center for all undergraduate majors and most master's students.

This year, approximately 5,400 undergraduates and master’s students, along with their families (estimated at more than 40,000 people) are expected to celebrate together at Camp Randall.

In addition to the keynote address delivered by Jon Huntsman, Jr., the ceremony will feature speakers from the student body and administration, the conferral of degrees by school and program, favorite Wisconsin music from our band, and—of course—close with the singing of “Varsity” as a class. Following the ceremony, graduates will have the opportunity to have a professional photo taken while shaking hands with their school or college’s dean or administrator.

The changes are reflected in a fresh new look for some of the more festive aspects of the ceremony, including flags representing each school and college. The colorful new flags, replacing those used in ceremonies since 1989, are carried during the academic procession by student representatives of their schools and colleges.

Chancellor Blank, who is herself taking part in her first spring commencement exercises at UW–Madison, welcomes the opportunity for graduates and their families to celebrate the achievement of receiving a degree from one of the world’s top institutions.

“This change will help us celebrate together on a grander scale while still involving the more personal elements that students look forward to throughout their time at UW–Madison,” said Blank, when announcing the changes in October 2013. “I’m excited to partner with students to provide an experience that is meaningful for everyone who attends.”

“Sitting alongside your entire graduating class will be a really powerful experience,” agreed Joe Meeker, president of the Class of 2014. “Regardless of your major, school or college, commencement is an opportunity to think about the time we’ve shared with all our fellow Badgers, and there’s no better place to reflect on that than inside Camp Randall.”

The changes came to fruition following several years of discussion between students and staff members. Lori Berquam, vice provost for student life and dean of students, is pleased to see the realization of years of planning and consideration.

“One thing I’ve heard from students is that this is a culminating event for their class and a bookend to the Chancellor’s Convocation for New Students,” she says. “This is an opportunity to feel that affinity, that pride, and see the impact of their class all together in one place.”
Program Notes

The school and college flags used in today’s ceremony were newly commissioned by Chancellor Rebecca Blank for this event. They will be used in this and other similar ceremonies, including the Chancellor’s Convocation for first-year students in August – the complementary celebration to commencement in students’ university careers.

The flags were designed by Emily L. R. Adams and Mali Mrozinski, graduate students in Design Studies in the School of Human Ecology. The organic outline on the center right of each flag represents Lake Mendota, where the UW–Madison campus is located. The motifs reference strengths within the school or college. All 12 flags are tied together through color palette, design format, and texture, creating a contemporary approach to the tradition of scholastic diversity and achievement at UW–Madison.

Flag bearers in the opening procession were selected by the dean of each school and college to represent their fellow students.

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Kayla McKaveney
   B.S., Biochemistry

School of Business
Haley Hensen
   B.B.A., Marketing and Supply Chain Management

School of Education
Alicia Montague-Keels
   B.S., Chinese Education

College of Engineering
Benedetta Cannestra
   B.S., Chemical Engineering

Graduate School
Augusta Hagen
   M.S., Dairy Science

School of Human Ecology
Carlee Latimer
   B.S., Community and Nonprofit Leadership

Law School
Patrick Leitheiser
   B.A., Political Science and Economics. Patrick will attend the University of Wisconsin Law School in Fall 2014.

College of Letters and Science
Anthony Palladino
   B.A., Political Science

School of Medicine and Public Health
Erin Borchardt
   M.S., Genetic Counseling

School of Nursing
Tara E. Schuster
   B.S., Nursing

School of Pharmacy
Jessica Marie McKernan
   B.S., Pharmacology-Toxicology and Biology

School of Veterinary Medicine
Cristina Vaughan
   B.S., Biology. Cristina will attend the UW-Madison School of Veterinary Medicine in Fall 2014.
Academic Attire

Formal academic attire is an important component of the pageantry of the commencement ceremony.

Gowns
Gowns represent the three principal levels of academic achievement. The bachelor’s gown, symbolizing the first degree, is made of black material and has a closed front and long, pointed, open sleeves. Master’s candidates wear a black gown with a closed front and long, closed sleeves. The gown worn by doctoral candidates has an open front with bell-shaped sleeves. Doctoral gowns are further embellished with velvet trim in the form of crossbars on the sleeves. These are generally black but may be colored to represent the profession or major field of interest. Some doctoral gowns are colored to represent the distinctive identity of a particular institution. The latter types of gowns are generally worn without the hood.

Hoods
Academic hoods are used as a further means of identifying the level of degree attainment. The bachelor’s hood, worn only by those who have previously received a baccalaureate degree, is rather short with a narrow velvet edging the color of the appropriate discipline and a lining in the color of the institution—cardinal at Wisconsin. The master’s hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging and exposes more of the lining. Doctoral hoods have the widest velvet edging, wide panels at either side, greater length and a fully exposed lining.

Caps and Tassels
Candidates for the bachelor’s degree wear the black mortarboard cap with tassels of their course color. The tassel is worn on the right side until the formal conferral of the degree. At that time the tassel is worn on the left side. Candidates for all higher degrees wear black mortarboard caps with black tassels on the left side. Some holders of degrees from other countries or institutions wear special hats which are distinctive to their degree.

Honors
Bachelor’s degree candidates with distinctive scholastic achievement (the top 20 percent within the school or college) wear cardinal stoles over the fronts of their gowns. Bachelor’s degree candidates participating in an honors program wear white stoles with cardinal bars. Law degree candidates who have been awarded the Dean’s Academic Achievement Award are similarly distinguished by cardinal stoles.

Academic Colors

Graduate And Professional Hoods
Doctor of Audiology: Green
Doctor of Juridical Science: Purple
Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law): Purple
Doctor of Medicine: Green
Doctor of Musical Arts: Pink
Doctor of Nursing Practice: Apricot
Doctor of Pharmacy: Olive
Doctor of Philosophy: Blue
Doctor of Physical Therapy: Green
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine: Gray
Master of Accountancy: Sapphire
Master of Arts: White
Master of Business Administration: Sapphire
Master of Engineering: Orange
Master of Fine Arts: Brown
Master of International Public Affairs: Teal
Master of Laws: Purple
Master of Laws–Legal Institutions: Purple
Master of Music: Pink
Master of Physician Assistant Studies: Green
Master of Professional French Studies: White
Master of Public Affairs: Teal
Master of Public Health: Salmon Pink
Master of Science: Yellow
Master of Science–Business: Sapphire
Master of Science–Engineering: Orange
Master of Social Work: Citron

Undergraduate Degree Tassels
College of Letters & Science
Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Physics: Yellow
Arts (including Humanities, Letters): White
Chemistry, Science: Golden Yellow
Journalism: Crimson
Music: Pink
Social Work: Citron
College of Engineering
Orange
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Maize
School of Education
Art, Art Education, Fine Arts: Brown
Dance, Kinesiology: Sage Green
Education, Rehabilitation Psychology: Light Blue
School of Business
Sapphire
School of Pharmacy
Olive
School of Nursing
Apricot
School of Human Ecology
Maroon
This list of graduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar and to the Graduate School as of April 11, 2014, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

**Doctor of Philosophy**

Katharyn Juliette Affeldt  
*Microbiology*

Horacio Andres Aguirre-Villegas  
*Biological Systems Engineering*

Zienab Fawzy Reiad Ahmed  
*Horticulture*

Mytoan Nguyen Akbar  
*Sociology*

Fulya Akpinar  
*Chemical Engineering*

Kate Alder  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Michael Kay Allred  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Ruqaya S. Alsabah  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Ozlem Altiok  
*Sociology*

Bashar Alyousef  
*Industrial Engineering*

Michael Sergio Amato  
*Environment and Resources*

Michael Sergio Amato  
*Psychology*

Andrew Alfred Anderson  
*Economics*

Ashley Gould Anderson, III  
*Medical Physics*

Wallice Yu Ning Ao  
*Economics*

Adam Michael Auerbach  
*Political Science*

Elie Azar  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Uba Backonja  
*Nursing*

Paul Geoffrey Bakken  
*Sociology*

Turina R. Bakken  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Surbhi Madia Barber  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Arkaprava Basu  
*Computer Sciences*

Gabriel Enrique Becerra Toledo  
*Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics*

Adam Jon Bechle  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Meridith Beck Sayre  
*History of Science, Medicine and Technology*

Matthew Brett Begemann  
*Microbiology*

Timothy Mathes Beissinger  
*Special Graduate Committee*

Galina Vyacheslavovna Belokurova  
*Political Science*

Benjamin James Bending  
*Chemistry*

Maria Soledad Benguria Depassier  
*Mathematics*

Carolina Andrea Bernales  
*Second Language Acquisition*

Veronica Meryl Berns  
*Chemistry*

Abhishek Bhat  
*Electrical Engineering*

Basudeb Bhattacharyya  
*Biodiversity*

Ryan Dominic Biava  
*Political Science*

Elizabeth Jane Bintrim  
*Anthropology*

Barbara Bird  
*Second Language Acquisition*

Heidi Ann Bissell  
*Zoology*

Alissa Anne Blair  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

John Parle Blake  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Laura Blakeslee  
*Sociology*

Molly Thomasy Blasing  
*Slavic Languages and Literatures*

Sarah Renee Bockting-Conrad  
*Mathematics*

Paola Monserrat Bordon Tapia  
*Economics*

Darand Lee Borneman  
*Food Science*

Kendrick Frank Boyd  
*Computer Sciences*

Elizabeth Jane Bradbury  
*Botany*

Toni Michel Brand  
*Cellular and Molecular Pathology*

Jeremy Scott Bredfeldt  
*Medical Physics*

Kara Allison Bresnahan  
*Nutritional Sciences*

Sara Gene Brinegar  
*History*

Jessica Marie Brooks  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Davis Campbell Brown  
*English*

Matthew Harman Brown  
*African Languages and Literature*

Patrick Thomas Brown  
*Cellular and Molecular Biology*

Laura Elizabeth Bru  
*Comparative Literature*

Geoffrey Robert Bru  
*Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics*

James Oliver Askov Bungert  
*Music*

Jittapat Bunnag  
*Electrical Engineering*

Jay Nelson Burlingham  
*Sociology*

Mandy Elizabeth Burnham  
*Biochemistry*

David Antonio Cantu  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Yang Cao  
*Genetics*

Rebecca Joann Carlton  
*Chemical Engineering*

Scott Carter  
*Music*

Benjamin Pun Casavant  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Jungiu Cha  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Saswata Chakraborty  
*Chemistry*

Deborah A. Chasman  
*Computer Sciences*

Kyriaki Chatzikiakidou  
*Food Science*

Chia-Hsiung Chen  
*Electrical Engineering*

Jiajie Chen  
*Statistics*

Chang Koo Chi  
*Economics*
Pyae Phyo Hein  
Biochemistry

Erik Anders Hembre  
Economics

Leah Christine Henze Bancroft  
Biomedical Engineering

John Herriges  
Genetics

Emily Katherine Heying  
Nutritional Sciences

Ansel Thomas Hillmer  
Medical Physics

Daniel Mark Hinckley  
Chemical Engineering

Elizabeth Anne Hines  
Biomedical Engineering

Chen-Han Ho  
Computer Sciences

Lam Si Tung Ho  
Statistics

Diane Catherine Holcomb  
Mathematics

Justin Michael Horn  
Philosophy

Andrew John Hryckowian  
Microbiology

Cheston Hwang Hsiao  
Chemical Engineering

Ya-Ling Hsiao  
Psychology

Chi-Chieh Huang  
Electrical Engineering

Holly Ann Huang  
Cellular and Molecular Pathology

Natalie Dawn Hunt  
Forestry

Natalie Dawn Hunt  
Environment and Resources

Erin Leigh Hunter  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Sinae Hyun  
History

Robert John Ihry  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Saheed Rotimi Imam  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Catherine Victoria Infante  
Spanish

Ozgur Isil  
Business

Melanie Mae Ivancic  
Biochemistry

Olusesan Ayodele Iwarere  
Electrical Engineering

Kelly Anne Jakes  
Communication Arts

Ngoneh Jallow  
Medical Physics

Laura Michelle Jamison  
Materials Science

Pilar Alejandra Jano Martinez  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Katie Lynn Jarvis  
History

Sara Ann Jensen  
Mathematics

Hye Min Jeon  
Industrial Engineering

Xiaoli Jin  
Business

Timothy S. Johnson  
English

Larry Way-Jay Juang  
Electrical Engineering

Heewoo Kang  
Economics

Myung Ook Kang  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Holly Ann Kantin  
Philosophy

Ahmet Mert Kartal  
Political Science

Nicole S. Kaufman  
Sociology

Jacqueline Marie Kawa  
Educational Psychology

Mushfeq Ahmed Khan  
Mathematics

Tushar Vasant Khot  
Computer Sciences

Eui Ho Kim  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Hyunseok Kim  
Electrical Engineering

Kenneth Seonguk Kim  
Mechanical Engineering

Taewan Kim  
Electrical Engineering

Yu Jin Kim  
Political Science

Marc Owen Kissel  
Anthropology

Magdalena Dagny Konieczna  
Mass Communications

Christopher Konop  
Zoology

Nicole Michelle Butkovich Kraus  
Sociology

Jacob Edward Goodfellow Krch  
Philosophy

Amanda Kaitlyn Kruse  
Physics

Ashutosh Kumar  
Mathematics

Dushko Kuzmanovski  
Physics

Il Youp Kwak  
Statistics

Matthew David La Fontaine  
Medical Physics

Jasmeet Lamba  
Biological Systems Engineering

Jessica Diane Lang  
Cancer Biology

Joshua John Larocque  
Neuroscience

Aneta Leczycki  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Joonbum Lee  
Industrial Engineering

Linde Brady Lehtinen  
Art History

Jocelyn Marie Leitzinger  
Business

Zachary Hartford Lemmon  
Genetics

Rebecca Susan Lemoine  
Political Science

Brian Burke Lewis  
Mathematics

Maria Madeline Lewis  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Samantha Rose Lewis  
Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology

Jiejing Li  
Computer Sciences

Mingxiang Li  
Business

Xiaoxun Li  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Hyungjun Lim  
Physics

Vijay Sean Sanjay Limaye  
Environment and Resources

Vijay Sean Sanjay Limaye  
Epidemiology

Jui-Chieh Lin  
Electrical Engineering

Xiao Lin  
Business

Chien-Hao Liu  
Electrical Engineering

Jie Liu  
Computer Sciences

Lihan Liu  
Economics

Yanchao Liu  
Industrial Engineering

Yang Liu  
Second Language Acquisition

Lewis John Lloyd  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Justin Yee-Hoi Lo  
Population Health

Lewis John Lloyd  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Marc Andrew Ragin  
Business

Lori Ann Randall  
Curriculum and Instruction

Nikhil Surendra Rao  
Electrical Engineering

Jessie Elizabeth Cole Reeder  
English

Lynnette Rochelle Regouby  
History of Science, Medicine and Technology

Bethany Nicole Reilly  
Physics

Keith Douglas Rein  
Mechanical Engineering

Melissa Diane Reiser  
Music

Napaporn Riabroy  
Nutritional Sciences

Brian Todd Rice  
Mathematics

Adam Charles Riggall  
Psychology

Renee Arielle Rioux  
Plant Pathology

Rose Rittenhouse  
German

Joel David Rivlin  
Political Science

Shannon Colette Roberts  
Industrial Engineering

David Matthew Rodriguez  
History

Juan B. Rodriguez-Molina  
Biobehavioral Sciences

Camille Lacey Rogers  
Mathematics

Yongbaek Roh  
Environment and Resources

Deborah Lynn Rook  
Geoscience

Ivan Miguel Rosado-Molina  
Medical Physics

J. Ashleigh Ross  
Environment and Resources

Kenneth Michael Rudinger  
Physics

John A. Russell  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Chiya Saeidi  
Electrical Engineering

Daniel Linnessen Saenz  
Medical Physics

Max R. Salick  
Materials Science

Jason Deric Salisbury  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Mahdi Salmani Rahimi  
Biomedical Engineering

Claudia Sanabria Galindo  
Biobehavioral Sciences

Jennifer Sanchez  
Rehabilitation Psychology

April C. Sansom  
Environment and Resources

Somayeh Sardashti  
Computer Sciences

Michael C. Saul  
Zoology

Andrew Mark Schechtman-Rook  
Astronomy

Amelia Ann Schendel  
Materials Science

Wolfgang Schoepf  
Business

Brittany Marie Schwefel  
Statistics

Paul Harrison Sell  
Astronomy

Sercan Murat Sen  
Chemical Engineering

Scott Craig Seyforth  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Saleh Shahinfar  
Dairy Science

Rebecca Ashley Shalev  
Educational Psychology

Manisha Uday Shelat  
Mass Communications

Manali J. Sheth  
Curriculum and Instruction

Gloria Sheynkman  
Chemistry

Liang Shi  
Chemistry

Morgan R. Shields  
Kinesiology

Chiharu Shima  
Second Language Acquisition

Hyun Cheol Shin  
Materials Science

Younghee Shin  
Chemistry

Megan Noriko Shoji  
Sociology

Prabha Shrestha  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Jennifer Patrice Sims  
Sociology

Suyash Singh  
Chemical Engineering

Balasubramanian Sivan  
Computer Sciences

Joshua Andrew Slane  
Materials Science

Laura Ann Slane  
Biomedical Engineering

Brandon Michael Smith  
Computer Sciences

Garrett William Smith  
Educational Psychology

Stephanie Michelle Crader Smith  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Rebecca Diane Soares  
English

Jie Song  
Biomedical Engineering

Mufaddal Saifee Soni  
Chemical Engineering

Alexandra Anne Soukup  
Genetics

James Travis Spartz  
Mass Communications

Srikrishna Sridhar  
Computer Sciences

Nade Sritanyaratana  
Biomedical Engineering

Kristiane Ruth Stapleton  
English

Karolyn Eleanor Steffens  
English

Jennifer Leigh Stengele  
Wildlife Ecology

Christine Renee Stephenson  
English

Alana Kaye Sterkel  
Microbiology

Sarah Ann Sullivan  
Educational Psychology

Scott Neil Swisher  
Economics

Heather Therese Taff  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Hsiang-Kuo Tang  
Electrical Engineering

Nicholas Zane Taylor  
Physics

Yacob Ghirmatsion Tedla  
Epidemiology

Melba Marie Tejera  
Cellular and Molecular Pathology

Christopher John Joseph Tervo  
Chemical Engineering

Aditya Virendra Thakur  
Computer Sciences

Robert Torre  
Music

Elizabeth Clare Tremmel  
Second Language Acquisition

Kristin Elizabeth Vekasi  
Political Science

Davita Marie Veselcnak  
Mass Communications

Eric D. Vivier  
English
Aubrey Sunshine Vogel  
Curriculum and Instruction

Emily Anne Voigt  
Chemical Engineering

Brian M. Walsh  
Botany

Yan Wang  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Laura Elizabeth Wangerin  
History

Laura Jean Wartman Bloker  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Gavin McCabe Weir  
Electrical Engineering

Zheng Wen  
Chinese

Robert William Wernerehl  
Botany

Christopher J. Westphal  
Mechanical Engineering

Joseph Andrew Wiginton  
Theatre and Drama

Robert Steven Wilcox  
Electrical Engineering

Ernise Williams  
Nursing

Naomi Renee Williams  
History

Nathan Joseph Wlodarchak  
Cancer Biology

Elizabeth Skubak Wolf  
Mathematics

Letitia Ling Wen Wong  
Molecular & Environmental Toxicology

Michael Patrick Wood  
Physics

Jesse Jacob Wouters  
Environmental Chemistry and Technology

Joseph Patrick Wright  
Mass Communications

Samantha Leah, Gray Wright  
Neuroscience

Min-Chi Yan  
Special Education

Wenjie Yan  
Communication Arts

Patricia Yanez-Pagans  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Cheng-Ying Yang  
Economics

Chia-Chen Yang  
Educational Psychology

Dennis Tin Ken Yang  
Chemical Engineering

Sara Ker-Ch’ng Yeo  
Mass Communications

Se-Hyoung Yi  
Political Science

Stephen Shingfan Yip  
Physics

Tresor Simon P. Yoassi  
French

Hojin Yoo  
Physics

Qian You  
Mathematics

Stephanie Amber Youngblood  
English

Chenyen Yu  
Mechanical Engineering

Patricia Yu  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Yong Yu  
Geography

Christopher Dennis Zahm  
Cancer Biology

Lois Margaret Zamzow  
Curriculum and Instruction

Anna Elaine Zeide  
History of Science, Medicine and Technology

Lihong Zhan  
Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology

Dongsheng Zhang  
Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology

Jiabin Zhang  
Mechanical Engineering

Jiabin Zhang  
Neuroscience

Jingfang Zhang  
Cancer Biology

Siwei Zhang  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Wenhui Zhang  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Xiaolin Zhang  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Yupu Zhang  
Computer Sciences

Junke Zhao  
Economics

Mo Zhao  
Electrical Engineering

Weili Zhao  
Curriculum and Instruction

Honghao Zheng  
Electrical Engineering

Yu Zhu  
Economics

Beth Ann Zinsli  
Art History

Katherine Yoder Zipp  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Cai Zuo  
Political Science

Inken von Borzyskowski  
Political Science

Doctor of Musical Arts

Micah Peter Behr
Carol Elizabeth Carlson
Brian Ellingboe
Kyle David Frost
Ching-Chich Hsu
Brian Lee Hughes
Hyojung Huh
Yea Ji Kim
Sean Kleve
Jeongmin Lee
Peiyun Lee
Dino Mulic
Stanislav Ossovskiy
Timothy Richard Patterson
Filippo Santoro
James Adam Shelton
Christopher Van Hof
Jordan Thomas Wilson
Myungjin Yang
Young Ju Yim

Master of Fine Arts

Dean Allen Bloedorn  
Art

Barbara Tofte Bradley  
Human Ecology

Rowan Hisayo Buchanan  
Creative Writing

Kevin McKenna Debs  
Creative Writing

Steven Wayne Flores  
Creative Writing

Dominique Aline Haller  
Art

Natasha Lynn Hovey  
Art
Doctor of Medicine

Temilola Y. Abdul
Molly J. Andreason
Benjamin Beatty
Anne Linnea Becker
Joy Leann Benavidez
Laurel Jean Bessey
Steven Michael Biro
Ernesto Alonso Bogarin-Miranda
Jenna Frances Borkenhagen
Meredith Sax Bourne
Michael Jon Brenner
Allison Kimball Brown
Christopher David Brown
Eric Mark Bultman
Nikki M. Burish
Kevin John Campbell
Anna Rose Carlson
Jason Roy Carr
Timothy Shenkang Chang
Jesse Wade Charles
Joel Wesley Charles
Benjamin Roman Ciske
Jennifer Lynn Ciske
Jeffrey Thomas Clark
Peter J. Coenen
Elizabeth Katherine Corey
Daniel McGrath Culhane
Andrea Michelle Dale
Craig Daniel Destree
Phoebe Mar Devitt
Anthony Dobner
Michael Paul Dreis
Kristin Maureen Ebert
Benjamin James Eppinger
Daniel Paul Erhardt
Samuel Hunter Evers
Christian Alexander Flanders
John Martin Floberg
Lynn M. Frydrych
John Franklin Gamble
Bonnie Sue Garvens
Thomas Doran Garvey
Carl Richard Gladitsch
Laura Shank Gonzalez
Logan Robert Gorges
Jordan Ray Godzdzialski
Marcus Steven Greatens
Alexis Guzman
Luke Hahn
John Henry Norman Harrison
Jake Michael Heier
Davida Hemmy
Daniel Paul Hertel
Amber Leigh Hertz-Tang
Luke Clifford Hillman
Parker Douglas Hoerz
Adam Nelson Hofer
Julian Clint Hong
Sarah Ann Horowitz
Shao-Pu Pearl Hsu
Sarah Helen Humphrey
Stephen Matthew Hunt
Jenna Renee Ingersoll
Lisa Jacques
Alice Chu Jiang
Robert John Kagiegi
Jamie Eleanor Kallan
Nicole Alexis Katerinos
Micah Gabriel Katz
Chloe Habean Kim
Peter Charles Kleinschmidt
Amy Lynn Kloosterboer
Kristin J. Kopish
Karlo Kovacic
Sarah Marie Kreul
Caitlin Ruth Kuck
Matthew Robert Kudel
Bonnie Hom Kwok
Betty Lai
Jillian Landeck
Benjamin Ray Landgraf
Karyn Huth Laursen
Jennifer Jordan Lhost
Luke Arthur Lopas
Mitchell Anthony Luangrath
Charles Jonathan Lugo
Kathleen T. Luskin
Stephanie Huong Mai
Amy Marie Malek
Nathan Ronald Manley
Gabrielle Nicole Mannino
David Matthew Manthei
Kevin William McCool
Chloe Morena McCoy
Richard Eugene McGowan
Heather Melanie McLimore
Cristina Maria Merkhofer
Istiaq H. Mian
Max Phillip Michalski
Andrew Tyler Miller
Eleni Moraites
Anna Jean Moreland
Brooke Michelle Moungey
Jaclyn Marie Mullins
Katherine Munck
Sadhana Murali
Bre Anna Marie Nagle
Christopher Leroy Netzel
Anthony Loc Nguyen
Christina Lynne Nussbaum
Clare Elizabeth O’Connor
Ifeanyirochukwu Geneva Opoku
Michael Lee Otte
Michael Joseph Palte
Joshua Christian Pankratz
Priyesh Nitin Patel
Elin Campbell Peck
Roman Gerard Peplinski
Jennifer Ricks Perkins
Bradley A. Peterson
Eric Thomas Philipp
Peter James Polewski
Amanda Gail Polsinelli
Andrew Chandler Radtke
Rebecca M. Radue
Emily J. Ramharter
Shashank Ravi
Christopher Joseph Reiff
Lindsay Fuchs Reilly
Stephanie Renee Rice
Heather Beth Riese
Noah Song Rozich
Martins Iyafekhe Sado
Ashkan Eliahou Sefaradi
Daniel Shapiro
Kevin Harris Shepet
Jonathan Adam Sohn
Gauthami Soma
Price Sei Sonkarley
Courtney Ann Spoke
Alicia Jean Sprecher
Aadhavi Sridharan
Christopher Nicholas Stewart
Levi Andrew Stodola
Johanna Christine Streyle
Stephen James Tang
Matthew Tipping
Brian Thomas Tolly
Stephanie Ann Treffert
Daniel Underbakke
Bret Valentine
Barrett Parker Wagner
Rachel Weigert
Madelyn Kay Weiker
Mark Curtis Wickre
Jasmine Rayne Wiley
Crystalynn Traesa Woodard
Richard Kenneth Yang
Alessand Yelenskiy
Nathan Isaac Zapolsky
Kathryn Anne Zavala

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Eric Joseph Bader
Robert Anthony Baumeister
Marie Elizabeth Boo
Theresa M. Brokaw
Sara Marie Carney
Nicholas Anthony Conte
Georgia Ann Corner
Emily Erin Dennison
Lindsay Elizabeth Schaefer
Kyle J. Sirek
Jaclyn E. Spees
Megan Fergus Veltman
Hyacinth Erika Wallace
Samuel Lee Wernberg

Master of Physician Assistant Studies

Marwan M. Aly
Jennifer Elise Beck
Mark Beck
Danielle Jean Chollett
Michael Joseph Conway, Jr
Christopher P. Dannals
Rebecca Elise Flax
David Andrew Graf
Erica May Hicks
Alexander Hill
Isaac Hinson
Jordan Cody Hooyman
Alysia Maureen Howard
Abdullahi Abdi Hussein
Liubou Korzun
Jonathan Lacore
Elizabeth Marie Lucht
Sarah Jane Lybarger
Sara Lynn Mitchell
Angela Beth Morgan
Kim Nemacheck
Amanda Palm
Kenneth Warren Rueden
Amanda Lynn Rynearson
Elizabeth F. Schaut
Holly Rose Schmidt
Jana Marie Slinger
Jamie Lynn Sondelski
Jean Marie Sutschek
Pom porn June Suwanabol
Sheila Marie Teddy
Natalie Rose Verworn
Brian Samuel Vike
Erica Lynn Vogel
Rebecca Ann Wachowiak
Courtney Lee Warren
Natalie Eyre Winterle
Jeffrey N. Wood
Ling Zhong

Master of Public Health

Iwalola Ann Awoyinka
Joel Wesley Charles
Michele Lee Coleman
Troy Jonathan Curtis
Christa N. Fields
Jessica Jean Frosch
Josie Golembiewski
Brittany Elizabeth Grogan
Amber Leigh Hertz-Tang
Emily Carter Jaehnig
Ellen Meredith Kleinmaus
Stephanie Jean Kroll
Sarah Christine Mroz
Mariela V. Quesada Centeno
Megan Ann Riley
Melissa Danielle Roitstein
Natasa Stjepanovic
Stephanie Veazie
Hannah Phippen Wente

Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law)

Bennet Michael Acker
Jerri C. Adams
Lauren Rachel Adams
Cole I. Agar
Jair Chamuel Alvarez
Samantha Marie Amore
Elizabeth M. Andrews
Peter R. Andrews
Ogochukwu Anokwute
Jean Flory Armendariz-Kerr
John O. Arnold
Robert Warren Beck
Riley T. Becker
Samuel P. Bennett
Alexandra Bentzen
Kelsey Lee Berns
William Patrick Berry
Alexis Orestes Blanco
Kelliann Marie Blazek
John A. Blimling
Cary E. Bloodworth
Travis D. Bohn
Patrick David Bomhack
Anita Marie Boor
Rachel J. Brandt
Chelsea Marie Brenegan
Trevor Cory Brown
Colman Michael Sutter
Thomas Patrick Trier
Lisa N. Truitt
Haoxue Tu
Kevin A. Van Ert
Gregory John Vanevenhoven
Elliot Richard Vilders
Michael Joseph Vorce
Tracy Jo Waldinger
Michael C. Walters
Monica A. Wedgewood
Feng Wei
Henry Juergens Weiner
Chelsea E. Wetjen
Brandon Charles White
Jacqueline Bonnie Wilcox
Danielle Elizabeth Williams
David James Williams
Nicole DeShawn Williams
Holly Jeanette Wilson
Benjamin S. Wright
Michael Timothy Wurster
Elaine Yilin Xu
Qianyu Yang
Alexia Nicole Zatarain
Madeline Erin Ziegler

Master of Laws

Cori Harvey
Prasit Pivavatnapanich

Master of Laws-Legal Institutions

Krongvika Aphaivongs
Yilin Bai
Min Cao
Pimpat Chokedara
Xuan Dai
Naijia Dong
Ragini Gupta
Shuai Hao
Danhua Huang
ChenChen Jiang
Jingyuan Jiang
Xinhe Jiang
Myeonki Kim
Jing Li
Xiang Li Li
Xueying Li
Jia Lu
Chuan Ma

Jialu Pan
Pornthita Pathratrathip
Yuanyuan Ren
Xiaoxia Shen
Hui Shi
Tatiana Shirasaki
Katipote Sinsoongsud
Kulnisha Srimontien
Ban Sun
Inyoung Sung
Thatchaphon Svetasreni
Hao Wang
Di Xie
Mengke Yi
Hang Zhong
Yu Zhou
Sun Zu

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

Gregory John Adams
Sheryl Lea Allen
Annika M. Andersson
Rachel Nicole Andrews
Megan Terre Arce
Eva Maria Bachar
Courtney Elizabeth Blohm
Susan Anne Blunck
Angela Marie Braun
Marsha Lynn Bull
Kelsey Tyrrell Bushhouse
Carrie Ann Calhoun
Colleen Michelle Carney
Jai Ho Chang
Jordan Leigh Dieckman
Andrew Arthur Dietsche
Jennifer Ann Douthwaite
Theresa Lynn Drake
Scott Richardson Earnest
Megan Rae Foy
Kara Jean Gebhardt-Tessman
Karrie Jo Glander
Amber Christine Gooden
Melissa Edwards Graham
Daniel James Haelfinger
Claire Alexandra Hans
Catherine Linda Hawkins
Brianne Leslie Heder
Alyse F. C. Henderson
Janelle Alissa Hoffman
Katie Elizabeth Holmes
Chelsea Leigh Holschbach

Doctor of Pharmacy

Rida Fatima Abbasi
Titus Yao Agboka
Jafar Seife Ahmed
Caroline Marion Albrecht
Lisa Carol Albrecht
Kerry Elyse Allen
Bethann Marie Anderson
Brent Aaron Anderson
Rebecca Ann Augustine
Kristina Marie Bennwitz
Andrew David Berti
Rebecca Marie Biasi
Abby Marie Biesterveld
Lindsey A. Braun
Carrie Elizabeth Bruno
Rebecca Lauren Carnahan
Erik M. Christianson
Sue Y. Chung
Jonalyn Mary Ciochetto
Joe B. Clark, IV
Alexandra Joy Coenen
Nicholas James Cox
Calli Marie Crotty
Amanda R. Depenbusch
Adam Jacob Doebert
Sarah Jonea Emanuelle
Andrew Christiaan Ensing
Ryan J. Feldman
Michaela Elizabeth Feldmeier
John Frederick Folstad
Elizabeth Barry Frazier
Ilse Anne Fritz
Alyssa Lynn Gasser
Wheeler Ray Gavitt
Holly Ann Gefroh-Grimes
Allison Rayne Gregorich
Lucas N. Haag
Laura A. Harris
Jessica Nichole Heck
Elizabeth Ruth Hegeman
Ashley Marie Hesperich
Caitlyn Christianne Hintz
Caroline Auger Holznecht
Jessica Ann Hoyt
Eric Matthew Huckins
Samir Hakam Hussein
Patricia N. Ikem
Elyse Marie Jaeger
Heidi Kristine Jones
Erin Elizabeth Keyes
Jee-Youn Kim
Amanda Marie Klos
Hanna Lynn Knurr
Alexandra Lauren Komassa
Bryan Thomas Konkol
Sara Marie Koth
Jonathan James Lancourt
Danielle Lee Leach
Christopher Michael Leclair
Seung-ri Lee
Hayley Rae Lincoln
Katherine Denise Lindberg
Andrew John Long
Adrienne Lea Luebke
Rebecca Jeanne Lukanch
Lynn Kay Lukoskie
Justin Craig Martin
Megan Lee Maslowski
Lee Aaron Meredith
Kelsey M. Mezera
Amber Elise Moberg
Melissa A. Moore
Michael Richard Moss
Erika Grace Nelson
Meredith Jean Nelson
Gavin Barry Newbold
Wangui Nganga
Ha N. Nguyen
Joseph Giang Nguyen
Kevin Joseph Niksa
Kristin Brill Olson
Dashan Ouyang
Kirby Nelson Palmquist
Alex K. Peaslee
Dominic Stephen Peeters
Lindsay Nicole Perry
Lisa Marie Petrack
Jenna L. Pickhardt
Elizabeth Ann Pieper
Kyle James Piscitello
Edward C. Portillo
Adam John Post
Dennis James Reckelberg
Andrew David Reher
Nicole Elizabeth Reif
Yang Ling Ren
Kara Lynn Risseeuw
Kalynn Anne Rohde
Mary Elizabeth Roth
Courtney Elizabeth Rudisill
Daniel J. Ruhland
Dalia R. Saleh
Zachary William Schlei
Brittany Anne Schleicher
Kody Charles Schmidt
Trevor Francis Schmidt
Ann Emma Schnepf-Visor
Bryant B. Schober
Brenton Mark Severson
Amitoj Singh
Thomy Singh
Nathaniel Robert Smith
Ryan Charles Stanke
Emma L. Sturm
Jumana Swenson
Travis Joseph Tacheny
Kimberly S. Tan
Brian Clay Teresinski
Jocelyn Rachel VanOpdorp
Christopher William Viesselmann
Caitlin Marie Vogel
Heidi Rose Voss
Emily Rose Weisenbeck
Daniel Carl Wellner
Kelly Elizabeth Zander
Emily Marie Zimmerman

Doctor of Audiology

Anastasia A. Boyle
Kimberly Ann Falkenstein
Trista M. Fugate
Michelle R. Kahl
Lindsey Marie Kunsch
Naomi Hava Lever
Erin E. Loeffler
Kyle Jordan Martell
Nhu Y Thí Tran
Alison J. Vanamber
Jenna Christina Woestman

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Lindsay Wright Davel
Shayna Diane Pankratz

Master’s Degrees

Salman Aasi
Business: Accounting
Amy Lou Abel
Social Work
Joshua Jonathan Oswald Accola
Biological Systems Engineering
Sowmya Acharya
Electrical Engineering
Michael Joshua Acosta  
**Business: Accounting**

Tyler Jacob Adelung  
**Computer Sciences**

Kevin George Affeldt  
**Business: General Management**

Dawn Marie Agee  
**Business: General Management**

Saurabh Aggarwal  
**Computer Sciences**

Dariush Timothy Aghai  
**Bacteriology**

Imaduddin Ahmed  
**Mechanical Engineering**

Manik Aima  
**Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics**

Idil Deniz Akin  
**Civil and Environmental Engineering**

Olusegun Emmanuel Akinwole  
**Pharmacy**

Sulaiman Ahmed Moussa Mohamed Al Hammadi  
**Industrial Engineering**

Lamia Makki Alafaireet  
**English**

Ryan Joseph Albrecht  
**Business: Accounting**

Khalid Abdulaziz M. Aljuhani  
**Urban and Regional Planning**

Sarah Margaret Allen  
**Communication Sciences and Disorders**

Syham Abdullah Almezaini  
**Curriculum and Instruction**

Deema Alshamaa  
**Computer Sciences**

Abdullah Ahmad Alshaya  
**Engineering Mechanics**

Jacob Otto Altergott  
**Business: General Management**

Alexandria Jean Altfillisch  
**Social Work**

Yasin Altin  
**Materials Science**

Meareg G. Amare  
**Bacteriology**

Prince Osei Amoako  
**Business: Supply Chain Management**

Adam Edward Anderson  
**Public Affairs**

Krista Jean Anderson  
**Engineering**

Raymond Kirk Anderson  
**Educational Policy Studies**

Matthew Paul Anfang  
**Business: General Management**

Kyle John Ankenbauer  
**Civil and Environmental Engineering**

Emilio Javier Aqueveque Medina  
**Environment and Resources**

Aaron Steven Arcello  
**Business: Marketing**

Erica Arcibal  
**Plant Pathology**

Jannet Arenas Pineda  
**Social Work**

Mehrdad Arjmand  
**Engineering Mechanics**

Simran Arora  
**Rehabilitation Psychology**

Teresa Joy Olson Arrate  
**Conservation Biology and Sustainable Development**

Marguerite Ann Artez  
**Social Work**

Veronica Mama Asare-Yeboah  
**Civil and Environmental Engineering**

Apoorva Athavale  
**Mechanical Engineering**

Chuanhom Aummate  
**Mechanical Engineering**

Matthew Timothy Axler  
**Conservation Biology and Sustainable Development**

David Paul Azari  
**Industrial Engineering**

Eva Maria Bachar  
**Comparative Biomedical Sciences**

Todd Benjamin Bailey  
**Business: Finance, Investment and Banking**

Thomas Joseph Bakas  
**Business: Finance, Investment and Banking**

Erik Christopher Bakken  
**Public Affairs**

Vidhya Vinoodhini Balasubramanian  
**Industrial Engineering**

Braden Mark Baldwin  
**Engineering**

Mark F. Banghart  
**Statistics**

Yerzhigit Bapin  
**Mechanical Engineering**

Michel Bauer  
**Mechanical Engineering**

Tara Nicole Baumgarten  
**International Public Affairs**

Diane Louise Baumgartner  
**Social Work**

Matthew Joseph Beck  
**Business: Accounting**

Molly Catherine Beck  
**Social Work**

Benjamin Francis Becker  
**Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis**

Brent Daniel Becker  
**Business: Accounting**

Karen Elaine Bednar  
**Water Resources Management**

Ekow Otu Bedu-Amisah  
**Business: Finance, Investment and Banking**

Sherly Briana Bellevue  
**Materials Science**

Steven Gregory Bembenista  
**Business: General Management**

Gina Susan Benninger  
**Statistics**

Arielle Ruth Benson  
**Communication Sciences and Disorders**

Emily R. Bergman  
**Social Work**

Philip John Warner Bergman  
**Music: Performance**

Jacob Charles Bergmann  
**Industrial Engineering**

Holly Noelle Berkovitz  
**Social Work**

David Berrios  
**Business: Supply Chain Management**

Holly M. Best  
**Social Work**

Allison Marie Beveridge  
**Business: Accounting**

Andrew Joseph Bezouska  
**Business: Accounting**

Rohit Bhat  
**Computer Sciences**

Xiaolin Bi  
**Business: Accounting**

Brian Daniel Bialek  
**Business: General Management**

Alex Thomas Binder  
**Epidemiology**

George Michael Bishara Mikhail  
**Civil and Environmental Engineering**

Blake James Bishop  
**Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis**

Beauregard Brandt Blazavier  
**Public Affairs**

Travis Krag Blomberg  
**Environment and Resources**

Rachel Miriam Bocek  
**Social Work**

Tracy Sue Boettcher  
**Social Work**

Katie Anne Bolssen  
**Horticulture**

Rachel Thayer Boothby  
**Geography**

Erin Rae Borchardt  
**Medical Genetics**

Matthew Garfield Boutilier  
**German**

Claire Jean Boyce  
**Public Affairs**
Joseph Paul Boyer  
Engineering

Stephen Thomas Braaksma  
Business: General Management

Christine Nicole Bradford  
Biochemistry

Mark Robert Bradisse  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Benjamin Richard Bramble  
Computer Sciences

Tyler Thomas Brandt  
Public Affairs

Ruby-Louise Coffee Braxton  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Serena Kristin Breining  
Social Work

Nicole Anne Breunig  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Danielle Ruth Brey  
Social Work

Nicole Marie Brezinsky  
Occupational Therapy

Christina Marie Brooks  
Social Work

Elaine Whitney Brow  
Mathematics

Stephen James Brown  
Computer Sciences

Tyler Jordon Brown  
Business: Accounting

Anne Bruckner  
Statistics

Elise Nicole Brucks  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

David Michael Brunow  
Business: General Management

Molly Budke  
Theatre and Drama

Derek L. Buhr  
Biotechnology

Chelsey Patricia Bunderson  
Library and Information Studies

Hayley Ann Bunselmeyer  
Agronomy

Rosa L. Burdulis  
Curriculum and Instruction

Nick Joseph Burek  
Computer Sciences

Jennifer Lea Burkel  
Social Work

Valerie Rose Burns  
Counseling

Emily Anne Busche  
Computer Sciences

Paul David Bushland  
Business: General Management

Jason Thomas Buss  
Business: General Management

Alexandra Buth  
Business: Marketing

Emily Sue Butkus  
Social Work

Katarzyna Anna Cakala  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

John Thiede Call  
Computer Sciences

Ryan Emerson Callahan  
Business: General Management

Alexander James Campbell  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Kristofer J. Canto  
Urban and Regional Planning

Xinzi Cao  
Business: Accounting

Samantha Christianson Carroll  
Social Work

Kegan Renee Carter  
Afro-American Studies

Katherine Ann Cary  
International Public Affairs

Cheryl Lynn Cascio  
Business: Accounting

Kristen Alexandra Cassarini  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Ethan Euchrist Ezra Castongia  
Geophysics

Fely Suzette Paule Catan  
French

Omer Erdem Celik  
Electrical Engineering

Aman Rakesh Chadha  
Electrical Engineering

Noelle Kaitlin Chambers  
Social Work

Chih-Cheng Chang  
Computer Sciences

Hung Yuan Chang  
Business: General Management

Michael Joseph Chaplin  
Business: General Management

Sudhanya Chatterjee  
Electrical Engineering

Abdallah Adnan Chehade  
Industrial Engineering

Abdallah Adnan Chehade  
Mechanical Engineering

Guojun Chen  
Materials Science

Hsiao-Chu Chen  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Ming Chen  
Electrical Engineering

Yimeng Chen  
Business: Accounting

Hsin Chiang  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Weiyang Chiew  
Computer Sciences

Andrea Chinchilla  
Industrial Engineering

Dongyoung Cho  
Computer Sciences

Inwon Cho  
Environment and Resources

Sung Hyuk Cho  
Bacteriology

Boeun Choi  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Iseul Choi  
Public Affairs

Corey James Chonsky  
Engineering

Anne Mary Christianson  
Business: Accounting

Kirstin A. Christianson  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Bryan David Christy  
Business: General Management

Elissa Eujean Chung  
Business: Accounting

Yoonseop Chung  
Business: Accounting

Angela Marie Chupa  
Industrial Engineering

Kim Marie Churness  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Nicole Michelle Close  
Social Work

Michele Lee Coleman  
Public Affairs

Travis James Collings  
Business: General Management

Rebekah Jane Collogan  
Engineering

Jennifer Susan Condon  
Business: General Management

Kimberly Bayer Connor  
Business: Accounting

Kurt Austin Conrath  
Business: General Management

Daniel James Cook  
Business: General Management

Travis Michael Cordie  
Biomedical Engineering

Jessica Ann Cornwell  
Social Work

Michael Laurence Costin  
Business: Management and Human Resources

Joshua Caleb Courlas  
Wildlife Ecology

Bruce Schollard Courtney  
Business: Marketing
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Louis Cox</td>
<td>Medical Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cari Lynn Cuffney</td>
<td>Population Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John William Culhane</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylee Paige Cullen</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Marie Cullen</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Curley</td>
<td>Business: Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew John Dahlem</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ann Danczyk</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sasikanth Dandasi</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Anne Darden</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxanne S. Davenport-Taylor</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadley Holm Davis</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlin Marie Dawidiuk</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Lewis Dawson</td>
<td>French Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Leeann Dawson</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Adriano Debiase</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Joseph Degroot</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Beth Delany</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xin Deng</td>
<td>Geoscience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Dernbach, Jr.</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Anthony Desamero</td>
<td>Business: Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harshad Bhagwan Deshmukh</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tejas Shirish Deshpande</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Elizabeth Deutsch</td>
<td>Entomology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brynn Ann Devine</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Patrick Derewff</td>
<td>Agronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Claire Dewet</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suren Prahlad Dharanikota</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chandrakant Damodhar Darme</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anuj Dhingra</td>
<td>Business: Finance, Investment and Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Andrew Dickerson</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Dieter</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Marie Dieball</td>
<td>Manufacturing Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoila Melissa Diedrich</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle R. Dienstag</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Elizabeth Diestelmann</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao Ding</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary P. Dinsmore</td>
<td>Conservation Biology and Sustainable Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Dipoto</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Andrew Dissing</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Ditmarsen</td>
<td>Business: Finance, Investment and Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Dix</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Jay Dixon</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khoa Dang Do</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giang Hai Doan</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julianna Dobranszky-Torok</td>
<td>Business: Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Steven Lee Dolan</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolga Dolcek</td>
<td>Geological Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Mari Dombrowsky</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Clayton Donaldson</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kan Dong</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suolong Dong</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Brian Donohue</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Leroy Douma</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Doval</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Thomas Drooge</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johanna Francine Drucker</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Edward Drummond</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen Du</td>
<td>Animal Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pei Du</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhentao Du</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Elizabeth DuCharme</td>
<td>Rehabilitation Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Richard Duffey</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Jo Dummer</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Ross Duncan</td>
<td>Music: Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Augustine Pierce Dunkerley</td>
<td>Medical Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramakrishnan Durairajan</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip Lee Duran</td>
<td>Environment and Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandee Danielle Easter</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roseanne Sinead Ebel</td>
<td>Medical Genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Rose Eckhoff</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina A. Efanov</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Elizabeth Egan</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Anne Eggen</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Rose Eisenbraun</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Anne El Majdi</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin R. Elliott</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad Dennis Empey</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Mary Endries</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David John Engels</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather E. Enos</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Frances Ericksen</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Courtney Michelle Erickson  
Biotechnology

Jennifer Ann Espinoza-Forlenza  
Occupational Therapy

Christine Michelle Evans  
German

Robert Allston Eversman  
Music: Performance

Lianna Lynn Eysnogle  
Business: General Management

Jacob Glen Faanes  
Business: Accounting

Lauren Elizabeth Fahey  
Social Work

Nicholas Carmine Falasz  
Mechanical Engineering

Katherine F. Fallon  
Sociology

Robert Alfred Fanning  
Business: General Management

Megan Marie Farley  
Business: Accounting

Sophia Farmer  
Art History

Maryam Jacqueline Faterioun  
Social Work

Laura Ann Ferkingstad  
Social Work

Kathrin Kunz Fernholz  
Business: General Management

James Rolfs Fetherston  
Business: General Management

Jennifer Anne Fidler  
Library and Information Studies

John Anthony Fischer  
Engineering

Sarah Rose Fischer  
Curriculum and Instruction

Holly Anne–Margaret Fisher  
Business: Accounting

Jennifer Marie Fisher  
Social Work

Kimberly Ann Fiske  
Social Work

Joshua Howard Flax  
Business: Accounting

Daniel Colin Gaddini  
Business: General Management

Ryan Andrew Galante  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Brittany Elizabeth Fromm-Sarto  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Eric Robert Funk  
Electrical Engineering

Nicholas Taylor Funk  
Water Resources Management

Daniel Colin Gaddini  
Business: General Management

Kathryn Irene Gallagher  
Medical Genetics

Vinitha Reddy Gankidi  
Computer Sciences

Ali Johar Gardo  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Adam Paul Gaspar  
Agronomy

Brian Thomas Geier  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Stained glass “W” emblem window at the University Club
Ellen Jean Geisler
Forestry
Michi Gerds
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Kasra Ghaemi
Electrical Engineering
Emily Bartek Gibson
Business: Marketing
Chelsea Ruth Gilbertson
Social Work
Laurel Jessamine Gildersleeve
Library and Information Studies
Kramer Younggren Gillin
Geography
Damien Thomas Gilmore
Engineering
Sara Giusti
Music: Performance
Kevin Stanley Glanville
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Brittany Joy Glaza
Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics
Kristina Lynne Glodoski
Library and Information Studies
Paul Suganthan Gnanaprapaksh
Computer Sciences
Allan J. Goetsch
Social Work
Elyssa Dee Goldberg
Social Work
Alexander George Gonzalez
Music: Performance
Martha Jean Goodell
Environment and Resources
Dheeraj Reddy Gopireddy
Business: General Management
Amanda Marie Gordon
Pharmacy
Lauren Hannon Gottlieb-Miller
Library and Information Studies
Debora Brito Goulart
Food Science
Erik Mathew Gould
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Laurel Stokes Gourrier
Special Education
Vidhya Govindaraju
Computer Sciences
Nikita Goyal
Electrical Engineering
Rashmi Goyal
Computer Sciences
Armand Grabowski
Biomedical Engineering
James John Graettinger
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Tyler Franklin Graf
Mechanical Engineering
Kate Lynne Grannemann
Public Affairs
Maura Kay Grasshoff
Social Work
Stephen Andrew Graves
Medical Physics
Joni Ann Graves Ramsey
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Peter Bernard Green
Electrical Engineering
William Nathan Green
Southeast Asian Studies
Jacob Michael Grewe
Music: Performance
Thomas Richard Griebel
Computer Sciences
Marianne Griffin
Public Affairs
Jeffrey Robert Grinager
Biotechnology
Vanessa Ann Grosskopf
Biomedical Engineering
Max Grothman
Business: Accounting
Yana Groves
Music: Performance
Wesley Alexander Grunke
Business: Accounting
Lei Gu
Biological Systems Engineering
Jingning Guan
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Janine Amelie Guenther
Mechanical Engineering
Catherine Marie Guuffey
Business: Accounting
Larry Todd Gunderson
Business: General Management
Mohan Gunupati
Business: General Management
Mukta Gupta
Computer Sciences
Puneet Gupta
Electrical Engineering
Jessica Ann–Marie Guthrie
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Chan Soo Ha
Engineering Mechanics
Thomas E. Haag
Music: Performance
Neal Edmund Haas
Electrical Engineering
Catherine Marie Haberstroh
Social Work
Mustafa Mohammed Hafez
Biotechnology
Augusta Lynn Hagen
Dairy Science
Di Han
Electrical Engineering
Scott Joseph Hannan
Business: Marketing
Shreedhar Anant Hardikar
Computer Sciences
Mark Allen Harms
Engineering
Bradley Robert Harried
Business: Accounting
Rebecca Perkins Harrington
Industrial Engineering
Ryan Brett Harris
Mechanical Engineering
Fatima Hassan
Business: Accounting
Hannah Hagen Hatlan-Atwell
Social Work
Daniel Robert Hatten
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Justin Tremaine Hawkins
Business: Marketing
Karen Ann Hayes
Social Work
Laura Jane Hayes
Geography
Cara Katherine Heffernan
Business: Accounting
Jordan Thomas Heginbottom
Business: Accounting
Thushan Kapilajith Hemachandra
Business: Supply Chain Management
Nicholas Andrew Heinrickson
Occupational Therapy
Megan Jane Henze
Social Work
Nancy Herrera
Counseling
Michael Lee Herrmann
Business: Accounting
Courtney Ruthe Heuer
Dairy Science
Breanna Lynne Hilby
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Brittney Rose Hilgendorf
Social Work
Vikram Milind Hiray
Biotechnology
Michael Bernard Hitchcock
Business: Operations and Technology Management
Rachel Kathryn Hitt
Library and Information Studies
Christiania Lynn Hittner
Life Sciences Communication
Lily Murphy Hlavacek
Social Work
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yu-Ting Ho</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lynn Hoege</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paisley Sylvia Hoffman</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Leonor Virginia Hoffman</td>
<td>Medical Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey John Hogan</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamie E. Hogberg</td>
<td>Conservation Biology and Sustainable Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Keith Hohler</td>
<td>International Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathryn Johanna Holm</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Marie Holt</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Gene Horner</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Lee Hovland</td>
<td>Rehabilitation Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanikque L. Howard</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Alexis Howell</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Robert Hoy</td>
<td>Medical Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liujingqi Hu</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lei Hua</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wei Huang</td>
<td>Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn Rose Huber</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony T. Huerta</td>
<td>Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han Sol Huh</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Judith Hyslop</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andree Etienne Iden</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Abiola Idowu</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Renee Jacobs</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Marie Jacobson</td>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Michael Jaeger</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Nicole Jaekel</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Alan James</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Michael Jansen</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdolreza Javadi</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Daniel Jellinek</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Elizabeth Jennelle</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Nicole Jeppson</td>
<td>Geophysics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalaichelvan Jesuthasan</td>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeon Mi Ji</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haoyan Jia</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hongyang Jia</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mengwen Jiang</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xintong Jiang</td>
<td>Geoscience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shu Jin</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gang Jing</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Jean Johannng</td>
<td>Rehabilitation Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Housley Johnson</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Nichole Johnson</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Mari Johnson</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Elizabeth Johnson</td>
<td>French Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Lee Johnson</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Caitlyn Johnson</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naomi Karin Johnston</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Jonas</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Patricia Jones</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Pauline Jordan</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rasika Dhananjay Joshi</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nattawan Junboonta</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Leigh Justin</td>
<td>Special Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Jo Juve</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Joseph Jzyk</td>
<td>Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Jeanne Kaiser</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitya Kalva</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaushik Kannan</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cory Ian Känner</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Karbowskii</td>
<td>Business: Finance, Investment and Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Elislnn Kathan</td>
<td>French Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parvi Kaustubhi</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Margaret Kay</td>
<td>Music: Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew William Keating</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter James Kechele</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kacey Marie Keller</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Elizabeth Kelly</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Williams Kennedy, III</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Kevin Kenning</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan James Kenny</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Jo Kenyon</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Ann Kerkhoff</td>
<td>Educational Policy Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jochen Kettlemann</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umesh Khadaria</td>
<td>Business: Finance, Investment and Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Muhammad Khawar</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sid H. Kiblawi</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alison Elizabeth Kilkelly</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Joan Killips</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Rose Killpack</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyunseok Kim</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Gun Kim</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ju Hyung Kim</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So Wun Kim</td>
<td>Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Suro Kim  
Mechanical Engineering

Carrie Rose King  
Social Work

Elizabeth Mary Klapheke  
Social Work

Brian Todd Kline  
Business: General Management

Joshua Ian Klopfenstein  
Music

Jennifer Margaret Knecht  
Social Work

Ryan Patrick Knippel  
Engineering Mechanics

Victoria Leigh Knoke  
Social Work

Martin Knott  
Mechanical Engineering

Danielle Boudreau Koehler  
Social Work

Kyla Lynn Koehler  
Library and Information Studies

Khammawan Kohler  
Biotechnology

Rebekah Anne Kohn  
Social Work

Sara Brianna Koliner  
Public Affairs

Benjamin James Kollenbroich  
Urban and Regional Planning

Pradap Venkatramanan Konda  
Computer Sciences

Lacee Kae Koplin  
Public Affairs

Britney Gail Kopp  
Social Work

Jason Lowell Kornetzke  
Business: Accounting

Shaini Ravin Kothari  
Population Health

Rebecca Mary Kovalaske  
Social Work

Theresa Michelle Krack  
Engineering

Matthew Lee Kramer  
Business: Accounting

Meghan Kraus  
Medical Genetics

Adam Michael Krause  
Entomology

Jennifer Lynn Krch  
Business: Accounting

Anand Krishnamurthy  
Computer Sciences

Brian Paul Kroth  
Computer Sciences

Jennifer Ann Kruk  
Rehabilitation Psychology

Trevor James Kuehl  
Library and Information Studies

Katherine Ann Kuehn  
Industrial Engineering

Sarah Elizabeth Kuehn  
Business: General Management

Robert James Kuenn  
Business: General Management

Stephanie Michelle Kuenn  
Library and Information Studies

Christoph Kuhn  
Mechanical Engineering

Steven Harry Kulig, Jr  
Public Affairs

Manoj Kumar  
Biotechnology

Ravin A. Kumar  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Pinar Kutuk Yilmaz  
Social Work

Jessica Erin L’Roe  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Ashley Therese Lacey  
Social Work

Richard A. Lacoursier  
Biotechnology

Stephen Simon Lagree  
Computer Sciences

Kevin Lam  
Biotechnology

Catherine Anne Lammert  
Educational Psychology

Jaclyn Renee Lang  
Library and Information Studies

Danielle Nicole Langdon  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Kelly Caitlin Lange  
Business: General Management

Steven Philip Lange  
Library and Information Studies

Kendi Jean Larrabee  
Public Affairs

Kirk Larson  
Business: General Management

Mark Kenneth Larson  
Biotechnology

Sean Patrick Larson  
Industrial Engineering

Timothy John Larson  
Biotechnology

Courtney Marsh Lasseter  
English

Catie Leigh Laszewski  
Music: Performance

Laura Jayne Lauck  
Occupational Therapy

Jennifer Lauersdorf  
Business: Accounting

Jillian Jean Laurent  
Occupational Therapy

Daria D. Lawrence  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Karren Kimberely Lawson  
Afro-American Studies

Karen Keane Lazar  
Population Health

Phat Quang Le  
Business: Accounting

Ellen Elizabeth LeClere  
Library and Information Studies

Jihyun Lee  
Special Education

Sheng Lee  
Social Work

Sheng Boualong Lee  
Social Work

David M. Leifker  
Computer Sciences

Dawn Marie Lemirand-Poepping  
Afro-American Studies

Mark Michael Lenz  
Electrical Engineering

Andrew James Leslie  
Statistics

Brian Wayne Leung  
International Public Affairs

Caitlin Leverenz  
Business: Accounting

Nicholas M. Levine  
International Public Affairs

Sarah Anne Levinsky  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Kate Andrea Lewandowski  
Curriculum and Instruction

Christina Marie Lewis  
Medical Physics

Deborah Anne Lewis  
Engineering

Brian Perez Leyde  
Mechanical Engineering

Albert Cheng Lian Li  
Electrical Engineering

Ao Li  
Biological Systems Engineering

Fanjun Li  
Industrial Engineering

Kun Li  
Chinese

Xiang Charis Li  
Human Ecology

Yang Li  
Geological Engineering

Ye Li  
Electrical Engineering

Melissa J. Lighthall  
Social Work
Jonathan Dorsey Lima  
*Computer Sciences*  
Jonathan Dorsey Lima  
*Mathematics*  
Gina Yaolu Lin  
*Industrial Engineering*  
Simon M. Lin  
*Business: General Management*  
Yu Han Lin  
*English*  
Heather Sue Lindert  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*  
Lindsey Jorrid Lindstrom  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  
Benjamin Joseph Lipari  
*Business: General Management*  
Elizabeth Karel Lipton  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*  
Guangyu Liu  
*Computer Sciences*  
Minglu Liu  
*Geoscience*  
Ziye Liu  
*Industrial Engineering*  
Lisa Kay Lockemy  
*Social Work*  
Angela Marie Stensby Lombard  
*Biotechnology*  
Vincent Lombardi  
*Business: General Management*  
Daniel Augusto Lopez  
*Music: Performance*  
Katelin Rose Lorenze  
*International Public Affairs*  
Katrina Jane Lorfeld  
*Business: General Management*  
Sushmita Sandeep Lotlikar  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  
Brendan Loula  
*Music*  
Carlos A. Lozano  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  
Stephanie Marie Lozano  
*Social Work*  
Yue Lu  
*Business: Accounting*  
Yanan Luo  
*Business: Accounting*  
Hung Thanh Luyen  
*Electrical Engineering*  
Cassie Lynch  
*Environment and Resources*  
Yujing Ma  
*Electrical Engineering*  
Stephanie Lynn Mabrey  
*Public Affairs*  
Anne Marguerite MacDonald  
*Business: Accounting*  
Kate Lesley Maccrimmon  
*Curriculum and Instruction*  
Jill Machut  
*Biotechnology*  
Eric Mackay  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  
Mayuresh Santosh Madhav  
*Industrial Engineering*  
Tara Kristen Maga  
*Medical Genetics*  
John N. Magnino  
*Public Affairs*  
Sheila Ann Malec  
*Social Work*  
Abhijit Maleth  
*Electrical Engineering*  
Benjamin L. Malnar  
*Business: General Management*  
Krishna Shankar Mani  
*Industrial Engineering*  
Rebecka Manis  
*English*  
David Adam Marburger  
*Agronomy*  
Michael James Marincic  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  
Greg A. Markham  
*Business: General Management*  
Steven Lucas Marmer  
*Bacteriology*  
Tyler Virgil Marshall  
*Engineering Mechanics*  
Katelyn Christine Martens  
*Library and Information Studies*  
Marcos Martinez  
*Electrical Engineering*  
Megan Ann Marvel  
*Library and Information Studies*  
Kristi Lynn Mason  
*Social Work*  
Tiffany Marie Mason  
*Special Education*  
Steven Roy Mathesius  
*Business: General Management*  
Robin Matthies  
*Social Work*  
Erica Christine Maurer  
*Social Work*  
Ashish Kumar Maurya  
*Electrical Engineering*  
Ellen Maybrodsky  
*Business: Accounting*  
Jessica Leanne Mayry  
*Entomology*  
Carl Steven McBurney  
*Chemistry*  
Jennifer Louise Nygren McBurney  
*Library and Information Studies*  
Kayla M. McElroy  
*Social Work*  
Troy William McGlone  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*  
Megan Christine McGowan  
*Business: Accounting*  
Jerel Alexander McKay  
*Occupational Therapy*  
Karen Marie McKay  
*Business: General Management*  
Ryan M. McKay  
*Biotechnology*  
James Patrick McKenzie  
*Music: Performance*  
Maria Claire McLaughlin  
*Social Work*  
Danielle Marie McMahon  
*Business: Accounting*  
Nicholas Aaron McNabb  
*Biotechnology*  
Matthew Jeong Hyeon McNiff  
*Educational Policy Studies*  
Chase Matthew McNulty  
*Comparative Biomedical Sciences*  
Maureen M. McQuirk  
*Art Education*  
Joseph Kyle Meeusen  
*Business: Accounting*  
Nishant Nikhil Mehta  
*Electrical Engineering*  
Morgan Leigh Melka  
*Business: Accounting*  
Danny Lynn Melton  
*Engineering*  
Christopher John Menden  
*Business: General Management*  
Jorge Eduardo Mendoza  
*Wildlife Ecology*  
Jason Michael Menting  
*Business: General Management*  
Lissa Khema Merkel  
*Social Work*  
Jeremie Kristin Merriweather  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*  
Christine Lynn Mescher  
*Engineering*  
Lindsay Metzger  
*Music: Performance*  
Peter Camillus Meyer  
*Business: General Management*  
Chelsea Marie Mezera  
*Social Work*  
Iulia Mihaila  
*Human Ecology*  
John Benjamin Miller  
*Computer Sciences*
Thomas Robert Miller-Bishoff
  Occupational Therapy

Hua Ming
  Conservation Biology and Sustainable Development

Meagan C. Minster
  Social Work

Amirmassoud Mirzendedehdel
  Mechanical Engineering

Anjali Misra
  Gender and Women's Studies

Masashi Mizobuchi
  Occupational Therapy

Sohyea Mohammadigorji
  Human Ecology

Ninette L. Mohns
  Business: General Management

Andrew Robert Mollica
  Agricultural and Applied Economics

Megan Moria Monaghan
  Business: Marketing

Utchariya Mongkoladisai
  Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Damari Ann Montgomery
  Occupational Therapy

Susan Elizabeth Montgomery
  Water Resources Management

Jinda Karnjana Moore
  Southeast Asian Studies

Joshua Eugene Morelock
  Biotechnology

Justin Joseph Morin
  Business: Marketing

Mary Katherine Morr
  Social Work

Tammy Sun Morse
  Business: General Management

Joseph W. Moser
  Engineering

Maxwell James Mosher
  Languages and Cultures of Asia

Alexandria Rose Motl
  Civil and Environmental Engineering

Alethia Panyia Moua
  Social Work

Honey Moua
  Social Work

Jeffrey Moua
  Social Work

Ming Mu
  Bacteriology

Anand Raigopal Mundada
  Computer Sciences

Heather Lynn Murray
  Business: Accounting

Julie Murray
  Social Work

Kumaresh Visakan Murugan
  Computer Sciences

Deepika Muthukumar
  Computer Sciences

Kartik Nagendra
  Industrial Engineering

Manoj Nair
  Business: General Management

Srinivasan Narayanamoorthy
  Electrical Engineering

Surya Narayanan
  Mechanical Engineering

Steven Gregory Neary
  Civil and Environmental Engineering

Austin Allan Nelson
  Electrical Engineering

Chloe Marie Nelson
  Social Work

Kristi Ann Nelson
  Social Work

Sarah Nicole Nelson
  Communication Sciences and Disorders

Lauren Elizabeth Nephew
  Library and Information Studies

Jared Philip Ness
  Biomedical Engineering

Amanda Marie Neumann
  Social Work

Maureen Elizabeth Newborn
  Social Work

Wei-Quan Raymond Ng
  Electrical Engineering

Paul J. Nichols
  Biotechnology

Troy Micheal Nielsen
  Business: Accounting

Brianna Rachel Niemi
  Social Work

Valerie Kay Ninneman
  Social Work

Haruka Nishimura
  Japanese

Sarah Ann Nissen
  Business: Accounting

Michael William Nonte
  Biomedical Engineering

Carlos Eduardo Nunez
  Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Rafael Andres Nunez
  Business: General Management

William Clarence Nunn
  Business: General Management

David O'Brien
  Philosophy

Travis Corey O'Brien
  Mechanical Engineering

Laura Elizabeth O'Connell
  Library and Information Studies

Rachel Lynn O'Connell
  Biomedical Engineering

Tyler Jay Oettinger
  Social Work

Hayato Ogawa
  Engineering

Stephen Andrew Ogden
  Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Hyunjun Oh
  Civil and Environmental Engineering

Rosanna Young Oh
  English

Olayinka Margaret Olagbegi-Adegbite
  Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Samuel Joseph Ollar
  Cellular and Molecular Pathology

Aaron David Olson
  Engineering Mechanics

M. Scott Olson
  Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Gregory David Ophahle
  Business: General Management

Peter James Oppermann
  Business: Operations and Technology Management

E. Ornelas
  Gender and Women's Studies

Wilson Ortiz-Vega
  Civil and Environmental Engineering

Jessica A. Osterhaus
  Social Work

Urvashi Kishor Oswal
  Electrical Engineering

Ryan David Otis
  Engineering

Austen Isaac Ott
  Computer Sciences

Sean Matthew Ottosen
  Library and Information Studies

Oladipupo Abiodun Oyeleye
  Afro-American Studies

Merve Ozen
  Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Frederick John Paffel
  Electrical Engineering

Yujing Pan
  Electrical Engineering

Ashutosh Pandey
  Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Brett James Panosh
  Computer Sciences

Prakash Panwar
  Computer Sciences

Ah Lum Park
  Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Byungkwon Park
  Electrical Engineering
Sean Park
Business: Accounting

Jelan Renee Passley
International Public Affairs

James Robert Paton
Computer Sciences

David Allen Pearson
Engineering

Carolyn L. Peddie
Curriculum and Instruction

Kurt Haag Pedersen
Medical Physics

Janetta S. Pegues
Library and Information Studies

Lorrin Marie Pekarske
Social Work

Scott Maxwell Pelton
Special Education

Yilang Peng
Journalism and Mass Communication

Joaquín Camilo Eduardo Pérez Mahecha
Mechanical Engineering

Amelia Christine Perillo
Environment and Resources

Maxwell Joseph Perkins
Social Work

Sarah Christine Peskar
Social Work

Brian Jon Petersdorf
Business: General Management

Kathryn Anne Petronovich
Business: Accounting

Allison Gwynne Petska
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Claire Pettersen
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences

Hans Peter Pfieger
Business: General Management

Kim Huong Pham
Environment and Resources

Alisha Kay Phillips
Social Work

Jessie Lynn Pieper
Business: Accounting

Todd Frederick Pilcher
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Daniel Leonardo Pimentel Alarcon
Electrical Engineering

Daniel Leonardo Pimentel Alarcon
Mathematics

Wanwisar Pimpisut
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

David Pliego
Business: Accounting

Beth Plummer
Social Work

John William Pokallas
Wildlife Ecology

Tara Jane Poltermann
Business: Accounting

Leah Elayne Pope
English

Robin Paul Prakash
Computer Sciences

Shishir Kumar Prasad
Computer Sciences

Michael David Press
Engineering

Jay William Pribek
Business: Accounting

Andrea Marie Price
Industrial Engineering

Lauren Emily Primuth
English

Mitchell David Probasco
Business: General Management

Andrea Pucio Saez
Counseling

John Roberto Puentes Gil
Mechanical Engineering

Christa Jo Pugh
Public Affairs

Greg Olin Puleo
Business: General Management

Kurt Albert Pulvermacher
Business: General Management

Corey K. Quinnell
Engineering

Ellen Marie Race
Social Work

Molly Abigail Racette
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Brent Racine
Engineering

Jordan Kristoffer Radke
Library and Information Studies

Evan Wesley Radkoff
Computer Sciences

Pradeep Rajendran
Electrical Engineering

Rammohan Kumar Ramakrishna Pillai
Business: General Management

Sivasubramanian Ramasubramanian
Computer Sciences

Alyssa Marie Ramirez
Counseling

Ellen Marie Rashke
Biotechnology

Madeline Dunn Raudenbush
Zoology

Predeep Ravichandran
Industrial Engineering

Trisha Lynn Ravn
Social Work

Rahul Ray
Business: General Management

Michelle Rose Raymond
Population Health

Carrie Beth Reardan
Industrial Engineering

Ross Anthony Recker
Agronomy

Kristin Renee Rector
Social Work

Daniel Tyler Reese
Engineering Mechanics

Anne Marie Rego
Occupational Therapy

Brady Andrew Rein
Business: Accounting

Adam Reinicke
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Samuel Matthew Reiss
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Alison Lynn Reitter
Business: General Management

Anders Arthur Rempel
Educational Psychology

Chao Ren
Computer Sciences

Linxue Ren
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Anna Rice
Occupational Therapy

Robert Paul Richlen
Business: Accounting

Aaron Dwayne Riley
Medical Physics

Timothy Joseph Rindfleisch
Biotechnology

Hannah Marie Ritteman
Social Work

Paul Nelson Roadt
Social Work

Jessica Lynn Robbins
Business: Accounting

Dennis Lee Robinson
Engineering

Zachary Peter Rockers
Business: Accounting

Mayra Alejandra Rodriguez
Counseling

Melissa A. Roeder
Library and Information Studies

Alex Rolnik
Industrial Engineering

Elizabeth Nicole Roman
Social Work

Rachel Elizabeth Roman
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Kyle Romance
Business: Accounting

Heather J. Rosenfeld
Geography
Lori Lynn Rosenthal  
*Business: General Management*

Jodine Kaye Ross  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Terry Dianne Ross  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Shellie Marie Rowe  
*Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences*

Alauna Drage Ruble  
*Social Work*

Nels Andrew Rude  
*Public Affairs*

Laura Elise Rudquist  
*Library and Information Studies*

Laura Silvia Rupp  
*Food Science*

Diane Marie Rusch  
*Library and Information Studies*

Tanis Elizabeth Rusin  
*Occupational Therapy*

Brittany Lynn Ruth  
*Business: Accounting*

Caitlin Weber Ryan  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Liyuan Sa  
*Business: Marketing*

Omer Sadak  
*Materials Science*

Rebecca Ann Saeman  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Theresa Nicole Saldana  
*Life Sciences Communication*

Erin Beth Salzwedel-Gonzalez  
*Social Work*

Rosa Elena Sanchez  
*Social Work*

Lincoln McConkie Sarager  
*Engineering*

Josephine Saraswati  
*Industrial Engineering*

Anchitha Satjarak  
*Botany*

Eri Sato  
*Japanese*

Lip Fung Saw  
*Engineering Mechanics*

Omkar Satish Sawardekar  
*Social Work*

Prashant Saxena  
*Computer Sciences*

Sean Patrick Scannell  
*Business: General Management*

Shannon Marie Schaefer  
*Social Work*

Douglas James Schaffer  
*Business: Supply Chain Management*

Nicholas Aaron Schapals  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Chelsea Ellen Scheithauer  
*Social Work*

Robert J. Schellin  
*Business: General Management*

Kristopher George Schimmel  
*Business: General Management*

Michael Dwight Schlicting  
*Business: General Management*

William A. Schmeling  
*Business: General Management*

Becky Marie Schmidt  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Daniel Lee Schmidt  
*Business: General Management*

Paul J. Schmidt  
*Business: General Management*

Laura Elizabeth Schmiedicke  
*Library and Information Studies*

Sara Nicole Schmitz  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Ashley Ann Schneider  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Sabine Nicola Schneider  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Heather N. Schrant  
*Pharmacy*

Alexandra Breanne Schroeder  
*Medical Physics*

Lucas Allen Schuette  
*Business: General Management*

Danielle Marie Schulte  
*Epidemiology*

Laura A. Schulz  
*Soil Science*

Ryan Darrell Schulz  
*Business: Accounting*

Gregory Alexius Schumacher  
*Social Work*

Nathan Donald Schumacher  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Wesley Martin Schwab  
*Business: General Management*

Erin A. Schwartz  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Justin Anthony Schweikert  
*Business: General Management*

Kevin Michael Scopoline  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Samantha Lee Seagrist  
*Library and Information Studies*

Michal Sedivy  
*Business: General Management*

Susan Anne Seefelt Lesieur  
*Library and Information Studies*

Leanne Joy Seemuth  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Liesl Lorraine Seiser  
*Business: Accounting*

Salini Selvaraj Kowsalya  
*Computer Sciences*

James J. Seymour  
*Social Work*

Dhruv N. Shah  
*Bacteriology*

Adrian Stamenov Shanov  
*Engineering*

Judith N. Sheche  
*Human Ecology*

Adam Davis Sherman  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Brittany Lynn Shimek  
*Social Work*

Dae Ho Shin  
*Business: Accounting*

Sangmin Shin  
*Computer Sciences*

Lonnea Shirey  
*Business: General Management*

Nathan Samuel Shirey  
*Business: General Management*

Purnendu Shukla  
*Business: General Management*

Gwendolyn Higgins Sieja  
*Library and Information Studies*

Michelle Lynn Silverman  
*Social Work*

Steffen Silvis  
*Theatre and Drama*

Magdalene M. Simon  
*Computer Sciences*

Chandresh Singh  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Ashesh Kumar Sinha  
*Manufacturing Systems Engineering*

Thunyalak Siriratanasukhon  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Muralidharan Sivalingam  
*Electrical Engineering*

Jordan Michael Slagowski  
*Medical Physics*

Scott Douglas Slee  
*Engineering*

Ryan Michael Slot  
*Biototechnology*

Benjamin Lyle Smith  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Evan Peter Smith  
*Business: Accounting*

Samantha Joy Smith  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Stephanie Rae Smith  
*Social Work*

Jennifer Lee Snyder  
*Social Work*

Steve Minho So  
*Counseling*
Joseph P. Van Rossum  
Environment and Resources
Kyle David Van Someren  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics
Pieter Johannes Van Zyl  
Engineering
Ara Richard Vartanian  
Computer Sciences
Vanessa Azra Vaziri  
Social Work
Boyce Velazquez  
Business: General Management
Julissa Ventura  
Educational Policy Studies
Luis Eduardo Verastegui  
Engineering
LeAndrea Michelle Vernon  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Rachel Marie Vohnoutka  
Counseling
Rochelle Colleen Votaw  
Business: General Management
Uyenlan Vu  
Water Resources Management  
Urban and Regional Planning
Pa Tou Vue  
Counseling
Ryan Lee Wachowiak  
Biotechnology
Christopher John Wagner  
Engineering
Theresa Mary Wakefield  
Business: General Management
Margaret Lynn Wallace  
Population Health
Amy Lynn Wallin  
Social Work
Mark David Walter  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Ameya Prakash Walvekar  
Industrial Engineering
Albert Roy Wang  
Biomedical Engineering
Bowie Wang  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Guanhua Wang  
Electrical Engineering
Kenan Wang  
Electrical Engineering
Luye Wang  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking
Min Wang  
Business: Accounting
Qicong Wang  
Mechanical Engineering
Renzhuo Wang  
Mechanical Engineering
Wenqian Wang  
Mathematics
Wuyang Wang  
Electrical Engineering
Xiao Wang  
Industrial Engineering
Xin Wang  
Journalism and Mass Communication
Yichen Wang  
English
Ellen Mary Wanninger  
Social Work
Jessica Warmington  
French Studies
Melissa Marie Warner  
Slavic Languages and Literatures
Cassidy Elizabeth Wartenweiler  
Life Sciences Communication
Jeannine Carey Washkuhn  
Business: General Management
Gwen Dorothy Wasmund  
Library and Information Studies
Rebecca Sophia Constance Weerth  
Bacteriology
Karyn Rebekah Weigel  
Social Work
Gregory Lawrence Weil  
Business: Management and Human Resources
Rachel R. Weiler  
Business: General Management
Andrew Joseph Weiner  
Social Work
Joanna Weiss  
Business: Marketing
Natalie Anne Weisse  
Medical Physics
Damian Richard Sprague Wendorf  
Business: General Management
Jason Aaron Wessels  
Business: General Management
Debra Kae Westby  
Social Work
Christine R. Wheeler  
Social Work
Jerome William Wick  
Business: General Management
Paul Randall Wickre  
Medical Physics
Rachel Lauren Wiens  
Social Work
Aubri Ann Wierzbicki  
Business: General Management
Teddy Leo Wiggins  
Music: Performance
Anna Katrina Wigtol  
Library and Information Studies
Marilou Freya Wijdicks  
Business: General Management
Samuel Michael Wikoff  
Business: Accounting
Matthew Martin Wildenberg  
Business: General Management
Katrina Lee Willert  
Business: General Management
Andrea Marie Willette  
Business: Accounting
Adam John Williams  
Business: Marketing
Steffenie Helena Williams  
Curriculum and Instruction
Paola Willmore  
Food Science
Kathleen Elena Willmot  
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Hannah Elizabeth Willson  
Business: Accounting
Benjamin Charles Wils  
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Shannon Leigh Wilsey  
Library and Information Studies
Kelly Cummings Wilson  
Business: General Management
John Christian Wilson-Tepeli  
Public Affairs
John Christian Wilson-Tepeli  
Urban and Regional Planning
Jenna Marie Wingert  
Communication Sciences and Disorders
McKay Hendrik Winkel  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics
Sara A. Winter  
Educational Psychology
Clayton Robert Witta  
Business: Accounting
John R. Witte  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Jacob Michael Wittman  
Business: Accounting
Matthew Lee Wolf  
Pharmacy
Matthew Patrick Wolf  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Charis Yinlam Wong  
Business: Accounting
Jia-Hui Stefanie Wong  
Educational Policy Studies
Joann L. Wong  
Public Affairs
Moonjoo Woo  
Curriculum and Instruction
Ashley Woodman  
Social Work
Amy Woulfe  
Business: Marketing
Kristen Inga Wright  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Jianguo Wu  
*Statistics*

Zhenzhong Wu  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Lauren Wuchte  
*Special Education*

Jonathan Michael Wuest  
*Business: General Management*

Mark Joseph Wurzelbacher  
*Music*

Zhenyi Xia  
*Business: Accounting*

Shan Xiao  
*Urban and Regional Planning*

Mee Xiong  
*Library and Information Studies*

Lisa Marie Yager  
*German*

Yeng Yang  
*Social Work*

Yida Yang  
*Electrical Engineering*

Ziqi Yang  
*Electrical Engineering*

Jun Yao  
*Geological Engineering*

Kenton Weidner Yeates  
*Electrical Engineering*

Ti-Fen Yeh  
*Music: Performance*

Zeynep Sule Yilmaz  
*Rehabilitation Psychology*

Ethan Robert Young  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

McKay Abner Young  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Amanda Geralyn Youngs  
*Library and Information Studies*

Aric Arthur Zabel  
*Business: General Management*

Qing Zang  
*Industrial Engineering*

Ryan Dale Zea  
*Statistics*

Nicholas Ryan Zeller  
*Southeast Asian Studies*

Qiang Zeng  
*Computer Sciences*

Caroline Diane Zent  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Liang Zhang  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Shuting Zhang  
*Biological Systems Engineering*

Wen Zhang  
*Industrial Engineering*

Wenting Zhang  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Xuan Zhang  
*Electrical Engineering*

Zhengzheng Zhang  
*Journalism and Mass Communication*

Yufei Zhao  
*Electrical Engineering*

Yunhui Zhao  
*Business: Accounting*

Lixing Zheng  
*Electrical Engineering*

Tongxin Zheng  
*Electrical Engineering*

Xiang Zhong  
*Statistics*

Yun Zhu  
*Business: Accounting*

Alexandra Lynn Zich  
*Business: Accounting*

Jenly Ann Ziebert  
*Urban and Regional Planning*

Katherine Laura Ziehr  
*Occupational Therapy*

Niuzhuo Zuo  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Jodi Elizabeth Zwickey  
*Business: General Management*
Music Hall
This list of undergraduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar as of April 11, 2014, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

Selection as an honors candidate indicates participation in the honors program in the student’s school or college and does not necessarily indicate fulfillment of the requirements for a degree with honors.

A student selected for distinctive scholastic achievement has completed a minimum of 60 credits at UW–Madison and has a cumulative grade-point average placing her/him within the top 20% of graduating students in the school or college.
Taylor Marie Barry
Luke Greggory Bartel
Jake Andrew Bartlein
Brianne Emily Bartlett
Benjamin Nicholas Bartos
Curtis Michael Bartosz
Alice Hall Bartsch
Joel Matthew Bartynski
Elliot William Bartz
Jameson Jon Bastien
Krista Jean Batenhorst
† Michelle Batko
‡ Beau Douglas Batty
Richard John Batzler
Jordan Rae Bauer
Kristina Anne Bauer
Lauren Marissa Bauer
‡ Samuel Joseph Bauer
Chloe Baum
‡ Abigail Lee Baumann
Ilana Tamar Baumwald
Krista Ann Bayley
Victoria Lynne Becher
Tana Marie Beck
Greta Marx Becker
Matt William Becker
‡ Jacob Penner Beckert
‡ Alea Lynn Beckett
Zachary James Beckman
David Lee Beers
Chelsea A. Begeman
Catherine Elizabeth Beguin
Jaclyn Behar
Emily Claire Behrend
Charles Joseph Beise
Malika Bekhechi
† Rachel Lynch Beletti
Lauren Paige Belfer
† Keari Lee Bell-Gawne
Eran Ben-Simon
Chris Taylor Bender
Alexis Bendjouia
Cassandra Bernice Benfield
Bradley James Benike
‡ Ethan Taylor Benike
Cherie Naomi Bennett
Douglas William Bennett
Kyle Wyatt Bentz
Christopher William Benzine
Stefany Carvalho Beraldo
Corry James Berceru
Diana Kay Berenz
Jacob Michael Beres
Nicole Hannah Berg
Ryan Kenneth Berg
Erin Amanda Berge
Jonathan Bernard Berger
Luke William Berglund
Maxwell Edward Bergner
Brenna Elizabeth Bergquist
‡ Eliana Palay Berkooff
Alison Jordan Berman
Neal Berman
Gina Kleve Bernier
Elliot Bernstein
Nathan Robert Bernstein
Samuel George Bernstein
† Alison J. Best
‡ Jennifer Elise Beth
Mae Harriett Bethel
Michael Joseph Beverly
Nicole May Beyer
Elizabeth Victoria Biagioni
Lily DePaola Bigalke
Alexander Joseph Birkett
Julia Lynn Birkinbine
‡ Alyssa Ann Bischmann
Evan Taylor Biscow
Kara Jayne Bissen
Sarah Ann Bitant
Emily Stanek Blabolil
Annalise Judith Black
Michael Aaron Black
† Benjamin Lawrence Blackman
Shannel Marie Blackshear
Allison Rose Blader
Alexis Kate Blakey
Justin T. E. Blanch
Catherine Elizabeth Blankenship
Emily M. Blanton
Lyndsey Kathryn Bley
Chelsea Bliefernicht
Gabrielle Sarah Block
‡ Trevor W. Block
† Eric Jeffrey Bloedorn
† Justin James Bloesch
Brittany Bock
‡ Jacklin Ina Marie Bolduan
‡ Anne C. Bolgert
Emily Jade Bollom
‡ Andrea Iesha Bonaparte
Noah Scott Bond
Ravanna Walter Bonds El, Jr.
‡ Jackson Stone Borchardt
† Joseph S. Borgwardt
Rebecca Ann Borzon
Ryan Jay Bosler
† Jilana Susan Boston
Emily Kathryn Bostrom
† Jamie Elizabeth Botter
Brian James Bottleman
Jasmine Shavon Bounds
Anousone Kethdy Bounket
Brett William Bowman
Kellen Sean Bowne
Veneta Boyanovna
Jeffrey Dean Boysen
Rachel Bozich
‡ Alice Harbison Bradley
Dillon Thomas Bradley
Colin Michael Brancato
Joshua John Brandau
Kimberly Ann Brandhagen
Kelsey Rose Brannan
Harpreet Kaur Brar
Neil Hoover Brauer
Hayley Ann Braun
† Katarina Marie Braun
Kimberly Bravo
Samantha A. Brecht
‡ Madlen Horsch Breckbill
Rachel Sarah Breslauer
Alexander Randall Brettingen
Jordan Bretzmann
Jordan Nicole Bretzmann
Erica Deborah Breunig
Travis Lee Breunig
‡ Rachel Melissa Brewer
† Anna Claire Bridgeforth
Christian Royal Bridgeman
† David Paul Britton
Jonathan Gerald Brockman
Bridgeville Olivia Brodzeller
Erinn Jean Brogley
Caroline Jeanne Broshat
† Tyler Lee Brossard
Jamie Lynn Brost
Aimee Hye-Ryun Brown
Chloe Ruth Brown
Colin Robert Brown
Gillian Lauren Brown
Hannah Jean Brown
Katherine M. Broz
Elizabeth Schuler Bruce
‡ Joanna Elizabeth Bruce
McKenzie Anne Bruce
Max Anders Brudvig
Gregory Brumfield
Daniel Lee Brunmeier
† Ellen Raquel Bruno
Alexandra Bourdo Bryant
† Cole Price Bryant

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Anthony John Bublitz, Sr.  
Maria Patrice Bucci  
Harrison Louis Buchholz  
Morgan Buchholz  
Oliver Anthony Buchino  
Rachel Buckly  
† Albert Budhipramono  
Alison Barbara Budny  
‡ Erica Ann Buege  
Maxwell Bueno  
Sam Buhler  
Hannah Elizabeth Bulger  
‡ Anna Rachel Buller  
§ Andrew Theodore Bulovsky  
Jack William Bulzoni  
Carissa Grace Bunge  
Hannah Jean Burfield  
Nicholas Anthony Burger  
‡ Nathan Andrew Burian  
Joseph Nathan Burmeister  
Brianna Lee Burnette  
Andrew Thomas Knipe Burnley  
Margret Patricia Burnton  
‡ Lindsey Anne Burthen  
Katherine V. Busalacchi  
‡ Kristen Nicole Busch  
Jenna Lauren Bushnell  
Abby Scott Busler  
Emily Rose Buss  
† Stephen Joseph Buting  
Jessica Lynn Butzman  
Spencer Buyansky  
† Michael Ryan Byers  
Ellie Marie Byom  
Caroline Margaret Byrd  
Alexandra Emma Cabrera  
Mark Thomas Cadena  
Lorna Bradley Cagann  
Larry Calderon, Jr.  
William Jeffrey Caldwell  
Joseph Leonard Caliri  
Robert Edward Callan, III  
‡ Kathleen A. Cameron  
Kayla Lynn Campanelli  
Ellen Elizabeth Campbell  
Gordon Hyde Campbell  
Rhianna Campbell  
Brian Donald Cannon  
Alex Daniel Canter  
Ashley Lynne Carfagno  
Jessica Reilly Carlin  
Allison Grace Carlino  
Jenna Edin Carlson  
Sarah Rose Carlson  
Scott Steven Carlson  
Ted David Carlson  
† Nils Philip Carlsson  
Eric Michael Carlucci  
Caitlin Marie Carranza  
Shayna Noel Carter  
Lili Kathryn Caruso  
Elaina Ann Cassidy  
Stephanie Ann Castillo  
‡ Sarah Jo Cater  
Tiffany Lynn Celmer  
Eric Lionel Cerda  
Mackenzie Michelle Chaffee  
Bikrum Chahal  
Karlee Linn Chambers  
Claire Mayer Champion  
† Eldridge Y. Chan  
Eefine Chang  
Fang-Hsing Chang  
Jae Won Chang  
Jessica Chang  
‡ Liza Chang  
‡ Jane Marie Chapman  
‡ Kylie Anne Charneski  
Joseph Conrad Chase  
Caroline Frances Chau  
Avery Brooke Check  
† Nicholas George Checker  
John Fu Chen  
‡ Ningyuan Chen  
† Yu Chen  
‡ Zhuo Chen  
Benjamin David Cherkasky  
Cindy Min Chew  
Evett Natessha Childs  
Tia Chitwood  
Eugene Chng  
Eun Jae Cho  
Hakyoung Cho  
Hyunjick Cho  
Min Joo Cho  
Minji Cho  
‡ Timothy JaeHyun Choi  
Youngjoon Choi  
Katherine Claire Christensen  
Ryan Michael Christman  
Megan Marie Chrmelich  
Chelsea Rae Chrouser  
‡ Xien Yu Chua  
Yeh Tung Chua  
Kayla Chudy  
Seung Yong Chung  
Yunus Allen Church  
Jennifer Lynn Cisler  
Diana Mary Elizabeth Civitello  
Alexandra Rae Claiborne  
† Peter Francis Clancy, Jr.  
Jesse Michael Clark  
Sydney Alexa Clark  
Geoffrey William Class  
Elizabeth M. Clawson  
Kelsey Cleland  
Victoria Clemens  
Courtney Marie Clemmons  
Patrick Leyden Close  
Jordan Andrew Coff  
Amanda Evelyn Coffey  
Alexander Jason Cohen  
Allyson Cohen  
Amanda Blake Cohen  
† Leslie Sarah Cohen  
Rachel Pnina Cohen  
Stephanie Paige Cohen  
Aileen Elizabeth Cole  
Emily Dee Coleman  
Vonzell Coleman, Jr.  
Tyler James Collingbourne  
Patrick Luis Edmund Conde  
Claire Marie Conger  
Kayla Jean Conklin  
‡ Katelyn Marie Conley  
‡ William James Conlin, IV  
‡ Nora Elizabeth Conneely  
Kaitlyn Kaye Connell  
Nicholas James Connell  
Patrick Joseph Connolly  
Amanda Leigh Connors  
‡ Meghan E. Connors  
‡ Catherine Olga Conrad  
Chase Christian Conrad  
Nichole Lynn Conrad  
Meaghan Leah Conway  
Rebecca Anne Cooley  
Elizabeth Delia Cooney  
Caitlin Cooper  
† Stephane Brunet Cooperstein  
Adam J. Corey-Smith  
Brian Nadel Corrigan  
Callie Jane Coshun  
Chloe Elizabeth Costakos  
Carol Anne Costanza  
Krystal Marie Costello  
Myranda AnnaMarie Cotant  
Katelyn Rose Cottrell  
Laura Anne Courbois  
Stephanie Lori Covelli  
† Benjamin Matthew Cowen  
‡ Kristin Cox
Tom Cox
Anna Rose Coyle
† James Anthony Cozart
Dylan Michael Crain
Megan Jeanne Cramer
Chloe May Croke
Jenna Magen Crowell
Michael Ramon Cruz
Blake G. Cullen
Erika Brynn Cummins
Allison Kathryn Cunniff
Haley Alyssa Cunningham
Isabel Gesmundo Cupino
Geoffrey Jordan Curley
† Ashley Marie Curnett
Lance Richard Curran
Shealen Currao
Codi William Curtis
Adam Joseph Cyran
Emily Claire Czaikowski
† Heather Nicole Czarny
Eric Wolfgang Czygan
Christopher Michael Czysz
John D’Amato
John Michael D’Angelo, II
Jefferson Kirk Dahl
Nicholas David Dahlke
† Yihong Dai
† Drake R. Daily
Omar Mohammad Dakwar
Jonathon Ryan Dale
Ryan Angel Daleccio
Lindsey Dalton
Virginia Mary Dalton
† Lauren Danen
† Brady Marcus Dangelser
Marissa Johanna Daniels
Nicholas Peter Daniels
Sarah Julian Danielson
Mitchel McLain Dannenberg
Henry Aleck Darling
Haley Elise Davidson
Kylie Erin Davidson
† Benjamin Laurence Davis
Matthew Thomas Davis
† Nicole Marie Davis
† Rachel Childs Davis
Tyler Lee Davis
Anna Christina De La Cotera
† Christopher Paul DeLong
Susan DeMerit
Laura Elise DePaola
Amanda Rae DeWitt
Megan Louise Deady
Caitlin Elizabeth Parbst Dean
Amber L. Decker
† Korynne Joy Decloux
Tara Maria Dedolph
Alecia Kay Deedon
Ann M. Degarmo
Nathan Michael Degaro
Joseph Charles Degeneffe
† Nathan Louis Deisinger
† Nicole Katherine Delaney
Benjamin Martin deLong
Tyler Michael Demuth
Olivia Alice Demarinis
Kathryn Diane Dempsey
† Sadie Marie Dempsey
Hannah Rose Densien
Yishu Deng
Theophile Tristan Deniaud
‡ Mark Steven Dennison
Katelyn Maire Depolis
† Lauren Amanda Deriaz
Stephanie Marie Derr
Chloe Rebecca Derse
Alexander Clifton Desnoyers
Edwarda De Pauli Holanda Desouza
† Joseph Louis Deutsch
Makenzie Rae Deutsch
Mckenzie Brianna Devine
† Nicholas Timothy Devogel
Megan Fox Dewane
Katherine Anne Deyoung
Stephanie Ann Dhein
Brittni DiTomaso
Alexandra Lily Diamond-Tumbush
Kunxiang Diao
Erick Paul Diaz
Marsden Claire Dieck
Kayla Cherice Dieckman
Dana Rae Diermeier
Trent Dietsche
‡ Hannah Christine Dillon
Christopher Ryan Dimick
† Jennifer Strook Dineen
Elizabeth Maria Dinh
† Trevor James Dinsmoor
Robert James Diny
Davina Rae Dipaolo
Ellen Marie Disch
Leah Morganne Dittberner
Jacob Dixon
Jessica Kay Dobbs
Chloe Carol Doberstein
‡ Daniel Patrick Docter
Nicholas Matthew Dodge
† Brendan Keith Dolan
Zachary John Dolan
Yaowen Dong
Elizabeth Hope Donoghue
† Stephanie Lynn Doornek
† Leah Ann Dornbusch
‡ Camilla Michelle Dornfeld
Holly Janelle Doroff
† Kyle Vincent Dorsey
Patrick Jameson Doty
Selima Sloan Dougdad
Matthew Patrick Dove
Michael Lindsay Dow
† Brendan Cianciolo Dowling
Megan Nichole Doyle
‡ Johannah Hayley Drago
Jacob Michale Draszkiewicz
Abigail Anne Dreps
Andrew David Dries
† Colleen Driscoll
Elinor Ruth Driver
† Brian O’Connor Drout
Ye Du
‡ Boqing Duan
Fangfei Duan
Yutong Duan
Kelsey Elizabeth Duckett
Kyle Erich Dufek
† Emily Renee Duff
Eamonn Patrick Duffy
‡ Kaylie Ann Duffy
Duje Dukan
‡ Jessica Marie Duma
‡ Meagan Marie Dunham
Murphy Dunne
Sophie Kane duPont
Aleah Patricia Durham
Rachel Simone Dutch
‡ Andrea Jane Dwyer
† Ashley C. Dye
‡ Alexandra Julian Dyer
Rafal Miroslaw Dziedzic
Briana Eaton
Bryna Marie Ebben
‡ Katherine Rose Ebinger
‡ Anneli Catherine Eddy
‡ Ross Anthony Edel
Alexa Jacalyn Edinburgh
Thomas Charles Edwards
Patrick Riley Egan
Ahmed Mohamed Elgebaly
Alex Egelhoff
‡ Joseph Robert Eggers
Hayley Netanya Eglash

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Brynn Emily Ehlers
‡ Ellen M. Ehlers
Tyler Jake Ehlers
§ Samuel Alexander Eichner
Charles Eichstaedt
Andrew Charles Eiter
Jaclyn Caroline Eitrem
§ Stefan Filip Elde
Rachel Elfant
Jaime Marie Elftman
Kristin Nicole Eline
Andrew Joseph Elkins
Alyssa Elliott
Alison Lynn Ellis
Max Joseph Kramer Ellman
Kelley Claire Elmer
‡ Eric Richard Ely
‡ Jenna Marie Emanuele
Alyse Marie Embree
‡ Lauren Emerson
Andrew Michael Endsley
Tanner Scott Engbreton
Kelsey Kathryn Engelke
Ashley Marie Entringer
Kyle David Erdmann
§ Mackenzie Erdmann
Emma Mae Erickson
Ian Alexander Erickson
Kyle Petzold Erickson
† Lynnsey Mariah Erickson
§ Stephanie Ellen Erickson
Christopher David Erlandson
Anthony Uche Esealuka
Christa Joy Esperza
Cynthia Annette Espinosa
Thomas John Esposito, Jr.
† Nicholas James Etzel
Sarah Marie Eucalano
Jacob Thomas Eul
Robb Michael Evans
Kayly Kareen Everman
Amanda L. Ezell
Abigail Marie Fabick
‡ Cosette Marie Facktor
Kaitlyn Susan Fahey
‡ Benjamin Michael Fahning
Danielle Frances Falcone
Jordan David Falk
Maura Baldwin Falk
Jeffrey Thomas Fallat
Matthew Justin Fallon
‡ Yujun Fan
Clinton James Fandrich
‡ Shiyang Fang

Yihang Fang
Brandon David Farnsworth
Kristina Marie Fassbender
Ryan David Federbush
Bianca Federico
Adee Serena Feiner
Carly Blake Feit
† Kimberly Ellen Feldman
Kirstin Marie Feldmann, Sr.
Elizabeth Susan Felts
Bailey Nicole Fencil
Xin Feng
Richard Robert Fenske
Kevin G. Fentress
Elton Fitz Bernell Ferdinand, III
Jordan Johnson Ferrick
Lindsey Sara Fiddle
Gary Joseph Filipp
‡ Lisa Kathleen Fillingame
† Jessica Katherine Fine
Stephen Scott Finman
‡ Maxton Luke Finseth
Allyssa Mae Fischer
‡ Andrea Marie Fischer
Jordan Fishman
Taylor Henning Fitch
† Samantha Marie Fix
Darla Ann Flemming
Mildred Fleming-Middleton
Taylor Margaret Flesch
† Yasmine Alison Flodin-Ali
Kyla Collecce Flug
Jack Thomas Foerster
Jonathan Barrett Fogel
Danielle Ann Foley
‡ Yee Hoon Foong
Kylie Elizabeth Ford
Sara M. Formankiewicz
Gina Ann Forneris
Jacob Alan Foster
Christian James Fox
Eric Sumner Fox
Sierra Kristen Fox
Stephanie Eden Fox
† Morgan James Foy
Jillian L. Francour
Abigail Lynn Frank
Rachel Frank
Hannah Lynn Frazee
Rebecca Ann Frenz
Justine Frias
Maria Ann Fricano
† Stephanie Leigh Fricke
Alexander Justin Friedman
‡ Hannah Lynn Friedman
Ilana Miriam Friedman
Katelyn Friemuth
Kayla Frimer
Kristin Marie Frischolz
‡ Stephanie May Frishman
Jeremy Evan Frisone
Colin Fritz
† Ilana Bree Fromm
Erick James Fruehling
Ian Phillip Frye
Liyu Fu
Joshua Stephen Fuchs
Christine Stephanie Fukuda

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Kacey Rae Fuller
Thomas Madison Fullmer
Nicole Rose Fuls
Shannon Fung
Tyler Joseph Furo
Ilanna Rae Gabriel
Chaitanya Gaddam
Candace Elaine Gaillard
‡ Andrew Aidan Gaines
Valerie Galassini
‡ Joseph John Gambucci
Nishanthi Ganesan-Pillay
‡ Eleanor Ganz
Feng Gao
Guangyuan Gao
Clark James Gapen, Jr.
Amanda Rose Garchow
Jessica Lynn Garcia
Omar Garcia
Emily Campbell Gardiner
‡ Jessica Bess Gardner
Lindsay Kate Gardner
‡ Katherine Inez Garnier
Alyssa Sue Garr
Hector Daniel Garza
Lisa Marie Garza
Jocelyn Elizabeth Gasner
Tyler Anthony Gasvoda
Allyson Gates
Amy Marie Gauthier
Christopher Adam Geary
Claire Estelle Gecewicz
Alison Jo Geier
Hannah Gardner Geise
Alexandria Marie Geisler
Tiffany Nicole Genz
Sarah Lynn Georgeson
† Genevieve Kristine Gephart
Kayla Marie Geraldson
Nicole Renee Gerard
Elizabeth Florence Geshwender
Lee Kendall Getschel
Miriam Brit Gevinson
Sam Eyad Ghani
Michael Bruce Gibson
‡ Joseph David Giesler
† Grant Thomas Gigot
‡ Tera Louise Gigot
Bryce Tyler Gilbert
Samuel Harris Gilbertson
Jyoti Gill
‡ Alix Faith Ginsburg
Alexandra Nicole Giordano
Bradley Steven Giroux
Andrew John Gleason
‡ David Isaac Glickstein
‡ Charles Wesley Godfrey
Logan Charles Goetsch
Anna G. Golackson
Leeza Gold
Brooke Marisa Goldberg
Daniel Evan Goldfarb
William Ross Goldstick
Elizabeth Adele Golmar
Anna Elizabeth Golz
Amiko Nidia Gomez Hidaka
Jessica Adela Gonzalez
Eliana Ranite Goodman
Kyle Irwin Goodman
† Claudia Täng Goodsett
Liang Zheng Gooi
Benjamin Jack Gordon
Erin Elizabeth Gordon
Lee Harrison Gordon
Arielle Marie Gores
William H. Goss
† Amy Michele Gottlieb
Geoffrey Gould
Erin Christian Goulding
Kristen Michelle Grabiniski
‡ Megan Kathleen Grady
Benjamin Logan Graff
Bryan Rangel Grajeda
Nikita Grama
Charles Donoho Grande
David Patrick Grande
Sarah Elizabeth Grande
Mitchell Charles Grant
Jacob Joseph Grasch
Tyler James Grawien
Jennifer Margery Gray
Daniel Ayash Green
Deidre Simone Green
George Kendall Green
Sean Robert Green
Ilana Greenberg
Sari Harris Gregory
Tyler Ryan Grenban
Ryan John Grenzow
Krystal Rose Greven
Danielle Anne Gries
‡ Thomas Albert Griesbach
Kendall Morgan Grimm
Elisabeth Marie Grisa
Taryn Brittany Grisham
Nicholas Daniel Grobarchik
Mary Monica Grogan
‡ Cory Phillip Groom
Lisa Groscop
‡ Kristin Abigail Groth
Tyler Robert Gruen
Luke Leonard Gruenhagen
Sadie Grunewald
Alejandro Guajardo
Lea Mary Gulotta
Naomi Rose Gundacker
† Drew Ryan Gunderson
Caitlyn M. Gunzel
Claudia C. Gupta
Ishaan Guptasarma
Hanna Gustafson
Jamie Beth Gutkowski
Michael Todd Gutman
Rachel Zoe Guttmann
Marcus Noto Guttmann
Samantha Rae Haack
Connor Christopher Haas
Adam Jay Hackel
James Bryson Hadar
Kyle Glen Hadaway
Samuel Thomas Haelfrisch
Christie Leigh Haessler
Marili Elizabeth Hagen
Valerie Lynn Hagerstrom
‡ Michael James Hagerty
Ashli Danielle Hahn
Alexandra Marie Halbach
Michael Daniel Halbach
Matthew John Halldiman
Benjamin Tyler Hale
Durim Halimi
† Kadiara Afi Hall
† Elizabeth Marie Hallau
† Paul Crosby Hallett
Thomas Lee Halloin
‡ Hyung Joo Ham
Cait Elizabeth Hamele
Nicholas Wayne Hamilton
Jakob John Hammond
† Max Christopher Hamrick
Matthew Lars Hanan
Tomer Hananya
Daniel Warren Handel
Garret Christopher Handel
† Taylor A. Hanley
Clare Butler Hansen
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Curtis Hansen
Alyssa Christine Hanson
Amanda Leigh Hanson
Audrey Nicole Hanson
† Crystal Renea Hanson
Jacob Edward Hanson
Bohan Hao
Leah Harari
Michelle Teresa Harasimowicz
Brooke E. Harding
Michael Patrick Hardy
Camden Mitchell Hargrove
Alexander Scott Harkness
Zachary Willis Harper
Katherine Rose Harrill
Kristina Leighann Harris
Shawn Montgomery Harris
Virginia Ayla-Ann Harris
Joshua Glenn Harrison
† Kayleigh Shaun Harrison
Melissa Eve Harrison
Andrew Michael Harry
Amari Rosemarie Rawnick Harsha
Anne Delaney Hartmann
Samuel Leahy Hartwick
Claire E. Harty
Jonathan Miller Hartzell
Erik Anthony Harvey
Hadeel Sufian Hasan
† Marissa May Hatlen
Duke Cubbie Hauge
‡ Katherine Elizabeth Haugh
Jennifer Rachel Hawkins
‡ Elisabeth Thompson Hayden
Robert Joseph Hayes
Sydney Maureen Hayes
Anna Elizabeth Hazen
† Sisi He
Kristopher Robert Head
Aaron Jeremy Heaps
Michael Dean Hebert
Ahren Hebert-Wilson
Martin William Heck
Melissa Rose Heck
‡ Chloe Renee Hedberg
John Kelly Heffernon
‡ Emily Sarah Heilman
Andrew Scott Heimlich
Aleah Rachelle Heinlein
‡ Benjamin Robert David Heins
‡ Andrew Michael Heisler
Holly Elizabeth Heitman
Josephine Patricia Helland
Jordyn Haley Heller
‡ Emily Noreen Hembrough
Ryan Frederick Hendricks
Jason Pierce Hengel
Kate Lynn Henniges
† Rachel Her
Christopher Stephen Herman
Michael Randy Herman
‡ Hanna Carin Hermanson
Grant Michael Hermes
Kaitlyn Ann Hermsen
Brian James Hermmeier
‡ Danielle Marie Hermus
Zackery Connor Hersh
Rachel Elise Hershberger
Daniel Lee Hesse
Zachery Kenneth Hettmann
Walt Gerrit Hetzel
Casey Howard Hewes
Kirsten Grace Hibbard
Andrew Thomas Higgins
McKenzi Kade Higgins
Susan Marie Higgins
Melanie Brooke Highbloom
Brandi Michelle Hill
Brinn Alexandria Hill
Karen Marie Hill
Ryan J. Hill
Samuel Donald William Hill
Ashley Lee Himebaugh
Angelica Li Hinchman
Cody Patrick Hines
Tyler Joseph Hinnendael
Kelly Rae Hiserodt
‡ Gregory Joel Hitch
‡ James Dewey Hocker
Danielle Mary Hoeppner
Amelia J. Hoffman
Christopher Michael Hoffman
Tara Jeanne Hoffman
Andrew Jeffery Hoffmann
‡ Kyle Steven Hoffmeister
Kelsey Elizabeth Hogan
Sarah Elizabeth Hogue
‡ Jane Elizabeth Hohman
Carl Arthur Holborn
Charity Lynn Holen
Christopher Paul Holland
Kathleen Dale Hollender
Clayton James Hollowell
Jesse David Holm
Samantha Julia Holten
‡ Hanna Ripple Homestead
Kelsey Rose Honerlaw
† Maxwell Roche Hoo
Morgan Carolyn Hormig
Jacob Richard Horn
Katelyn Elizabeth Horn
‡ Steven James Horn
William Jacob Horn
David John Horner-Ibler
Melissa Rose Horsfall
Manya Michal Hose
Matthew Derek Hottinger
Yubing Hou
Derek T. House
Diamond Devona-Dye Howard
Megan Mary Howard
Noah Gordon Howland
Alayna Kathrine Hronek
Lucas Scott Hrovat-Staedter
‡ Michael Elias Hrycyniak
Jyun-Ilih Stephanie Hu
‡ Shirley Hu
Sihan Hu
Kevin Ryan Huang
† Lanxi Huang
Xin Huang
‡ Xuandong Huang
Isaac John Huben
Shannon Elizabeth Huberty
Timothy J. Hucke
Clark Allison Hudmon
Miguel Angel Huerta
‡ Seth Leonard Huiras
Hilary Ann Huizenga
Matthew Brian Hung
† Brian Donald Hunter
Paige Lauren Hunter
Ciara Frances Hupp
Matthew Clarence Huppert
‡ Rita Leigh Hurd
‡ Emily Jane Hussinger
Samuel Leman Hutchins
Mackenzie Cunningham Huth
Vincent R. Huth
Christopher Hwang
Deborah Seiwon Hwang
Jee Woo Hwang
Rolf Bradford Ieuter
Nedra Ikhumen
Briana Lane Indahl
Alyssa Marie Ineichen
Jennifer Ingish
‡ Amber Cheryl Mary Ingwell
‡ Alan Leonard Irish
Ryan James Irven
‡ Sarah Lyn Isaak
Joseph Klett
Elizabeth Erin Klettke
† Nathan Michael Kliewer
Alexandra Anna Klimko
Calvin Hunter Kling
Aubrey Lynn Klink
Caroline Schauer Klinker
Ezra Thomas Knickelbine
‡ Kimberly A. Knisely
‡ Zachary John Knoeck
Kailey Marie Knop
Quin Knuteson
Dylan Aaron Knutson
‡ Kathryn Lynn Kobliger
Colton August Koch
Erika Irene Koch
Jessica Leigh Koehn
Ross Andrew Koehn
Abigail Muriel Kohl
‡ Nathaniel Jay Kohlenberg
Jamie Melissa Kolb
Callie Diane Kollenbroich
Alexis Ciara Kolz
Lingran Kong
Yung Je Koo
Chris Kopf
Joel John Koppa
‡ Alanna Haley Koritzinsky
Jessica Korneff
Bryana Michelle Kortendick
Justin Aaron Koshalek
Jessica Kosmider
Jacob Frank Koss
Alexander Kostanov
Liliana Koszewski
Erik Alexander Kotek
Chaitra Kotha
Kevin Ardeshir Kousha
Jared Vincent Kowalski
Paige Elizabeth Kowalski
† Christopher David Kozak
† Kelsey Jo Kozlowski
Jacob Ray Kraemer
‡ Carissa Jayne Kramer
Joseph Andrew Kramer
Kelsey Marie Kraus
Gary Steven Krautkramer
Phoebe Therese Krawczyk
Holly Marie Krawza
‡ Shayla Rose Krecklow
Emilee Frances Kregul
† Stephen Robert Krejeci
James Edward Kreuser, Jr.
Carly Kriss

Jonathan Kroh
Amber Jean Krohn
† Adam George Kropp
James Phillip Krueger
† Katherine Bergstrom Krueger
Kyle Thomas Krueger
Meghan Elizabeth Krueger
Owen Krueger
John William Krugler
Nicole Carolyn Krumpack
In Hei Ku
† David Michael Kubsh
Adam John Kuck
Jessica Lynn Kucza
Kyle Anthony Kudak
Krystyna Alice Kudlata
Hayley Strong Kuepers
Lillian Joy Kugler
Kyle Francis Kuhl
Matthew William Kulju
Nina Shantha Kumar
‡ Morgan Kristina Kutz
Molly Jeanne Kunz
Melissa Susan Kurer
Samantha Nell Kurutz
Marissa Ari Kusy-Leavitt
Danielle Nicole Kutka
Sarah May Kvithyll
Der Yaw Kwong
Kelsey Ann Marie Kyle
Kim Helene L’Herault
‡ Nicole Elizabeth La Petina
Franco Anthony LaTona
Taylor Donald Laabs
Eugenie Rachael Lacourt
James Pearse Lafayette
Chew Wei Lai
Kwan Kiu Lai
Yishu Lai
Tara Elizabeth Lamb
Lauren Louise Lande
‡ Kate M. Landowski
Steven James Landowski
Jamie Joseph Lang
† Jonathan Frederick Lang
Dana R. Lange
Jeremy Daniel Lange
Melissa Ann Langhoff
‡ Alexa Michelle Lans
Alex Andrew Larson
Alexandra Marjorie Larson
Erik Earl David Larson
Madeline Proescholdt Larson
Neil Hans Lassen
Patrick Ryan Last
Katherine Marie Latour
Monica Claire Laurent
Nathan James Lauterbach
‡ Harry Guest Lavercombe
Christopher Ryan Lawrence
Dylan S. Lawrence
Erin Alexis Lawrence
† Joanna Michelic Lawrence
Elaine Le
Jared le Blanc
Olivia Nina LeClair
Jordin Mae Leafgreen
Aaron Francis Leair
Nicole Anne Lederich
Anna S. Lee
‡ Anthony Lee
Beeshoua Lee
Boon Chou Lee
Chang Hyun Lee
Cynthia Pachia Lee
‡ Erika Lynn Lee
Gregory Tae Hee Lee
Hannah Lee
‡ Hongbum Lee
Hyunseok Lee
‡ Isaac Joseph Lee
‡ Jacob William Lee
‡ Jane Soohyun Lee
Jihye Lee
Jongseo Paul Lee
Joyce Myrna Lee
Kuamoju Lee
Kyung Min Lee
Meredith Lara Lee
Nu Lee
Sang Kwang Lee
Sungho Lee
‡ Woo Hyung Lee
‡ Ye-lim Lee
Watson Michael Leese
Kayla Elizabeth Leibl
Andrea Christine Leibrandt
Danielle Ann Leick
Cheyenne Leider
Patrick Joseph Leitheiser
Cheryl Choy Yuen Leong
Rachel Dawn Lepak
Anne Elizabeth Leuman
‡ Jessica Marie Levine
Zachary Moshe Levine
Benjamin Michael Levine-Drizin
Daniel Harris Levinson
Kaely Levy
Mollie Rose Levy
Peter Eric Lewis
Shelby Patrice Lewis
Chao Li
Xiaoqiang Li
Xingyue Li
Xuechen Li
† Yicheng Li
Holly Kay Licht
‡ Emily Anna Liebman
Justin Russell Lieck
Eric Leighton Lied
‡ McKenzie Jo Liegel
‡ Allison Elizabeth Limke
‡ Emma Katharine Limke
‡ Benjamin Ray Lin
‡ Lin Lin
† Tiffany Zu Lin
Yi-Chen Lin
‡ Laura Ashley Linde
Elyssse Jayne Lindell
† Emily Anne Lindeman
Elizabeth Anne Lindner
‡ Charles Edward Lindquist
Freya Mae Link
Andrews Ho Linson
Daniel Seth Lipshutz
Angela Rae Lisowski
I-Chun Liu
‡ Yuxin Liu
Liana Daila Liubinskas
Ya Mee Lo
Lyudmila Loberger
Ryan Matthew Lohn
Nathaniel Bradley Loeb
Kyle Loger
‡ Stephanie Alexis London
† Nicole Rivêt Long
Samuel Kingsley Long
‡ Nina Mila Longinovic
Alexandra Rose Longo
Kate Bradley Loomis
Maya Pamela Lor
Nkauijouapa Lor
Steven Ong Lorria
Emily Ann Loritz
Tanner James Losselyong
Danielle Mariah Loth
Chang Lou
‡ Jiaqi Lu
† Sharon Yuan-Fu Lu
† Wanzhen Lu
Kevin Lee Luangpoomyut
† Katherine Lucarelli
† Eric Michael Lucari
Tania Noelia Lucero
Cody William Luck
John Thomas Luckey
Morgan Lawrence Ludtke
Paul Daniel Ludwig, Jr.
Travis William Ludy
Jordan Raymond Luehmann
Trisha Luengen
Perri Lumish
Taylor Leigh Lundberg
Daniel Yixin Luo
† Ran Luo
Zhan Luo
‡ Hilary Elizabeth Lutz
Chanel Ia Ong Ly
John Robert Jesse Lyell
Jessica Paige Lyga
Shunju Ma
Yingjun Ma
Erin Clara Maassen
Andrea Macan
† Matthew Ryan Macdonald
Mahalia Inge Mack
James Joseph Macken
Benjamin Arthur Mackenthun
Hayley Nicole Mackiewicz
Jasmine Nicole Macloudhlin
Frances Madden-Gardeniers
‡ Jordan Anthony Mader

Telephoto lens view of Science Hall with Van Hise Hall in the background
Amanda Marie Madsen
† Olivia Catherine Magnanini
Mario Shea Magnarini
Samantha Elizabeth Mahoney
Duncan Carlisle Mahood
Katie Rose Mahumed
Alexandra Louise Maier
† Margaret Major
† Sofia Rose Majstorovic
Anton Makhiboroda
‡ Keith Andrew Maki
Elizabeth Lee Malec
Danish Riaz Malik
Mark Andrew Malonzo
‡ Eli Mandel
Kelsey Lee Manders
Daniel Adam Mann
Shoshana Danielle Mann
Marshall William Mann-Wood
† Sean Patrick Mannion
Kasia E. Manolas
Jasmine Nicole Mans
Taren Dannette Mansfield
Kelly Diane Manske
Sumeera Anoop Mansukhani
Zachary John Manthe
Jessica M. Manzuk
Ailin Mao
Penghao Mao
Melissa Dorothy Marano
Jennifer Marchant
Mitchell Markham
‡ Zachary Joseph Markman
Audrey Willa Marquardt
Sara Joy Marquez
Michelle Margaret Marr
‡ Gerald S. Martell
Kristin Nicole Martens
‡ Nicole Lynne Martens
Matthew Charles Marti
† Bianca Faith Martin
Blake Richard Martin
Erica May Martin
Ethan Hugh Martin
John Alexander Martin
Adam Ramon Martinez
James Robert Martins
§ Evan James Marzion
James Brendan Mashal
Lauren Ashley Maslowski
Natasha Leigh Mason
‡ Rachel Nicole Massart
Muhammad Amin Mat Daud
Marian Elizabeth Mateling
† Makie Ashley Matsumoto-Hervol
Jamal Gregory Matthews
Rebecca Stefanie Maurer
Kyle Steven Maust
† Carly Ann Maxwell
† Kaitlyn Elizabeth Mayer
‡ Mckenzie Lynn Mayer
Michelle Ann Mays
† Eleanor Ann McCabe
Kelli McCabe
Kathleen Marie McCarthy
Brenda Catherine McCarty
Garrett Daniel McCarty
Kelly Jean McCarville
Stacy Marie McClain
Rachel Elizabeth McClure
Brooke Lynn McClurg
Danielle Carroll McCole
‡ Haili Jean McCulloch
Peter James McDaid
Mackenzie Mae McDermit
Joseph Frederick McDonald
Brett Thomas McGannon
Brendan Lee McGarity
‡ Anneliese McGavin
Rachel Rebecca McGee
‡ Kristen Marie McGuiggan
Audrey Denise McGuire
Meredith Elsa McKewen
‡ Brenna Riane McLaughlin
Sean Patrick McNally
Michael Francis McNerney
Sara F. McPherson
Amber Marie McLeese
Ross Parkhill McCaig
Dylan P. McCorkle
Taylor John McDaniel
Nathalie Yahara McFadden
† Kristin Amy McGinley
Stephanie Marie Meilquham
Samantha Virginia Mckittrick
Sherwood Thomas Meade
Michael David Meador
Micael Medley
Casper J. Medved
† Joseph Meeker
Margaret Elizabeth O’Brien Mehr
Katie Marie Meier
Nolan Raymond Meier
Marc Emanuel Peter Meiklejohn
Elizabeth Ann Meininger
Patrick Alexandre Meisch
† Kelsey Elizabeth Melah
Matthew John Meller
‡ Lindsey Renee Melnyk
Scott Herbert Mendlinger
Joseph Ramon Mendoza
Elizabeth Irene Menge
Casey Elizabeth Menick
Julia Quin Mercer
† Paul Thomas Merchant
Schuyler Stanford Meredith, II
Sean Robert Merril
† Jenna Kathleen Mertz
Jonathan James Metzler
Bryan Christopher Meyer
Logan James Meyer
† McKinley Taylor Meyer
Michael Thomas Meyer
‡ Zachary Charles Meyer
‡ Caitlin Michele Meyers
Bianca Maria Miceli
Holly Sue Michalak
Justin Michaud
Carly Marie Michels
Kayla Michler-Hendren
Lance Dawson Mielke
‡ Alexander Loy Milbrandt
Samuel Ross Miles
† Sadie M. Millen
Ashley Ann Miller
† Caitlin Ruby Miller
Callie Therese Miller
‡ Christopher Roman Miller
Lea Pieri Miller
Michael Jon Miller
Sarah Alexis Kurzman Miller
Sarah Lauren Miller
Rebecca Christine Mills
† Jane Catharine Milne
Mayra Miranda
Brittney Ann Mitchell
† Justin Grant Moeller
Nathan Drew Moelller
Benjamin Scott Moench
Jaafar Essam Mohamed
Jennifer Jayne Mohoney
Calvin Parker Mohr
Zachary John Mommaerts
Samantha Joanne Monson
Adrianna Alicia Montez
Amanda Jean Montgomery
Nikole Moody
Suji Moon
Dylan Joseph Mooney
Jeffrey Scott Moore
‡ Jessica W. Moore
Kristine Moore

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Kaitlynn Vaughan Moquet
Caitlin Ann Moran
Erick Eduardo Morelos
Mayra Cecilia Moreno
Erik Mork-Barrett
Andrew James Morland
Francesca Lyons Moroni
Katherine Ann Morris
Stephen Adam Morris
Terretha Angelique Morris
† Abigale Rose Morrison
Molly Hutcheson Morrissey
Ryan Scott Morrissey
Sara Anne Morrissey
Michael John Mortimer
Samantha Eve Moskol
Michael Moss
Sarah Marie Motley
Sheesenphooow Moua
Kendra Alison Mueller
Lauren Kendyl Muench
† Aaron J. Muhowski
† Carina Ruth Muir
Kelly Ann Mularkey
Rebecca Marie Mulcrone
Jayne Megan Mulhaney
‡ Patrick Wyckoff Mullaney
Quinlyn Jane Mullaney
Sean Wallace Mullen
† Devin Elizabeth Munger
Ryan James Murdy
‡ Brian M. Murray
Elizabeth Nancy Johanne Murray
Jacob Thomas Murray
Jerome Arthur Murray, III
Christopher R. Musinsky
Amy Elizabeth Muzynsksi
Jasmine Keondra Myers
Apremeya Mysore
Katherine Evangeline Nachman
Vyshak Bheemappa Nagappala
Kavya Nallamothu
Jessica Anne Namie
† Pornpamai Narenpitak
Hammad Asif Naseem
Carla Maria Nasui
Carolyn Anneka Nave
Ian Andrew Neal
‡ Raymond Vladimir Nechvatal
Sarah Nicole Neddo
Anthony James Nedoma
Charles Winfield Neher
† Sarah Regina Neibart
Meagan Ann Neis
Timothy Douglas Neis
Thomas Jack Neiwem
Austin Ray Nelson
Edmund Richard Nelson
‡ Hadley Nelson
Josiah Alexander Nelson
Michael Roy Nelson
Samuel James Nelson
Steven Anthony Nelson
Jessica Alix Nemet
Peter Ronald Nennig
Paul Jarvis Nerland
Benjamin John Nesvold
Hannah Kay Nesvold
Sarah Leah Neubauer
Veronica Payne Neuberger
Luke Aaron Nevermann
Tammy Ng
Dominic Masaki Nicholas
Tyler J. Nickerson
John Todd Nida
Tyler John Nielsen
Aiden Martin Nienjadalo
Monica Jane Nigon
Marjorie Faye Nisenholtz
Andrew Forest Noble
Ja Kyung Noh
Jared D. Noll
Thomas John Nonnweiler
† Sarah A. Nordeen
Natalie Clara North
Max Thomas Novak
Kaitlyn Novotny
Khadija Nur
Thiahera L. Nurse
‡ Mitchell Wagner Nuss
Tyler Nute
Danielle Nuyen
Taylor Elaine Ardis Nye
Kelsey E. O’Brien
Megan Marie O’Brien
Rachel Mary O’Brien
Robert Michael O’Brien
‡ Megan Elizabeth O’Callaghan
Patrick Richard O’Connell
Fiona Elise O’Connell-Gates
Alyssa Anne O’Connor
‡ Hannah Meghan O’Connor
Lauren Nicole O’Kane
‡ Kylie Lauren O’Keefe
Michael Patrick O’Keefe
‡ Grace Anne O’Meara
Niamh Helen O’Neill Culhane
Sean M. O’Toole
Patrick Henry O’Neill, III
Benjamin Stephen Ober
Tim Odenbach
Jeong Ah Oh
Seung Hyun Oh
Ross Isaac Olchyk
Matthew Richard Ollmann
James Thomas Olrick
Mollie Elizabeth Olsem
Emily Anne Olsen
Emily Elizabeth Olsen
Megan Lynn Olsen
‡ Chelsea Janice Olson
Robert John Olson
Sara Rae Olson
‡ Stephanie Lynn Olson
Samuel Choyew Olver
Chika Onwuvuche
Charles Jablonic Opitz
Travis Oppermann
Nadia Suzanne Orfali
Caroline Elisabeth Orr
Nicholas Edward Orthmann
† Alejandro Ortiz
Gabriela Leonor Osorio
‡ Cody Edwin Ostenson
‡ Joseph Norbert Tarkowski Oswald
Nathan James Ott
Janell Marie Oudenhoven
Kristina Oveypany
‡ Callie Inez Padway
Robert Andrew Paese
Peter Eloy Paez
Amy M. Page
Zachary Alexander Pajka
‡ Anthony Dominic Palladino
Nathan Rosario Palm
Akelia Shakerie Palmer
Alexis Leigh Palmer
Karma Palzom
Leland Tian Pan
Casimir Edward Panawash-Bielinski
Surabhi Pancholi
‡ Marshiella Pandji
Ryan Roger Papendorf
Catherine Paradisin
Jinsoo Park
Jacob Christopher Parker
Jeannie Rae Parker
‡ Claire Rosine Parrott
Joshua Vincent Parulski
‡ Aaron Winter Paschke
‡ Gina Umakant Patel
Kevin Mahendra Patel
Sarina Marie Patel
Priya Pathak
Autumn Marie Patrick
Leah Patullo
† Benjamin Andrew Pauley
† Samuel Patch Pauley
Emily Katherine Pauly
‡ Alyson F. Pavela
† Jenna Harring Pavelec
James Jarrett Pease
MacKinzie Conroy Peckham
Erin Rae Pelletier
Ying Peng
Molly Ann Pennino
Tyler Jerome Pentek
Jacklyn Dorothy Pepoon
Lincoln Anthony Peppard
Sujoy Ross Pereira
Alfredo Perez
Christopher John Perez
Isaac Gonzalez Perez
Jairo Perez
† Tyler Ethan Perlman
Michael Joseph Perna
Briana Alyse Pero
† Elizabeth Sydney Perrin
Haley Nicole Perrin
Freddie Lee Perry
Fredrick LeRoy Perry
‡ Henry Franklin Perry
‡ Natalie Helen Perry
Sophie Rose Perry
Matthew Gunnar Persike
† Trenton James Persing
Jordynn Catherine Peter
‡ Chelsea Jean Peterson
Danielle J. Peterson
Megan Anne Peterson
Tyler John Peterson
Daniel Richard Pfaller
Abigail Marie Phillips
Caitlyn Marie Phillips
‡ Emily Kristine Phillips
Tucker Lee Phillips
Mary Catherine Pieger
‡ Olivia Ann Pies
Cassandra Lima Pilarski
Shayne Michelle Piltz
Lucas Su Yang Pinoli
Margaret Kristine Pint
Nicholas James Pisani
Nicholas John Pinter
April Rose Pitzen
‡ Katharine Marie Place

Andrew Platta
Marah Nicole Plautz
Amber Lynn Plowman
Michael Morrissey Podgers
Charlotte Regina Poduch
† John Valmer Poelking
Ekaterina Viktorovna Pogorelova
† Isabel Frances Pohlkamp
Kelsey Jean Pohlmann
Katherine Claire Pointer
† Marisa Policicchio
† Michael Polkoff
Daniel Louis Polkow
‡ Alison Rose Pollan
Bethany Marie Polovitz
Emma Elizabeth Pope
‡ Emilie Rebecca Poplett
‡ Ted Reinhardt Porath
‡ Alison Leona Schweda Port
Drew Daniel Porter
Eric Robert Porter
Natalie Anne Porter
Alexander Michael Potts
† Luke Joseph Povolny
‡ Jyothiprasanth Prabakaran
Frank Angelo Prado
David Preciado
Levi Leo Preiner
‡ Elizabeth Marie Premo
William Robert Presser
Thomas Preti
‡ Amanda Katherine Price
Caroline Pennell Eyre Price
Travis Elliot Price
‡ Hannah Marion Pringle
Chloe Renee Prosser
Sydney Keisman Prusak
William Henry Psilos
Ashley Kristine Pszeniczny
Michael Joseph Pullano
Nicolette Page Pustina
Katlyn Valoe Putney
Alexis Danielle Puzon
Sining Qin
Heqi Qiu
Dylan Alexander Quesada
Meghan Kathleen Quinn
Alisha Kathleen Raabe
‡ Vincent Racanelli
Michael S. Radloff
Olivia Marie Raedeke
Ibrahim Akorede Raheem
Lauren Jayne Ralphs
Vikram Ramesh
David Edward Ramirez
Jose Arturo Ramos
‡ Jorge David Ramos-Mercado
Mallory Forbes Ramp
Kate J. Rampone
† Nishaad Shrinivas Rao
Lucas Ray Daniel Rappert
‡ Emily Christine Rappeleye
Elizabeth Chadwick Raser
‡ Alexandre Shirin Rashedi
Catherine Patrice Rashid
Naureen Taskin Rashid
Maggie Mae Rasmussen
Jonathan Joseph Rath
Joshua James Rathkamp
Kashi Rathnam
Tyler Jay Rauls
Michael Joseph Ray
Emma Kathryn Reader
Daniel Rechtman
Kireeti Reddy
Thiruchelvi Rajagobal Reddy
Benjamin Rehmann
Sarah Jane Reigel
Chelsi Nicole Reilly
Nina Marie Rembert
Qifan Ren
John Andrew Renaud
Alissa Michelle Rendon
‡ Kestrel Rose Reopelle
Sedat Resad
Brian Alexander Resch
‡ Paige Patricia Resch
Zoe Retzlaff
Ashley Elizabeth Reum
Elizabeth Marie Reznichek
Eric Russell Rhiel
Neil Vincent Ricci
Juliana Elizabeth Rice
Kevin John Rice
Margaret Catherine Rice
Kelsey Mercedes Richards
Lauren Alexandra Richmond
David Anthony Richie
Alex Tyler Richter
Dominique Dwayne Ricks
Claire Ann Riebe
‡ Sarah Kate Riedeman
Rachel Patrice Rieden
Kalie Riemer
Christopher John Riggs
Chelsea Jenna Riley
‡ Kaitlyn Ann Riley
Lauren Caroline Rinaldi

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
David Brewer Rini
† Hannah Therese Ripp-Dieter
Madeline Amy Rish
Jamie Lynne Ritchart
Megan Faye Ritzert
Dennis Rivera, Jr.
Jake Michael Rivera
Keely Chandal Robbins
Aubrey Rachel Roberts
Malcolm Otis Robey
Claire Suzanne Robidoux
Kayli Ann Robinson
Nakila Chevon Robinson
† Alexander Josep Rodriguez
Heather Lynn Rodriguez
Benjamin Oliver Roe
Jenny Ann Rogers
Rebecca Lynn Rogowski
Samantha Lee Rohde
Alexandra M. Rohner
† Charles Rohrer
Ben Forest Roif
Hannah Kay Roliff
Chelsea Rollay
Kyle William Romens
Joanna Emilia Romero
Alexender Isaac Rosen
Olivia Rosen
† Aaron Stetson Rosenblum
† Tamara Michelle Rosin
Kyle Kenneth Ross
Lauryn Ashley Ross
Ronald James Ross
† Emanuel Constantin Rosu
Arielle N. Rosvall
Paola Rota
† Jennifer Nicole Rotblatt
Harry James Roth
Kyle Christian Roth
Adam Hunter Roundy
† Amanda Maria Roush
Nathan James Robertson
Brooke Emily Rozenboom
† Junrui Ruan
Kelsey Nicole Rudisill
Elisa Kennedy Ruefer
Christopher Thomas Ruska
† Natanya Shayna Russek
‡ Bridget Clare Ryan
‡ Holly Michele Ryan
Kayla Michelle Ryan
Molly Elizabeth Ryan
Megan Elizabeth Schultz Rykken
Jun Sang Ryu
Martha Kathleen Ryzner
Mason T. Saari
† Alexandra Mai Sabatini
Katherine A. Sadowsky
† Caroline Marie Sage
† Philip Braden Sailer
Justin Salim
Alexander Edward Salmon
† Kelly Brynnne Salmon
Curtis Henderson Salter
† Mary Katherine Salutz
Gregory John Salvo
† Macy Magdalena Salzberger
Mohd Syafeeq Asyraf Samdin
‡ Matthew Benjamin Sanders
Hannah Rae Sandgren
‡ Jared Robert Sandlin
‡ Paige Elizabeth Sanduski
David Reed Sandvig
Christopher Coutant Santeler
Ethan Williams Santeler
Alexis Diana Santiago
‡ Ashley Rebecca Santilli
Diana Nicole Santullano
‡ Brendon Travis Sargent
‡ Dashni Sathasivam
Petr Satral
jacob Allen Satller
‡ Stephanie Faye Sauer
Danielle Christine Savino
† Mona Sawan
† Carissa Michelle Sawyer
Alissa Yvonne Scalzo
Andrew Miles Scarpace
Peter Erik Schaal
‡ Aimee Elizabeth Schad
James Romaine Schaefer
Cateylin Jeanne Schally
Brittani Lee Schanstine
‡ Christopher Jeffrey Scheele
Kallee Marie Scheidegger
Margaret Rose Scheidegger
‡ Charles Roger Schellpeper
‡ Adam David Schepker
‡ Kelsey Ann Scherer
Anissa del Rosario Schiek
† Hanna Jean Schieve
Amanda Jean Schleicher
† Madeline Cecile Schlesner
Morgan Lynne Schluendt
Allison Marie Schmidbauer
‡ Brennan Thomas Schmidt
Caitlin Anastasia Schmidt
Jorden Christopher Schmidt
† Katherine Mary Schmidt
Alyssa Marie Schmirler
Olivia Jane Schmit
Paul K. Schmitt
‡ Preston Daniel Schmitt
Alison Jean Schmitz
Corey Robert Schmitz
Camille Rae Schneider
Emily Mary Schneider
Johna Lee Schneider
Kayla S. Schneider
Cogan Schneier
Katie Marion Schoenbeck
Samantha Christine Scholer
Shari Ann Schohs
Nicole Marie Schrimpf
Katherine Elizabeth Schroeder
‡ Kylie Marie Schroeder
Matthew David Schroeder
‡ Rachel Ann Schroeder
‡ Michael Joseph Schueman
Matthew John Schuh
Jonathan Patrick Schultz
Leslie Addie Schultz
Tyler Robert Schultz
‡ David Andrew Schulz
Meghan Schulze
Rachel Marlene Schulze
Megan Kathryn Schumacher
‡ Sara Lynn Schumacher
† David Phillip Schuman
† Alexander Miles Schurman
Rebecca Joey Schwab
Alexa Marie Schwartz
Alexandra Leslie Schwartz
‡ Helen Ann Schwartz
Jason Eric Schwartz
Zachary Thomas Schwartz
Justin Schwarz
Maura Anne Schweitz
Isaac Lee Scott
Jackson Thomas Scott
Mohammed Jeremiah Scruggs
Kalina Mae Seavecki
Gunnar Jon Seaver
Asaf Cohn Segal
Elizabeth Claire Seidenstricker
Brittany Ruth Seidl
Lindsay Taylor Seil
Dany Seiler
Michael John Seipel
Kylee Ann Sekosky

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Jessica Lynn Seline
Abigail Joy Sellman
John Eduard Servia
Laura Leigh Fielding Sevelis
‡ Joseph Duane Shanak
‡ Lindsey Vanni Shanks
Erin Elizabeth Shannon
Leah Joan Shapiro
‡ Rachel Ann Shapiro
Samuel David Shapiro
Nishant Sharma
Wesley Sheen
Rexford Peter Sheild
Timothy Scott Shelton
Chang Shen
Yuming Sheng
Ryan Michael Shenk
‡ Frances Kate Shepherd
Kurtis William Shepherd
Judy Faith Sherburn
Travis Ensign Sheridan
Zachary Ensign Sheridan
Jacob Theodore Sherman
NianJun Shi
Qiaoling Shi
Aaron Thomas Shields
Andrew J. Shields
Cheng-Lun Shih
Trevor James Shimulunas
Hae Jo Shin
Ji Ho Shin
Taek Soo Shin
Natsumi Shiotani
† Devin Renee Shirley
Samuel Robert Showers
‡ Taylor Brooke Shuman
‡ Joshua David Shutter
‡ Da Si
Marc Andrew Sieber
Mark Andrew Siebert
Liberty Lee Siebrecht
† Claire Elizabeth Siedow
† Benjamin Rafer Siegel
Alissa Anne Siegenthaler
Lily Rachel Siegman
Dylan Silberfein
‡ Julia Claire Silver
Julie Silverman
† Claire Louise Silverstein
Sarah Christine Sima
Enoch Drew Simmons
Ryan Matthew Simoens
Daniel Hunter Simon
Max Benjamin Simon
† Lauren Simonis
Krystal Kay Simpraphone
Harmanjot Singh
‡ Tulika Singh
Shubham Singhal
Taylor Leann Sinnen
Stacy Robyn Sirkin
Vincent Dominick Sirocchi, III
Steven Michael Siska
Madeline Rose Sivanich
Chelsea Jane Siwik
‡ Sebastian Skarbek
‡ Emily Shaye Skarda
Samuel Aaron Sklover
Anthony Christopher Skoviak
Jennifer Paige Slattery
Thomas Desmond Slattery
Maureen Michelle Slavin
‡ Natalia Renee Slavney
Alex Michael Sloan
Jonathan James Smaglick
‡ Alissa Lee Small
† Mark Christopher Small
Jacob Michael Smiley
† Andrea Leigh Smith
Connor Stephenson Smith
Jacob Collin Smith
Justin Welch Smith

Banners on Bascom Hill
Lisa Ann Smith
Matthew Ryan Smith
Megan Elizabeth Smith
† Nikki Lyn Smith
Spencer James Smith
Jason James Smithback
Madison Marie Snider
Pedro Soares
Nathan Harrison Sobol
‡ Elizabeth Marsha Soedargo
Lauren Rose Solarz
† Hannah Jane Somers
‡ Breanne Elizabeth Sommer
Jae Hwa Song
Junyong Song
Sungheem Song
† Yifang Song
Alex James Sorensen
Cora Sosa
Elizabeth Renee Soto
‡ Joseph Evan Spafford
‡ Katherine Rose Spannauer
Aaron Robert Spector
Alexandra Rae Spenadel
Mary Elizabeth Spence
Grace Erin Spencer
Erica Leigh Sperber
Natalie Sperling
Joseph Michael Spiegelhoff
‡ Christina Lee Spiewak
Alexander D. Spoehr
‡ Jenna Ann Sportiello
† Alexandra Springer
Drew Steven Squires
Amy Staats
Rebecca J. Stadler
Genevieve Stahl
Melanie Rose Stanczyk
Peter Grant Standbrook
Elizabeth Rose Stanford
Peyton Brant Stanford
† Amy Teresa Stankivitz
Benjamin Walter Stansbury-O’Donnell
Katarzyna Stanula
Karen Nicole Stapleton
Christen Leigh Starke
Claire Olivia Statbas
Jamie L. Statz
Ramsey Albert Statz
Nicholas Raymond Steeves
Catherine Nicole Steffel
Sarah June Steffen
Jillian Christine Stegink
Terrence David Stegner
Ann Marie Steib
Alex James Stein
Hilary M. Stein
Sydney Marie Stein
† Miriam Leah Steinberg
Shawn Joseph Steinbrecher
‡ Jacob Ryan Steiner
‡ Jessie Ellen Steinbauer
Angela Doriene Stellrecht
‡ Kalin Marie Stenhaus
Woodrow Ryan Stensland
‡ Jennifer Lee Stenson
‡ Megan Elizabeth Stenz
‡ Noah William Mark Stenz
Hannah Renee Stephens
Hannah Serell Sterling
‡ Matthew Craig Sternke
Valerie Lorraine Stevens
Noriko Okada Stevenson
Samuel Jeffrey Stigler
Edward O’Meara Stillwell
Kathryn Jean Stockwell
Megan Elizabeth Stoebig
† Jacob Raymond Stoeffler
‡ Talia Michelle Stoehr
Jacob Stoffregen
Allison Marie Stokes
Emily Stone
Michael Joseph Stone
‡ Zoe Brooks Storck
Kristen Inez Stowell
‡ Alexander John Straka
Jennifer Leanne Strangstalien
‡ Ashley Noel Street
‡ Kelly Kathleen Stretz
Hannah Elizabeth Strey
Leo Baruch Stroe
Margaret Claire Stropes
Brandon Quinn Struebin
Cru Christopher Stubley
‡ Alyssa Marie Studer
Marta Sylwia Studnicka
Margo A. Stutz
Luke Adam Stuyvenberg
Matthew John Suemnicht
Taehyun Suh
David Patrick Sullivan
Jessica Marie Sullivan
Matthew Harold Sullivan
Andrew Philip Summers
Aszya Dawn Summers
Si Sun
‡ Yuliang Sun
‡ Zihan Sun
Seung Hyun Sung
‡ Jacob Michael Suprenand
Sucheth Suresh
† Gaurav Sanjay Suryawanshi
Nicholas James Sutherland
Leon Suvak
† Emma Lena Svenson
Taylor Frances Swan
† Lena Christianne Swander
Mary Clare Sweeney
† Alissa Lee Swenson
Luke Allen Swenson
Krzysztof Aleksander Swinarski
Ryan Michael Swoboda
Amy Lynne Sykes
† Stephanie Erin Sykes
Steven Jordan Szkolnik
Nicholas Llewellyn Tabakow
Olivia Mary Taber
Courtney Deneen Taborn
Faizan Tahir
Ai Sara Takashima
Saket S. Tallapaka
‡ Cheak Kiok Tan
Jia Bin Tan
Yan Yun Tan
William Tandiawan
Chun Woon Jessica Tang
† Yin Tang
† Tianyu Tao
Adrian Lowell Tatrault
Christopher Chang Taylor
‡ Michael Anderson Tecca
Joshua Brian Teeple
Shannon Marie Tenney
Mikaela Corinne Tennis
Joseph Roger Tennyson
Alexander Robert Teppert
‡ Kirsten Emily Terrill
Melissa Ann Tesch
Marlo Jean Testwuide
Pakou Thao
‡ Derek James Theisen
‡ Forrest James Theisen
‡ Virginia Marie Theisen
† Terra Nicole Thimm
Benjamin Earl Thomas
Joel Eben Thomas
Lauren Elizabeth Thomas
Taylor Malin Thomas
Angela Alexis Thompson
Hillary Kristine Thompson
Tori Michele Thompson
Veronnica Jill Thompson

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Brendan Dustin Thomson
Mai Pang Thor
Andrew Isaac Ticho
Steven Jeffrey Ticknor
† Ashley Elizabeth Metz Tiffin
Blair Leigh Tilken
Paul Joseph Timmel
Jennifer Darlene Tirella
Cole Arthur Tobin
Petr Rumenov Todorov
Sara Ann Toeppler
Jacob Gerard Toll
Sonya Kuan Tomaszewicz
Colin McEwan Tomkins-Bergh
Haoyu Tong
Neelpreet Kaur Toor
Hannah Christine Torborg
Katherine Rose Tordoff
† Miranda Rose Torkelson
‡ Bianca Maria Torres
Cody Mitchel Tourdot
Alyson Ilise Trachtman
Anthony John Trenzeluk
Molly Isabelle Trierotola
Alex Dean Trim
† Veena Vikram Tripathi
Carly Rebecca Trotter
Victoria Troxler
Tenzin Tashi Tseten
Meta Lukengu Tshiteya
Brandon Michael Tsoumas
Robert Jacob Tuchinsky
Colin Rusk Tucker
Daniel Edward Turner
‡ Austin Taylor Turnquist
Kevin Michael Turro
Hannah Strosahl Udell
† Iboro Udomon
Stephanie Rene Ulloa
Bryan Robert Ullspberger
Steven James Underwood
John Charles Urbaitis
Maira Utebalievya
Ruby Torres Valadez
Brittany Michelle Valdez
Eunice Valdez
‡ Fabiola Valenzuela
Carissa Lynn Valeri
‡ Rasa Valiauga
Skyler Rose Van De Weerd
Lizabeth Platten Van Lanen
Julia Christine Van Susteren
Cody Lee VanGheem
Kylie R. Vanchena

Steven M. Vande Zande
† Matthew Steven VandeHei
Luke Jesse Vanden Boogaart
Matthew Thomas VandenLangenberg
Ashley Renee Vanderbosch
Steven John Vandermause
Taylor James Vanderwoude
† Caroline Ruth Vandewater
Lisa Vang
Ser Vang
Suelyn Vang
Jonathon Vanphravong
Brittany Elizabeth Varano
Stephen James Varda
Jaime Lynn Vareka
Danielle Vargas
Jade Daniel Vargas
Joshua Abraham Varghese
Erika Rae Vassar-Olsen
Tiffany Vazquez
Wendell Jake Venerable
Anne Rosalia Venzor
Clayton John Vesely
Alec Stephen Vicenzi
Emily Annabell Viles
Juliet Michelle Villani
Lesslie Sujeay Villarreal
William Charles Villavicencio
Nicholas Adam Villegas
Ben Richard Vincent
David Vines
Sara Ashley Vinson
Isabella Carine Virrueta
Adrianna Nitara Viswanatha
David Golden Vo
‡ Paul Jeffrey Voelker
‡ Mercedes Ana Voet
‡ Hannah Charleen Vogel
‡ Caleb David Vogt
Matthew Stephen Vohnoutka
Hannah Elizabeth Von Behren
Benjamin James Vos
Maxwell Robert Vos
Erik Patrick Vosen
Adam Casper Voskuil
Jena Rae Voss
Kaitlin Marie Vosswinkel
Jelena Jelki Voynovich
Catherine Kimanh Vu
Crystal Vue
Pa Young Vue
Leah Mae Wachowski
Tamara LaKeisha Wade
Tiffany Nicole Wade
Katherine Claire Wagener
Brynn Ann Wagner
Christopher John Wagner
‡ Emily Kathryn Wagner
Meghan Ashley Wagner
‡ Peter Kenneth Wagner
Manny Isaacson Wagnitz
Maia Rachel Wahlberg, II
Kelsey Ann Wair
Stephanie Marie Walczak
Andrew Kangas Walker
Jade Jacquelyn Wallace
Miakela Ann Wallin
Shannon Eileen Wallin
Alex Daniel Walsdorf
Austin Thomas Walsh
Brendan Matthew Walsh
Meredith Kalei Walsh
‡ Kevin Andrew Walters
‡ Fangwen Wang
Fangyu Wang
‡ Katie Kaimeng Wang
‡ Moyu Wang
‡ Si Wang
Siyang Wang
Xiaotong Wang
Xinbo Wang
‡ Zenan Wang
Allie Warchol
Michael Thomas Ward
Evan James Wargolet
Gavin Alexander Warmbold
‡ Allison Jane Warner
John Christian Warner
Mathew Brian Warnert
Samantha Jane Warnes
Madeleine Elizabeth Wasek
‡ Kimberly Erin Washnesky
Baylee Wasinack
Christopher Henry Watson
‡ Samantha Roma Weaver
John Robert Webb
Amy Lynn Weber
‡ David Scherer Weber
Haley Victoria Weber
‡ Nicholas John Weber
Sara Kaitlyn Weber
Katie Marie Webster
Maxwell James Wegmann
Brittany Emilia Wehrli
Emily Louise Weidner
Patrick Jon Weiler
Jessica Lynn Weimar
Kyle Leonard Weiner

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Brandon Richard Weinstein
Hilary Joy Weinstein
Stephanie Anne Weinstein
† Benjamin James Weis
† Emily Ann Weisberg
Joseph William Weiss
Alexandra Christina Weist
Jonah M. Welch
Kristen Renee Wells
‡ Xin Wen
Marc James Wendlt
† Chuanxin Weng
Tom Russell Wenzler
Jacob Daniel Werbeckes
Erik Andrew Wermuth
‡ Adrianna Lee Wernke
Ryan Joel Werner
Brianna Marie Wesely
Benjamin Kyle Wesolowski
‡ Hannah Elizabeth West
Cheryl Marie Westgard
Aaron Westling
Benjamin Alexander Westphal
Cameron Thomas Wethal
Megan Ann Wetherbee
Stephanie Ann Wezelman
Nicholas Jacob Whalen
Elisha Elizabeth Wheelers
Erika Marie White
† M. Arthur Burris White
Emily Claire Whitmyer
Madison Marian Wiberg
Olivia Rose Wick-Bander
Sydney Marie Wiedemann
Christopher David Wiederecht
Christin Denney Wieand
‡ Bronte Christopher Wieland
Paige Christine Wiese
Lisa Jean Wiggins
Jena Marie Wilder
John William Wilger
Anna Gabriela Wilhelm
Carli Elizabeth Wilke
Christopher Allen Wilke
Kelsey Wilkosz
Maren Mattson Wille
Brian David Willems
Austin T. Williams
Bret Evert Williams
James Richard Williams
Kayla Teresina Williams
‡ Kristina Olga Frances Williams
† Nancy Ann Williams
Trever Tennyson Williams
Lauren Willoughby
Brittany Shanee Wilson
† Chelsey Helen Wilson
Gemma Reed Wilson
Rachael Jane Wilson
Charlie Windschill
Aly Kimberly Winek
Laura Christine Winger
Katherine Elise Winiecki
Anthony Jerome Winscher
Kara Elizabeth Wischer
† Eric Wistrom
† Daniel Ritz Witt
Caroline Marion Wittenberg
Julia Katherine Wochos
Mitchell Julius Wohlk
† Jacob Andrew Wolbert
Jacob Robert Wolf
Erin Noreen Wolff
Emma Lauren Wolk
Samantha Nicole Wolk
Arienne Woller
Margrethe Cull Wolynes
‡ Huey Huey Wong
‡ Jonathan G. Wong
Simon Kl Wong
Stephanie Anne Lubbers Woodfill
Lia Bei-Yi Woods
Lisa Rose Wrazidlo
‡ David Michael Wright-Racette
Mengdi Wu
Yihong Wu
Jessica Ann Wuest
Abigail Elizabeth Wuestenberg
Jennifer Joyce Wunderlin
Yu Xia
Jianfeng Xie
Jinghuan Xie
Chue Xiong
Elizabeth Xiong
Julia Xiong
‡ Kabmaphu Xiong
Kalia Nancy Xiong
Ker Xiong
Kong Xiong
Lue Xiong
† Xiaotong Xu
Yanwu Xu
Yitian Xue
Yi Xue
Kelsey Ida Yale
Vanessa Jun Ge Yang
Jennifer Anne Yambar
‡ Amy Lirong Yan
Liming Yan
Michael Bowen Yan
Elisa Asuka Yanagishahi
James Lee David Yanda
Bouapan Yang
Jalee Yang
Joshua Yang
Pa Zau Yang
Xiao Yang
Xong Yang
Yang Yang
Max Yardeni
Kristen Celie Yarows
Kailey Carol Yau
Gregory Scott Yax
‡ Clara Yanglei Ye
Xinru Ye
† Yuen Lye Yeap
† Rachael Claire Yellin
Dabin Yeum
Molly Clara Yoder
Dajung Yoo
Chang Sun Yoon
Eun Hee Yoon
‡ Riley Jean Young
Eden Kristine Young-Moxon
Katelyn Rose Youngblood
Alexis Gail Youtsos
Chaoyang Yu
‡ NianQun Yu
Shiyou Yu
Xiao Yu
Lei Christopher Yue
‡ Rachel Louise Iwalani Yuen
Sergey Yusim
Farah Liyana Yusman
Mehreen Zadi
Madelyn Victoria Zaffino
‡ Tyler Richard Zajdel
Sean Thomas Zak
Zaim Afiq Zaki Morad
Brandon Tyler Zall
Dakota Jane Zarak
‡ Connor Lei Zarecki
‡ Brenna Reann Zatto
‡ Amanda Elizabeth Zdroik
Julia Elizabeth Zeldin
Jake William Zelin
‡ Stephen Todd Zellmer
Xiayu Zeng
Sally Irene Zepp
Meghan Elizabeth Zernick
Olivia Diane Zeuske
Bingjie Zhang
Dake Zhang
James Madison Zhang
Lingxiao Zhang
Lu Zhang
Min Zhang
Xin Zhang
Zhengyang Zhang
Donghui Zhao
Zheng Zhao
Maryna Zhdanok
Kaixuan Zhong
Qiuzi Zhong
Amber Shan Zhou
Jodie Boying Zhou
Shengbo Zhou
† Xueshi Zhou
Yifan Zhou
† Yuxiao Zhuang
Charis Kaye Zimmick
Brooke Michelle Zingler
William Henry Zolecki
† Hannah Rae Zundel
† Brian Travis Zutter
† Danielle Morgan Zwang
Logan Charles Zweifel

Garrett Benedict Bickford
Susannah Rose Bickler
Timothy James Bier
Kate Ann Binder
† Drew Alan Birrenkott
Andrew Jens Bjerregaard
Kelsi Leigh Bjorklund
Lisle William Blackbourn, IV
‡ Kevin Philip Blair
Ethan Michael Blakley
Joseph Carl Blaschke, Jr.
Chelsea Kate Bledsoe
Amanda Lynn Blochowicz
Kristen Nicole Bond
‡ Wayne Lance Bontrager
Colleen Elena Borchard
Benjamin Robert Boulche
Mark Robert Bradisse
‡ Corrine Lee Brandl
Jessica Mary Braun
‡ Tyler Benjamin Bream
Ashley Jean Bredemus
Catherine Griffin Bresnahan
Logan Christopher Brick
Alexander Mark Brill
James Richard Buchen
Lucas Kee Bunzel
Timothy David Burhop
Maxwell Zorba Burton
Sam J. Buscemi
Rachel Christine Bzdawka
Benedetta Cannestra
Yuting Cao
Timothy Gordon Carlson
Jacob Karl Casper
Theodor Ceci
Douglas Russell Chalmers
‡ Justin Jeffrey Chaudoir
Xingyuan Chen
‡ Ming Kit Cheng
Michael Chizhevsky
Yueyang Chu
† Adam Barry Cichanski
Douglas John Ciha
Michael James Ciha
Daniel Ciuana
‡ Matthew Joseph Conley
‡ Erin Wei-Hsin Connors
Alec Cook
Ian Charles Cook
Ryan William Cook
Jacob Michael Corning
Jacob James Cox
Kenneth Williams Coyner

David Czajkowski
David Joseph Czerwinski
Steven Daniel Dallich
† Jacob Carl Darlington
Lisa K. Davis
Aliena Marie Debela
Jacob William Dehnel
Maria Rosa Delestre
Michel Andrew Dembinski
Peter Daniel Den Hartog
‡ Chelsey Ann Denton
Praya Pradana Dharmosetio
Grant Adam Dingledine
Jonathan James Doar
Ethan Michael Dobrot
Neil Patrick Doll
‡ Wentao Dong
Lester Joseph Doniec, III
Justine Laura Duerschmidt
Ian Allen Duncan
Colin Patrick Dunn
‡ Ian Andrew Dupont
Kenneth Richard Durfee, Jr.
Cody Scott Eaton
Andrew Joseph Edelstein
Nehemiah R. Edwards
Tyler Dennis Engel
Adam Michael Englebert
Emilee Ann Erickson
Lianne Reyes Estrella
† Christopher James Everson
Steven Howard Farra
Samuel August Fedenia
Tyler John Federspill
Alexandra Kathryn Fees
Rachel Joan Feil
Shane Nicholas Felton
Nathan Daniel Fenter
Alexander Arthur Fernan
Christopher Robert Fernandez
Nathan Edward Fierst
Kyle W. Finckler
Patrick William Fitzgerald-Fleck
‡ Matthew Joseph Flesch
Paulo Eduardo Florio
‡ Jesse Michael Frank
Alexandria Ann Freitag
Erik Donald Friede
Kevin Fu
‡ Cullen Mathias Gabler
Richard Philip Gaggioli
Liyang Gan
‡ Abelardo Saul Garcia
Mark Young Joon Gavin

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

College of Engineering

Nicholas Alan Ambur
Kyle Scott Anderson
‡ Meghan Allenburg Anderson
Ryan Anderson
Brittany Nicole Aprahamian
Alyssa Lea Arend
Michael Robert Arend
Benjamin Joseph Arves
Alex Gordon Bakel
John Paul Baker
Samuel Patrick Balch
Sean Howard Barrett
Harley Mason Bartelstein
‡ Andrew Wolf Bartling
‡ Michael Ryan Bauer
Michelle Bay
Arash Bazrafshan
‡ Kevin Michael Beene
Ken Benhamo
Matthew Chase Berggren
Thomas Bernath
Kevin Patrick Berry
Christopher James Besaw
‡ Song Bian

David Czajkowski
David Joseph Czerwinski
Steven Daniel Dallich
† Jacob Carl Darlington
Lisa K. Davis
Aliena Marie Debela
Jacob William Dehnel
Maria Rosa Delestre
Michel Andrew Dembinski
Peter Daniel Den Hartog
‡ Chelsey Ann Denton
Praya Pradana Dharmosetio
Grant Adam Dingledine
Jonathan James Doar
Ethan Michael Dobrot
Neil Patrick Doll
‡ Wentao Dong
Lester Joseph Doniec, III
Justine Laura Duerschmidt
Ian Allen Duncan
Colin Patrick Dunn
‡ Ian Andrew Dupont
Kenneth Richard Durfee, Jr.
Cody Scott Eaton
Andrew Joseph Edelstein
Nehemiah R. Edwards
Tyler Dennis Engel
Adam Michael Englebert
Emilee Ann Erickson
Lianne Reyes Estrella
† Christopher James Everson
Steven Howard Farra
Samuel August Fedenia
Tyler John Federspill
Alexandra Kathryn Fees
Rachel Joan Feil
Shane Nicholas Felton
Nathan Daniel Fenter
Alexander Arthur Fernan
Christopher Robert Fernandez
Nathan Edward Fierst
Kyle W. Finckler
Patrick William Fitzgerald-Fleck
‡ Matthew Joseph Flesch
Paulo Eduardo Florio
‡ Jesse Michael Frank
Alexandria Ann Freitag
Erik Donald Friede
Kevin Fu
‡ Cullen Mathias Gabler
Richard Philip Gaggioli
Liyang Gan
‡ Abelardo Saul Garcia
Mark Young Joon Gavin
Engineering Centers Building nine-foot-diameter R. Buckminster Fuller sculpture made of stainless steel tubing and wire
Michael Richard Keefe
Kelsey Lee Keenan
Ryan L. Keuler
Christopher Michael Kiesler
Soohyung Kim
Matthew Thomas Kirk
† Mark Robert Klamik
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Elizabeth Anne Klante
Jenna Michelle Klaus
Mason Allen Klimek
Matthew Ralph Kline
Garett James Faber Klingbeil
‡ Anders Matthew Knight
Benjamin Tyler Koeppen
Lisa Maria Kohli
Cedric James Kovacs-Johnson
Jacquelyn Osborne Koykhar
Robin Kraidich
Brett Kravitz
Christian Thomas Kruse
‡ Brandon Joseph Kryger
‡ Jun Kuang
Kevin A. Kujiwa
Eric Joseph Kulczyk
Alex John LaVanway
Joseph Laabs
‡ Robert Michael Lacayo
‡ Stacy Mae Ladwig
Benjamin John Lange
Deanna Marie Lanigan
Michael John Larkin
Alexander Lee Larson
Karissa Christine Larson
Samuel Peter Lathers
Jordan M. Leggett
Taylor Jacob Leuthner
† Eric Stevan Lewandowski
‡ Weiyi Li
Xuran Li
Zixuan Li
Hao Liang
‡ Zheng Ling
Parikshith Rao Lingampally
Christopher John Link
Haoji Liu
‡ Jialu Liu
‡ Yuli Liu
Chee Nou Lo
‡ Benjamin Lock
Creighton Thomas Long
Timothy Donald Loudas
Qin Lu
‡ Michael T. Luc
Elizabeth Ann Lueneburg
John Lund
Benjamin James Luther
Lingxin Ma
Jacob Thomas Maas
Joshua Ryan Magill
Melissa Jackson Markquart
Alexander John Martin
† Amy Elizabeth Martin
Ryan Cole Martin
David Kalscheur Mateo
Michael John Matthews
Peter William Mattson
Elizabeth Marie May
Kara Danielle McClement
Kevin Andrew McConnell
Travis Charles McDermott
Kurt J. Mccann
† Lucas Gregory Melquist
Steven August Mertens
Michael Patrick Meyer
Nickolas Theodore Meyer
Hunter Aird Miller
Ryan James Miller
Vincent Iggy Minasian
Michael Norman Minsky
Lindsey Paula Mocadlo
‡ Devon Dermot Moloney
Nicholas David Leo Molzahn
‡ Arezu Hajar Monawer
† Catharine Gunderson Moran
Drew Robert Motl
Steven Robert Myers
‡ Nasr Ziad Najem
‡ Anjali Yuan Narayan-Chen
† Elizabeth Anne Neary
Elliot Steven Nelson
Scott Alan Nelson
Mikkil Nielsen
Eric Robert Nigh
Songkhun Nillasathanukroh
Eric Anthony Nimphius
Nathaniel Edward Nowicki
Brandon Paul O'Donnell
Rose Elizabeth O'Donnell
Thomas Kelly O'Malley
Christopher Evan O'Rourke
Jonghyuk Oh
McKinley Snyder Olsen
Brian Patrick Olson
‡ Erik James Olson
Alex Kenneth Orcutt
Kimberly Ann Pagel
Charles Lyon Paine, IV
‡ Sangyeon Pak
Matthew Ryan Patterson
‡ Alexander John Paulsen
Jack Tiernan Peiffer
‡ Sarvesh Periyasamy
Cassie Nicole Perttula
Joseph Paul Peterson
Kyle Frazier Peterson
Thomas Wayne Pfeiffer
Moses Phommaleuth
‡ Andrew John Pierce
Jacob Joseph Pollastrini
† Roland William Pomfret
Chaval Punyatanasakchai
‡ Nicholas James Quartemont
Daniel James Quealy
Sergio Arturo Quincha Vergara
‡ Benjamin Steven Radtke
Kristi Sue Raschka
Suzanna Rasmussen
Ronald Augustus Reader
Alex Michael Rehlinger
Sean Thomas Rehman
Adam Reinicke
Samuel Matthew Reiss
Jeffrey Lloyd Reynolds
William Everett Reynolds
Olivia Rice
Ryan Nicholas Riebling
Jacob Thomas Riederer
Jacob Wesley Riley
Sulay Rahul Ringwala
Weston R. Robaidek
Ian Bradley Roberts
Kyle Robert Robotka
Charles August Rodenkirch
Leo Gabriel Rosario
Joshua Phillip Rose
Christopher Joseph Ross
Samuel Adam Roth
Dylan Jorge Rounds
‡ Adam Joseph Rubatt
Ben Westerhausen Ruble
Nicoise Alice Rusek
Kaitlyn Anne Ryder
Dale Richard Saari
Miyad Haneef Safari-Shad
Sarah Elizabeth Sager
Zachary Joel Sageser
Cara Paige Sandlass
Kendall Amanda Sawa
‡ Miles Schaefer
‡ Ryan Thomas Schinkten
Kaitlin Ann Schlueter
Adam Joshua Schmelzer

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Alexandra Rose Schmidt
Benjamin Joseph Schmidt
Michael Ron Schmidt
Myranda Lee Schmitt
Anthony Earl Schmitz
‡ Joseph Daniel Schoneman
‡ Danielle Jo Schrank
Alexander T. Schultz
Matthew David Vernon Schultz
Casey Jon Schwanke
Samuel Joseph Scovronski
Mitchell Dean Seablom
‡ James Lee Sebald
‡ Daniel Joseph Segal
Casey Jamm Sennott
Chelsea Marie Sequin
Eric James Sevcik
Jeremiah Stephen Shafer
Nabeel Javed Sharif
Yulin Shen
Matthew Michael Sherman
Cameron Jeffrey Shiffer
‡ Andrew John Siiro
‡ Kenneth Kin-Yan Siu
Mikhail Skobov
Lars Storm Skodje
Brenden Harold Small
Daniel Ward Smith
Kenton T. Smith
Jacob Peter Sonnek
‡ Adam Mark-Kaplan Sperling
Connor Patrick Sprague
Benjamin Joseph Stark
Nicholas Peter Stefani
Christopher Colin Stiles
‡ Michael Benjamin Stitgen
‡ Rebecca Jane Stoebe
Paul John Strand
‡ Fengjun Sui
Phillip Ross Sutter
‡ Justin Mark Swaney
‡ James Anthony Swank, III
‡ Jordan Alan Swanson
August Damien Sweeney Smith
Constance Win-Heng Sze
Yanting Tan
Dustin James Tanner
Samuel Tanuwijaja
‡ Tyde Lucas Terzinski
Carter John Theis
Paul Andrew Theisen
‡ Daniel Lee Thompson
Nicholas A. Thorson
Barbara Frances Thunder
Trevor Thomas Tietgen
Jacob Jerome Tokar
Victor Manuel Torres
Ryan Michael Trzebiatowski
Ka Chun Tse
Michael James Tuma
Andrew Steven Udelhoven
Elynn Mary Underwood
Kolton John Urso
‡ Brady Joe Van De Hey
‡ Alexander Adrian Van Orsow
Paul Joseph Van Rens
‡ Joshua John Vande Hey
Patong Vang
Alexander Vedvik
Joel Thomas Vircks
Mark Patrick Vogt
‡ Matthew Thomas Walker
Chun Wang
Feng Wang
‡ Xiaoyi Wang
Andrew Joseph Warchzytowa
Sean Earl Ward
Andrew John Webb
Benjamin Scott Weisnicht
‡ Dillon Ford Wiesner
Benjamin Lee Williams
‡ Cody John Williams
Nathaniel Geoffrey Williams
Steven Mark Wishau
Andrew Joseph Wolf
Rebecca Wollenzien
Justin Aaron Womack
Denise Wong
Alex Wu
Teng Wu
Zhe Wu
Dane Matthew Wudel
‡ Hans F. Wustrack
‡ Zhong Xie
Meng Xue Xiong
Bin Xu
‡ Haosen Xu
Liangbin Xu
Ziyao Xu
‡ Qi Qin Yan
Jaime Tomas Yanez Rojas
Ye Chan Yang
‡ Erin Nicole Yee
‡ Xuan Yi
Yue Yin
‡ Laura Rose Young
‡ Jiaquan Yu
‡ Ethan Ronald Zager
Wenxi Zeng
Joshua Michael Zent
Chi Zhang
‡ Haiqiao Zhang
‡ Shaoqing Zhang
‡ Yifan Zhang
Fan Zhu
‡ GeYunJian Zhu

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences

Samantha Leigh Aaronson
Seth Allan Abbott
‡ Faye Elizabeth Abitz
Sara Rose Abrahams
Benjamin Jeffrey Kerowwe Aerts
Hyuee Jin Ahn
David Anthony Alameda
‡ Thomas Reid Alderson
Kathryn Virginia Allen
‡ Loretta Kaalei Allotey
Rose Mary Alvarez
April Marie Anderley
‡ Catie Marie Anderson
Chelsea Jordan Anderson
Erin Claire Anderson
Evan Thomas Anderson
Sara Elisabeth Anderson
Bethany Lynne Annen
Melissa Kay Annen
Jordan Jon Annis
Rita Lynn Argus
Grant Avery Ebersole Armour
Brianna Marie Armstrong
Chandini Avvaru
Azali Bin Azlan
Emma Louise Baar
Hannah Emily Babchak
Nicole Elise Bacheller
‡ Hans Richard Backlund
‡ Rachael Christine Baird
Shelby Anne Bake
Erin Marie Baldwin
Peter Oluwatosin Balogun
‡ Nicole Alicia Bangart
Bryan Thien Banh
Jessica Lynn Barber
Dustin Scott Barnard
‡ Kathleen Grace Barnes
‡ Kelsey Jean Barth

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
David Bartscher
Stephen Franklin Bass
Whitney Ann Beadle
† Emily Fate Beaver
Austin Michael Becker
Emily Anne Benas
Jonathan James Bennett
‡ Malak Benslimane
‡ Anatoli Berezovsky
Elyse Marie Bergeron
Caitlin Elizabeth Bergstrom
Patrick Russell Berthiaume
Kathleen Anne Best
Christina Maria Beu
Logan Bewick
Brant William Bickford
Katherine Elizabeth Bieda
Cara Ann Biely
Zachary Scott Biernat
‡ Dana Marie Billing
Muhammad Nabil Fikri Bin
Zamaluddin
‡ Ryan Michael Birschbach
‡ Brianna Lynn Blackmon
Karley Jayne Blake
Beau Jordan Blakeley
Elizabeth Suzanne Bley
Caitlin Maria Bloomer
Alexander John Blume
Eric James Bobel
Molly Ann Bodde
Matthew Richard Bodin
Aaron Robert Bohnhoff
Kelly Jane Bohning
Elizabeth Jane Bohrer
Ivy Pei Pei Bong
Adam Pierce Bontje
‡ Elizabeth Anne Boots
Noah Michael Bown
Julian Blackburn Boyce
Margaret Clare Bracey
Eric Stephen Bradley
Thiago Salomao Braga
Taylor Mesha Brammieier
Anielska Mirja Brautigam
‡ Jacob Donald Breaker
James Robert Breckenridge
Matthew William Breitzman
Kwelu Kyei Brewoo
Alison R. Brookins
‡ Nathan Vincent Brooks
Zoey Leigh Brooks
Deonate Xavier Brown
Kelsey Renee Brown
Sadie Anne Brown
Margaret Mary Brucker
Lauren Elisabeth Bruehl
Laura Alexandra Brusson
Benjamin John Brust
‡ Lauren Jane Brzozowski
Hannah Aubrey Buchanan
‡ Cal Dunham Buelo
‡ Joseph Francis Burns
Brent Peter Burton
Emma Joyce Burton
‡ Caitlyn Elizabeth Busche
‡ Yifan Cai
Kelly Marie Campbell
Joseph Patrick Carney
Joseph James Carrig
Conor John Cassidy
‡ Gina Danielle Castelvecchi
Jordan Juliana Chacon
Leslie Wing Yin Chan
Maria Fernanda Chavez
Chuan Shun Chen
Hong-en Chen
‡ Rita Chen
Yuli Chen
‡ Chin Leng Cheng
Nicholas B. Cherry
‡ Jingyi Chi
Sze-Yu Chiu
Erica Sue Christensen
Yunjae Chung
Ryan Edward Clarke
Damon Jeffrey Cole
‡ Caroline Heidi Collins
‡ Spencer Conrad Compton
Erin Marie Conway
Kayla Renee Coppens
Romain Robert Coquard
Natalie Lynn Cotter
‡ Dantrell D. Cotton
Jon William Criter
Rocco Dominic Crivello
‡ Callyssa Marie Cronick
Matthew J. Cyran
Stephanie Ellen Daher
Allison Lee Danielson
Chera Lynn Daurio
Benjamin Prosper David
William Joseph Davis
Colin Joseph DeVoe
Kali Kristinna Deans
Jacquelyn Patrice Deboth
James Allan Degnan
Lindsay Grace Dejung
Jenna Delesha
† Roshni Bharat Delwadia
Brigette Eileen Depies
Brent Joseph Derks
Meghan C. Deyoung
Quinn Peter Dickinson
Alex Jon Dietzen
Adam James Diricz
Matthew James Dolan
‡ Jennifer Ann Domenech
Paige A. Domurat
Alissa Christine Douglass
Jennifer Kelly Downey
‡ Sarah Marie Dreifke
Genevieve Marie Dryak
Kiah Elizabeth Ehrke
Ashley Eilda Ellinghuysen
Eiman Abdalla Elmileik
Arianna M. Elmquist
Hayden Mackenzie Elza
Natalie Rae Emholz
Stephen John Emmerling
Nicole Enemuh
Emily Kae Ernst
Megan Ann Faanes
Morgan Joann Faanes
Adetutu Mowunmi Fatukasi
‡ Lauren Nancy Fedenia
Martin James Raymond Feehan
Brittany Ann Fickau
Scott Michael Fiedler
Chelsea Marie Filbrandt
‡ Peter Keyvan Firouzbakht
Michael David Fischer
Sierra Fischer
Sean Patrick Fleming
† Irene Nicole Ford
Madeline Ford
‡ Christopher Bryan Formby
Steven Donald Forsythe
‡ Tressa Rae Franzmeier
Abbie Nicole Frederick
Jason Robert Friedli Malone
Kevin Mykle Frint
‡ Taylor Thomas Frisch
Rebecca Danielle Funk
‡ Mary Esther Galle
‡ Megan Elaine Gallman
John Carl Gambrell
Marcus Allen Ganser
Joseph Michael Garbe
Molly Alison Garrow
Wesley Daniel Gartner
‡ Tyler James Garwood
Sophie Kim Gavell
Calvin Gehred-O’Connell
‡ Kaitlin A. Gelsinger
Colin James Germer
Youhi Farhina Ghouse
Brittany Kay Gilles
Clint Edmund Gilman
Emma Elizabeth Glanzer
Marissa Ann Glazos
Kristin Marie Goetzman
Jacob Samuel Goldfinger
Jenna Rose Goldsmith
Kelly Golke
Stefan Anton Golos
Janalle Marie Goosby
Robert Donald Gorowsky
Jessica Rae Graba
Jeffrey David Grad
Walter Charles Graeber
Evan Robert Graessle
Jessica Kathleen Graser
Shira Ellen Grayson
Kelly Ann Gregus
Natasha Marie Grosskopf
Samuel Joseph Grow
Kevin Guerrero
‡ Elyse Marie Guizzetti
Eric David Gumm
Andrea Lee Gunderson
Alexander William Haas
‡ Jordan Frederick Haelfrisch
Elissa Anne Halla
Amanda Joan Halverson
Jee Young Han
‡ Nicole Marilyn Hangsterfer
‡ Ashley Marie Hannah
Aaron James Hansen
Alexandria Rose Hare
‡ Kristin Robin Harrington
‡ Allison Rochelle Harter
‡ Kathryn Elizabeth Hatchell
Shayne Michael Havlovitz
‡ Shengzhi He
Emily Muntner Heideman
‡ Mia Annalise Heiligenstein
Ryan Jacob Heinritz
Justin Michael Heinz
Amanda Susan Held
Breinne Nicole Hendrickson
Sam William Henshaw
‡ Valentine Koichi Hepper
Adam Herkert
Joel Francis Hetelle
Benjamin Michael Hierlmeier
Joseph Scott Higgins, Jr.
Melissa Beth Hileman
Jamie M. Hilton
‡ Emily Hilts
Kyle Craig Hinke
Danielle Rae Hipsky
Ray Hirano
Adam Nicholas Hitchon
Michael Tran Hoang
Susan Lynn Hodgson
Emily Irene Hokanson
Robert John Holicek
Kelsey Lynn Holtslander
Hanna Hondzo
Lauren Hoos
Sarah Lillian Horwitz
Trevor Keson Host
Mellissa Marie Houfe
Holly Anne Hovanec
† Xiaoyang Serene Hu
Caitlin Sarah Hubbard
Greta Katherine Huff
Sandra Alice Hughes
Nada Mahrous Hussein
Veronica Nkechinyere Hutton-Oklakeke
‡ Leland Bradford Hyman
Seth Andrew Hyman
‡ Paige Leah Ida
Mary Elizabeth Ives
Stephanie Marie Jagemann
Joshua James Jagodzinski
Dionna Nicole James-Jones
Rahime Jashari
Kendra Elizabeth Jeffers
Christine Jennings
Ashley Ann Jensen
Maxwell James Jentsch
Christine Marie Jilek
Ni Jin
Evan John Johanning
‡ Brendon William Joseph Johnson
Garrett Anthony Johnson
Katelyn Christine Johnson
Lindsey Kathryn Johnson
Stephanie James Johnson
Zachary J. Johnson
Kathryn Marie Jones
Parker McAfee Jones
Tianna Jo Jordan
Dylan Andrew Jordee
Anna Elizabeth Kaiser
Katryna Amanda Kaja
Tammy L. Kalsow
Kimberly Rose Kassube
Taylor Jay Keding
Kathleen Marie Keene
‡ Paige Marie Kelly
Zachary Joseph Kelly
Kelly Marie Kempen
Samuel Edward Kessler
Kimberly Lynn Kester
Jonathan Patrick Kett
‡ Marie Renee Kettler
Paige Elizabeth Kiecker
Katharine Rose Kierski
Kallie Jo Kiesow
‡ Ryan Joseph Kilian
Dong Ho Kim
Hung Tae Kim
Hyae Kang Kim
Jong Hwan Kim
Tae Wook Kim
Alex Kivimaki
Crystal Rae Klas
‡ Ryan Robert Klausch
Hilary Noel Kleinert
Matthew Charles Klieforth
Matthew Daniel Knudsen
‡ Kellie Elizabeth Kolb
Spenser Robert Kollath
Koob Peng Kong
Jacquelyn Marie Konik
Ji Yoon Koo
Carli Alexa Kopatz
Robert C Alexander Kovell
Dorothy Kowalczyk
‡ Joanie Elaine Krabbenhoft
Monica Marie Kranz
Haley Christine Kraus
Andy Krawczyk
Lindsey M. Kreier
Emily Carol Kriege
Tanya Marie Krznarich
Elizabeth Hanna Kuckuk
Alexandra Felicia Kuechel
‡ Nolan Dale Kuenster
Eleonore Marie Kukla
Michael Kwon
Patricia Gail La Voie
‡ Kyle Edward LaPlant
Nirali La
‡ Alissa Mariah Ladas
Rachelle Janae Laffen
Curtis Edward Lake
Brandon James Lamp
Christina Beth Landis
Kathryn Marie Landreman
Patrick James Laphilliph
Eric John Lardinois

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Sarah Christine Larson
Darin Carl Lash
Matthew Laton
Lynsey Renee Lauderdale
† Seth Evan Lautenschlager
† Christopher Martin Laylan
Alexander Hayden Lazar
Jonathan Edward Lea
Kaitlin Marie Leary
Ethan Michael Lee
† Hyung Bin Lee
Sang Ok Lee
Christian William Leedle
Joshua Michael Lensmire
Lauren Alice Leopold
Jessica Lynn Leseberg

‡ Rachel Helen Lewandowski
Mengyi Li
Jamie May Liang
Do Hi Lim
Jie Yin Lim
Yejin Lim
Nicholas Alan Lindstrand
† Emily Ann Lingeman
Christopher J. Little
Sean Steven Little
Joshua Litvinoff
Elisabeth Ann Loomis
Jason Thoj Lor
Seng Lor
Adam John Lorenz
Courtney Losser

Andrew Grant Lotz
‡ Samuel George Loveland
Benjamin Ralph Luedtke
Anne Katherine Lukach
Tyler William Lux
Deanna Marie Luzenski
Anthony V. Lyamichev
James Michael Mahoney
† Bridget Anne Mais
Joanna Lee Maki
‡ Jennifer Anne Mallon
‡ Brandon James Manderle
Inthuja Manickam
Hana Elizabeth Marino
Timothy Shawn Marks
Ian R. Markson
Joshua Joseph Marsden
Alex Patrick Marshall
Stephanie Lynn Martin
‡ Kelci Joy Marzahn
Sara Lynn Matasick
Cassandra Lynn Mayer
† Cole Alexander McBee
Amelia Marie McCullough
† Kayla McKaveney
Rachel Marie McNally
‡ Hannah Meier
Andrew Gerald Meinerz
‡ Matthew T. Meisenheimer
Makayla Reeanna Meixner
Bradley Adam Melnick
Keegan Robert Meuer
Rosalie Kathleen Serio Meyer
Trevor Joseph Meyer
‡ Miranda Cate Meyer-Zibolski
Hannah Lee Mickelson
‡ Katelyn Marie Miller
‡ Lynzie M. Miller
‡ Paige Kathleen Miller
Kyle James Mills
Nikhil Datta Mislankar
Emily Victoria Mitchell
† Kurt Von Mittelstadt
Patrick Francis Moakley
Nurain Mohammad Hamdani
† Katharine Helena Molinarolo
Erin Llyn Monahan
Eshara Mondal
Molly Lorraine Monson
‡ Peter Eric Monteagudo
David Christopher Montgomery
Rachel Kelley Morgan
Xouchee Moua
Brett Richard Mozzetti

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Agnes Maria Mroz
† Gabriella Playter Mubarak
Erika Elaine Muehlenkamp
Chelsea Anne Mueller
‡ Carly Alanna Murphy
Melanie Francis Mustful
† Melinda Sue Mutschler
‡ Calvin J. Nauer
Maryanne Naundorf
Ava Antoinette Neddersen
Hannah Marie Nell
Benjamin Eric Nelson
DeVante Lonnard Nelson
‡ Hailee Lynn Nelson
Megan Alice Nelson
† Steven Paul Nemcek
Arianna Paige Netzky
‡ Gabriel Ferreira Neves
Tammy Nguyen
Vanna Nguyen
Mateo Francisco Nicholson
Birgitte Scheetz Nielsen
Kayla Renee Nyegaard
Alex Joseph O’Brien
Cori Jean O’Brien
Margaret Murphy O’Shea
Nnenna Uzoma Obiora
Dena Marie Ohlinger
Kiersten Elizabeth Olsen
† Tayla Olsen
Thomas James Olson
Christian Michael Opacich
† Taylor Ann Opgenorth
Lindsay Orcholski
Katlyn Linnea Orcutt
Julia Christine Orlowski
† Victoria Osinski
Jay Thomas Osvatic
Benjamin James Tyler Overeem
† Jennifer Rose Page
Morgan Brittany Paige
† Andrew Michael Pape
Asimina Pappas
Eric James Parfitt
Tae Ju Park
Kelsey Michelle Parker
Sarah Jane Parker
Keegan C. Parrott
Megha Vinayak Patel
Joshua Clark Paulson
Victoria Ashley Paulson
Amy M. Pedersen
Andres Felipe Pelaez
Jennifer Lee Peotter
Diana Perdomo Tornbaum
Enio Torres Perez
† Emily Elizabeth Perinovic
Graham Ian Krinsky Perner
‡ Paul Francis Perona
Jenna Lynn Perry
Kailene Sima Perry
Cailey Allyn Petelinsek
Jill Anne Peters
Ryan Glenn Peterson
‡ Timothy James Peterson
Betty Katherine Petrovich
Sonia Kristine Petty
Matthew Kurt Pfeiffer
Gian Michael Piano
Zachary John Pickett
Claire Louise Piggott
† Benjamin Ryan Poenitsch
Taylor Noelle Polenske
‡ Eric David Polich
Sophie Mary Pomrehn
Miakela Angel Poulos
Ragita Cantika Pramudya
Liesl Marie Prange
Ashley Pratt
† Christine Elizabeth Prill
† Adam Prugh
Melissa Anne Ptak
† Kelley Kristine Putt
‡ Tyler Andrew Quist
Ashley Kaye Radatz
Thomas Alexander Ramsey
Thomas Philip Henry Rawlins
Travis Allen Rayala
Anne Kathryn Reda
William Scott Reiche
Michaela Moran Rekow
† Alec Bela Repasy
Samantha Taylor Reshel
Zachary Jacob Reuter
Elyse Kathryn Rew
Matthew William Reyners
Stephanie Kristen Estelle Riebe-Foy
Jordan Earl Riley
† Ellen Patricia Ringle
Abigail Mae Roach
Laura Elizabeth Roberson
Jennifer Elyse Roberts
Bradley Joel Rockhill
‡ Sophie Grace Rodrigues Pereira
‡ Elizabeth Roeke
Tai-anna Rose Rogers
Alysha Elizabeth Rolli
Briana Alana Rozivka
Adam Gregory Ruechel
† Stacey Rose Ruffolo
Kathryn Elizabeth Ruh
Miles Song Russell
Robert Benjamin Ryde, Jr.
Michael William Ryder
Erbay Salievski
† Taylor Ramona Sammis
Danica Pioquinto Samsin
‡ Nicholas Alexander Sanchez
† Nia Sethiamoorthi
Parth Savsani
John James Scerpella
Emily Ann Schatz
Thomas Lawrence Scheinoha
Kayla Marie Schertz
Alexandra Nicole Schieber
Keegan Michael Schlittler
Jennifer E. Schlobohm
Jordan Lynne Schmeling
Katie Zane Schmidt
Marlee Anne Schmitz
‡ Casey Ann Schmoeger
Amanda Jordan Schnoll
Paige Crosby Schremp
Elizabeth Tracey Schroeder
‡ Marisa Leigh Schwarz
Spencer Michael Sebo
Lauren Katherine Seidl
Jeong Yoon Seol
Hannah Elizabeth Sevcik
Anastasia Mae Severson
Ajay Rajendra Shah
Priyanka Sharma
Rachel Elisabeth Shefchek
Jessica Lynn Shelbourn
Ian Philip Shepstone
Katelyn Elizabeth Shinkle
Ellen Marie Siefkes
Hui Jen Sii
Alecia Marie Singer
Ruhee Singh
Donald Ralph Sipes, III
Lucas Samuel Sisler
‡ Amanda Skarupka
Amy E. Skoczylas
‡ Alexander Lee Sliwicki
† Heather Rebecca Smaby
Zachary Jacob Small
Kyle James Smith
Lindsey Michelle Smith
Phillip Martin Smith
Katherine Olivia Sonnefeldt
† Troy William Spahn
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Lauren Abigail Sprague
Andrew Jordan Spychalla
Emily Nicole Steffen
Brooke Renae Steigauf
Hilary Michelle Steltenpohl
Qwatesha Tiara Lee Stephens
Shanna Christine Sticka
Daniel Bruce Stien
Kristen M. Stone
Aaron Paul Streicher
Kaia Louise Stroud
Abigail Marie Studinger
Aron Robert Stumbras
James Su
Amanda Suller
Maria Elizabeth Sweetland
Kayla Renee Sylvester
† Chin Huat Tan
Rachel Margaret Taylor
Stephanie Marie Taylor
Emily Catherine Ten Eyck
Austin Edward Terry
Stephan John Terry
† Sin Ruow Tey
Moua Thao
Christina Thatcher-Baguhn
Teresa Ashley Thayyil
Terri Lee Theisen
‡ Andre R. Theuerkauf
Gene Herman Thiede
‡ Abigail Elizabeth Thiel
Megan Nicole Thilmony
Craig M. Thomas
Liv Elling Thompson
Sarah Elizabeth Thompson
Candice Thorstenson
Rachael Rebecca Thrumann
Thomas Denis Tilkens
Chelsey Carolyn Timm
Sarah B. Timmler
‡ Catherine Kong Yi Ting
Brent Norman Tollerud
Caleb Donald Townsend
‡ Elliot Sun Toy
‡ Erik Kin Toy
‡ Benjamin Robert Trapp
Joseph David Treinen
Alicia Nicole Truchon
I-wei Tsai
Andrew Jason Turner
‡ Catherine Turng
Abigail Ann Twigg
‡ Ethan Cole Tyrer
Lauren Ashley Unser
Kevin Patrick Van Camp
Lauren Elisabeth Van Loon
Danielle Marie Van Nuland
Chinou Vang
Khamisi Vang
Mai Kou Vang
Matthew Robert Vanwychen
† Cristina Mo Vaughan
Nathan Vaughn
Thomas Allen Velk
Kelsey Marie Veneman
Allison Frances Verre
Nicole Liann Vike
‡ Alex James Vlachakis
Logan Joseph Voellinger
Aaron John Vogt
Kendra Mae Volk
Allison Marie Voll
Chai Vue
Russell Charles Wagner
Kaitlyn Marie Waldron
Jennifer Tian Yi Wang
Casidy Carolyn Wanke
Charles Donald Wasserburger
Rebecca Danielle Wasserman-Olin
‡ Michael Robert Wedoff
Ian Mitchell Wegger
Gerald Edward Weiss
Alyssa Michelle White
Karly Elizabeth Whitsitt
Abigail Eileen Wilimovsky
‡ Katie Ann Windschitl
‡ Rachel Ann Witt
‡ Nicholas Phillip Wlekinski
Nicholas David Hayes Woboril
Matthew William Wood
‡ Nicole Ashley Worswick
Kendra Ann Wright
‡ Xue Xia
Kong Xiong
‡ Vincent James Yaccarino
‡ Zeeshan Akbar Yacoob
Shu-Ching Yang
Zao Yang
‡ Mun Hong Yong
‡ Young Me Yoon
Kari Ann Yorek
Molly Marie Young
Joseph Brian Younkle
Darcy Rose Zachow
Andrew Fernandez Zaragoza
Leah Eleanor Zehren
Matthew Neil Zeier
Austin Zeng
Brittany N. Zerbe
Gang Zhang
‡ Yurun Zhang
Jianting Zhao
Linda Zhou
Victoria Anne Ziebert
Kelly Marie Ziegler
Joseph Wayne Zimbrick
‡ Kerry Elizabeth Zimdars
Jacob Lawrence Zimmerman
Ross David Ziobro
Ryan Francis Zoellner
Lydiah Jean Zyduck

School of Education

Tiffany Lynn Abramczyk
Jessica Sarah Abrams
Andrew Jay Acker
‡ Alexa Dorothy Adducci
‡ Kelly Susan Adkins
Paige Albiero
Marcela Marie Anderson
Megan Jane Anderson
‡ Emily Sarah Arnett
‡ Sara Jo Asendorf
Theodore Michael Atwood
Kaitlyn Anne Bacon
Tyler Thinh Banh
‡ Allison A. Barnhart
‡ Christina Rae Barth
‡ Jaclyn Rae Bauer
Cassandra Noelle Bauknecht
Heidi Elizabeth Becker
Caroline Sophie Beckwith
Alexis Carswell Bell
Grace Catherine Bellinger
Lucas Gerald Benish
Matthew Lee Bennett
‡ Laura Lee Berrey
Jamie Briana Black
Liga Anne Blyholder
‡ Danielle Nancy Boarini
Karl Robert Boehmer
Jacob Scott Bogart
Rebecca M. Boldt
Brittany Lyn Bruening
Teryn Elizabeth Buchanan
Leah Marie Bullock
Tarin Clare Buol
Jacob Tyler Burleson
‡ Stephanie Burns
Casey Kathryn Buss

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Alissa Lauren Busse
‡ Katherine Ann Carr
Paolo Joseo Cataggatan
‡ Avelene Ki-Chi Chan
‡ Katherine Elizabeth Chmielewski
Seton Marie Christenson
Rayna Bess Christian
Michelle Christine Clarrbour
Tyler Jordan Clark
Christina Cliff
Rebecca Holly Comfort
Lauren Marie Conlin
Erin Mae Connell
Madeline Rose Crass
Courtney Elizabeth Cullen
Jeanne Elizabeth Cummings
Jake Robin Dassow
David Wyndell Davis, II
Wesley Duff Davison
Genevieve Louise Decker
‡ Jennifer Samia Desouky
Kathleen Elizabeth Detloff
Erika Janea Dickerson
Maria Theresa Diny
‡ Jill Leigh Discher
Katelyn Mary Dorrance
Christina Elizabeth Duarte
Anna Clavey Duffin
Arianna Chaya Dunmire
Linh Thuy Duong
Marissa Jenna Duric
Nathan James Duong
‡ Amanda Lee Eckhardt
‡ Brittany Christine Eggert
Chealsey Eley
Rachel Rose Elliott
Danielle Elizabeth Emmer
Jennifer Dawn Endres
Samantha Gayle Ericksen
‡ Meghan B. Ernest
Jacob Erschen
Ashley Esford
Eilis Maeve Fagan
Crystal Hope Farrand
‡ Nicole M. Fatsis
Nicholas Allen Faus
Lauren Nancy Faust
Rachel Leigh Federbush
Haley Whitney Feit
Rachel Louise Feltman-Frank
Emily Louise Finch
Michael David Fliegel
Nicole Elizabeth Forbord
Lisa Fox
Sarah Rae Fox
‡ Katharine Anne Frank
Amanda Ann Frederick
‡ Kevin Daniel Freitag
Katie Kirsten French
Castrenze Roby Fricano
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David Kenneth Jorgensen
Matthew Eric Joss
Danielle Meghan Joyce
‡ Wing Tung Kan
Claire Emma Kaufman
‡ Madeline Mae Kenny
Kristin Lee Kern
‡ Eryn Hanjoon Kim
‡ Julia Elizabeth Kinsey
Emily Mills Kitzerow
Carlie Klos
Kelly Leigh Knutson
‡ Paige Nicole Korbakes
Angeline Mary Krenz
‡ Maya Wynn Kroll
‡ Karen Sue Krueger
Margaret Marie Kucera
Emily Elizabeth Kuckes
Kathryn Anne Kutchin
Marin Nicole LaMartina
‡ Jessica Lauren Lansing
Carlee Jane Latimer
Emily Brooke Lazar
Jamie Lee Lemke
‡ Jessica Beth Lerman
Marissa Jane Letko
Jeffrey Allen Lewis, II
Erin Adele Lord
Carley Jo Lorge
Cassidy Mae Lyons
Matthew Anthony Machi
Moira Malone
Jennifer Rose Martel
‡ Claire Elizabeth Mayer
Keaton Marie McCalla
Laura Rose McGinnis
Ryan Robert McGuire
Stefanie McKeough
Steven Richard Megowan
Michael Thomas Mersch, Jr.
Stephanie Metz
Alexander James Meyer
Derec James Mieden

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Trevor Allen Milestone
Samantha Christine Moll
‡ Stephanie Lyn Moore
Danielle Rebecca Mor
Kaitlin Nicole Morrick
Andrea Lynn Morris
Eden Christine Morrison
‡ Shannon Leigh Mullins
‡ Amanda Marie Nasett
Melissa Navon
Jeselan Emma Nehls
Kimberly Nguyen
Sandy Ngoc Nguyen
Maxwell David Olsen
Marisa Kathleen Olson
Saige Rebecca Pacholok
Molly Elizabeth Palzkill
Molly Johanna Palzkill
Jenna Leigh Peggs
Zachary Moore Pereles
Danielle Francine Perle
Samantha Jo Peterson
‡ Kierra Marie Pettit
Laura Catherine Pierpont
Samantha Jo Pues
Alexandra Rachlin
Jessica Marie Reiersgord
Jennifer Lyn Reilly
Kevin G. Reinke
Matthew David Ropel
† Jewelryana J. Rose
Cobby Ann Rowan
Benjamin Lane Saxon
‡ Kelsey Marie Schaid
Hannah Elise Scherer-Jones
Chloe Schlesinger
Kristin Ruth Schoenbeck
‡ Molly Rose Schommer
Blake Rose Schulman
‡ Bethany Rose Schumacher
‡ Abbey Elizabeth Seidel
Tara Eisen Selestow
Haley Emma Serebin
Catherine Jeanette Sessions
‡ Clare Elisabeth Sexton-Stern
Sara Marie Shaw
‡ Lauren Shimanovsky
Regan Smith
Rachael Rae Snedigar
Emily Kathleen Snow
‡ Danielle Sara Snyder
Ashley Carolyn Splittgerber
Sarah Francesca Stadler
Zachary Justin Stella
‡ Eliana Lior Stern
‡ Chelsy Kristine Stevens
Abigail Lauren Stock
Elizabeth Ann Stougaard
Nicholas Dean Stout
Kelly Kristin Strawman
Abigail Marie Studinger
Ashley Jean Swenson
Sophia June Symonds
Hannah L. Szalewski
Dylan James Talerico
Elizabeth Bertena Taylor
Ashleigh Nicole Teasley
Bao Mai Thao
Shinnie Duacee Tho
‡ Courtney Ann Thom
Cassie Mae Thomack
Natasha Mila Thompson
Kerry Jane Thorrens
Jose Torres
Sophia Truong Tran
Samantha Rose Treankler
Ashley Marie Trewartha
Carly Ann Tribbia
Jordan Jane Troy
‡ Jennifer Lynn Tucholka
Claire Nicole Usher
Hanna Elizabeth Vadeboncoeur
Megan Anne Van Boxtel
Kala Ann Van Den Heuvel
Nicole Michelle Van Dyke
‡ Kristin Mary Van Spankeren
Mai Pa Vang
Bethany Ann Varley
Claire Ann Vasiljevich
Kristin Marie Vendel
‡ Sarah Hope Vergin
Heidi Christine Voelker
Jesse Reuben VonDross
Paula Pong Young
Katherine Suzanne Wade
Richelle Bridget Wagner
‡ Daniel Jon Walker
Ramona Walsh
‡ Kirsten Elizabeth Walters
Nicole Sarah Wargon
Alexandra Kathryn Weber
Michael Thomas Weiss
Alison Marie Welhouse
‡ Nicole Lynn Welke
Rachael Marie White
Matthew Steven Wimmer
Cecilia Elizabeth Maffei Winfield
‡ Helena Marie Wolf
Lauren Paige Wolff
Kaitlin Jean Wuollet
MaiMoua Xiong
Maimoua Xiong
‡ Lyudmila Jane Yasko
‡ Hannah Caroline Young
Marybeth Rose Zins
David Michael Zirko
Chelsi Renee Zollner
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